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ABSTRACT 

Riley, Kathryn R. 

USING CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS AS A TOOL FOR  

HIGH-THROUGHPUT MOLECULAR SCREENING 

Dissertation under the direction of Christa L. Colyer, Professor of Chemistry 

 

Advances in the development of DNA-encoded chemical libraries have necessitated rapid 

selection strategies to aid in molecular discovery. Encoded chemical libraries are composed of 

thousands of unique (potential) drug molecules, each encoded with a corresponding unique DNA 

sequence, allowing for the simultaneous screening of ligands against an identified biomolecular 

target. The basic principles driving DNA-encoded drug selection are mimicked by aptamer 

selection principles, which involve the partitioning of target-bound DNA from unbound DNA 

and the subsequent amplification of aptamers by PCR (polymerase chain reaction). Several 

screening methodologies have been proposed, including systematic evolution of ligands by 

exponential enrichment (SELEX) and nonequilibrium capillary electrophoresis of equilibrium 

mixtures (NECEEM). However, these stand-alone techniques require multiple rounds of 

selection and produce a limited number of each unique aptamer. SELEX has the added 

disadvantage of heavy resource consumption. Thus, it still remains to develop a fast, efficient 

method for high-throughput screening of encoded chemical libraries. 

Ultimately, the goal of this work is to address the need for novel screening methods by 

developing a selection platform utilizing tools from chemistry, physics, and cancer biology. As 

an initial step towards realizing this goal, methods were developed for the screening of 

oligonucleotide libraries. The present work demonstrates significant improvements in capillary 

electrophoresis (CE) separation, detection, and collection techniques for selection of potential 

therapeutic agents from oligonucleotide libraries and for compatibility with next generation 



	  

xix 

(“lab-on-bead”) sequencing technologies. Oligonucleotide libraries containing many thousands 

of potential aptamers were mixed with protein targets of interest and a single NECEEM 

experiment was used to isolate only those ligands that strongly bound the target. Automated CE 

fraction collection was subsequently used to isolate binding ligands and to obtain a significant 

enough concentration of binding ligands to pass along to the next generation sequencing (NGS) 

stage. In a proof-of-principle experiment, the successful coupling of CE and NGS methods was 

demonstrated, with CE selection resulting in library enrichment of 40×. A subsequent study 

involved selection of a known thrombin protein binding aptamer from a library of 32,768 

oligonucleotides screened against thrombin protein followed by NGS analysis. Methods 

optimized for aptamer selection were then applied for the selection of encoded small molecules 

from a library of 13,824 DNA-encoded macrocycles screened against Src kinase, of which 15 

macrocycles were enriched using CE-based selection. 

To couple CE preselection methods with subsequent lab-on-bead drug discovery methods 

requires the production of nanobeads functionalized with multiple copies of CE-preselected 

oligonucleotides via a process called em-PCR (emulsion-PCR). To better assess this process, CE 

methods were also developed to characterize and distinguish between functionalized polymer 

nanoparticles of different sizes and different surface modifications, and to separate polymeric 

nanoparticles with and without DNA modification.  The extension of these CE-based 

nanoparticle characterization methods to the separation of protein-bound and unbound aptamer-

conjugated nanoparticles, and to a study of nanoparticles as buffer additives to improve CE 

separations was also undertaken, thus illustrating the versatility of CE as a tool for both analysis 

and materials characterization. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The necessity of novel cancer therapies has propelled the field of drug discovery and the 

development of vast libraries of oligonucleotides and DNA-encoded small molecules. To 

expedite the discovery process, high-throughput and rapid methods are needed to screen these 

libraries against disease biomarkers, like proteins. This work aimed to address this need by 

developing a screening technology that coupled capillary electrophoresis (CE) and next 

generation sequencing (NGS) to rapidly screen aptamer and encoded molecule libraries. The 

work presented here details the development of the CE-based selection platform, as well as the 

application of CE for the analysis of related analytes including nanoparticles and microbes. 

 

1.1. OVERVIEW AND THEORY OF CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS 

 Electrophoresis, which is commonly practiced in a slab gel for the analysis of a variety of 

biomolecules, is one of the most widely used separation techniques due to its relatively low cost, 

easy sample cleanup, and potential for high sample throughput using parallel processing.  

Another common separation technique is high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), 

which is operated in a column format allowing for easier quantitation, automation, fraction 

collection, and on-line coupling with a variety of detectors. The combination of aspects of these 

techniques, in the form of electrokinetically driven separations in column format, resulted in what 

is known today as capillary electrophoresis, or CE [1].  

 The development of electrophoresis began in earnest in 1937 with Arne Tiselius who made 

significant improvements to the electrophoresis apparatus. Tiselius used a new experimental setup 

for the analysis of blood serum, and to demonstrate the separation of proteins phycocyanin and 

phycoerythrin [2]. Over the next several decades electrophoresis was hindered by zone 

broadening, and thereby poor separation efficiency, due to convection currents in the 
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electrophoresis buffer [3]. When an electric current is passed through a conductive 

electrophoresis buffer, heat is generated, and this process is called Joule heating. Joule heating 

causes a temperature gradient across the electrophoresis channel, such that the center of the 

channel has a higher temperature than the outer edges of the channel. This leads to differences in 

migration time of an analyte band at different cross-sectional positions of the channel, which in 

turn causes band broadening [1]. Since the amount of heat released as a result of Joule heating is 

proportional to the square of the current flow, lowering the applied voltage can minimize Joule 

heating. However, analyte velocity is also proportional to the electric field strength, so to achieve 

high velocities, and therefore fast separations, high electric fields are needed. 

 In response to these limitations, Mikkers et al. developed a method that utilized narrow-bore 

Teflon tubes to carry out electrophoretic separations [4]. While this seemed to minimize 

convection currents, zone broadening due to molecular diffusion was observed. In addition, the 

use of a narrow tube resulted in poor sensitivity because it was difficult to find a detection 

scheme capable of detecting minute quantities of sample. Finally, in 1981, Jorgenson and Lukacs 

developed the first high-resolution CE system using a small (75 μm) open-tubular glass capillary 

with on-column fluorescence detection. The small capillary radius allowed for efficient heat 

dissipation so higher separation voltages could be applied leading to improved separation 

efficiency, while the on-column fluorescence detector allowed for improved sensitivity [3]. 

 Presently, CE is known as an instrumental separation technique that is a powerful tool for the 

analysis of proteins, peptides, DNA, whole cells, and inorganic ions. In general, an analyte must 

be charged to be suitable for analysis by CE; however, CE techniques have been developed for 

the resolution of neutral species. Compared to other separation techniques, CE offers high 

efficiency and sensitivity while minimizing sample quantities, reagent consumption, and analysis 

times. Further, CE analyses can provide both qualitative and quantitative information about an 

analyte [5,6]. 
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1.1.A. Sample Introduction 

A typical CE separation involves injection of the analyte onto a buffer-filled, fused-silica 

capillary either by pressure (hydrodynamic injection) or voltage (electrokinetic injection). In 

normal polarity mode, the sample is injected at the anode end of the capillary, while in reverse 

polarity mode, the sample is injected at the cathode end.  

A hydrodynamic injection relies on pressure differences between the inlet and outlet ends of 

the capillary for sample introduction. There are several ways in which a hydrodynamic injection 

can be performed; gravimetrically, by lifting the sample vial above the outlet so that siphoning of 

the sample solution occurs; or by overpressure, where pressure is applied at the inlet side of the 

capillary; or by vacuum, where a vacuum is applied at the outlet end of the capillary.  

Hydrodynamic injection can lead to zone broadening due to the large sample plugs that are 

injected onto the capillary. Using shorter injection times can reduce the size of the sample plug 

and minimize zone broadening, but the response time of the instrumentation can be slow, which 

limits the reproducibility of short injections [1,5]. 

Electrokinetic injection relies on the application of a voltage to the inlet side of the capillary 

to direct the analyte onto the capillary. Analyte ions migrate onto the capillary based on a 

combination of their own unique electrophoretic migration and the rate of electroosmotic flow of 

the bulk solution. It is, therefore, imperative that the electroosmotic flow be greater than the 

electrophoretic mobility of the analyte, so that the net movement of the analyte will be onto the 

capillary regardless of the analyte’s charge. An electrokinetic injection can result in much smaller 

sample volumes loaded onto the capillary relative to hydrodynamic injection, but it introduces an 

inherent bias in the quantity of analyte injected due to its dependence on the mobility of the 

analyte. Thus, in general, hydrodynamic injection offers better reproducibility and better control 

over the amount of sample injected onto the capillary [1,5]. 

The size (internal diameter) and length of the capillary affect the volume of the sample loaded 

onto the capillary. Capillaries typically vary from 25-100 cm total length and 25-100 μm inner 
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diameter [6]. For a hydrodynamic injection the injection volume, Vinj, can be calculated according 

to the Hagen-Poiseuille equation [7]: 

 𝑉!"# =
∆𝑃𝜋𝑑!𝑡
128𝜂𝐿!"!

 [1-1] 

where ΔP is the pressure difference between the inlet and outlet ends of the capillary (in Pa), d is 

the inner diameter of the capillary (in meters), t is the injection time (in seconds), η is the 

viscosity of the electrophoresis buffer (0.001 Pa⋅s for water), and Ltot is the total length of the 

capillary (in meters). Thus, for longer or narrower capillaries, higher pressure must be applied in 

order to inject the same volume of sample onto the capillary. For an electrokinetic injection the 

amount of sample loaded onto the capillary is less straightforward to calculate because the 

electrophoretic mobility of the analyte and the electroosmotic mobility of the solution must be 

known. Typical injection volumes for CE analyses are in the 10-100 nL range. 

 One of the major challenges of sample injection in CE is improving sensitivity by increasing 

the amount of sample loaded onto the capillary while still maintaining resolution and avoiding 

excessive zone broadening. In an effort to achieve ideal sample loading, stacking techniques have 

been developed for use during the separation itself or during sample introduction. Common 

variations of stacking techniques include those based on isotachophoresis, field-amplification, or 

polarity switching [1]. A detailed discussion of sample stacking based on isotachophoresis will be 

presented in Section 2.B. 

 

1.1.B. Separation 

Following sample injection, the capillary, along with a Pt electrode, is placed in a vial 

containing a buffered solution; a voltage is applied along the entire length of capillary, and the 

separation begins (as illustrated in Fig. 1-1, A).  Principally, electrophoresis is the movement of a 

charged particle under a localized electric field. If the sample buffer is the same as the separation 

buffer (hereafter referred to as the background electrolyte, BGE), then a uniform field will be 
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established across the entire length of capillary. Consequently, analytes move along the capillary 

with a speed dependent upon their charge and size, giving rise to a signal when they reach the 

detector. The migration time is the time it takes for an analyte to reach the detector and the 

electrophoretic mobility, μep, describes the relationship between the velocity at which an ion 

moves in the capillary, υi, and the overall electric field, E [1,5]: 

 𝜇!" =
𝜐!
𝐸

 [1-2] 

Neutral species will migrate at the rate of electroosmotic flow (EOF), which is an electrically 

driven bulk flow of solution created by the electric double layer formed along the inner capillary 

wall. When the capillary is treated with a buffer at a pH greater than 2, the silanol groups on the 

inner surface of the capillary wall are deprotonated, thus assuming a negative charge. Positive 

ions in the BGE adsorb tightly to this negatively charged static surface, creating an electric 

double layer. The excess solvated cations in the bulk solution and the diffuse region of the double 
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Fig. 1-1. A) Schematic diagram of CE. B) Separation of cationic, neutral, and anionic analytes by CE. C) Formation of the electric 
bilayer in CE.!
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layer are attracted to the cathode, and by viscous drag, the bulk solution accompanies them, 

creating an overall net flow of the BGE solution towards the cathode (as in Fig. 1-1, C) [5].  

In normal polarity mode, positively charged species will move ahead of the EOF since they 

are attracted to the negatively charged electrode (the cathode) at the outlet end of the capillary, 

while negatively charged species will move slower than EOF since they are attracted to the 

positively charged electrode (the anode), which is at the opposite end of the capillary. Thus, the 

expected migration order is cations, then neutral species, and then anions, with smaller species 

and polyvalent ions moving more quickly toward the electrode to which they are attracted (as in 

Fig. 1-1, B) [6].  

To minimize broadening of analyte bands due to Joule heating an inert liquid coolant 

surrounds the capillary to facilitate heat dissipation. Because the BGE solution moves through the 

capillary driven by EOF, the solution flow profile is plug-like rather than parabolic (as in 

techniques that utilize pressure driven flow), and this plug-like flow results in a reduction of 

analyte band broadening. Unlike in HPLC, where eddy diffusion and mass transfer lead to 

increased band broadening, the predominant source of band broadening in CE is longitudinal 

diffusion. Overall, CE thus offers improved efficiency and resolving power relative to liquid 

chromatography. 

 

1.1.C. Detection 

Analytes can be readily detected in CE through the direct coupling of the separation capillary 

to a variety of detectors including UV-Vis absorbance, fluorescence emission, amperometry, 

conductivity, or electrospray ionization-mass spectrometry [5]. The focus of this work will be to 

probe analytes using electromagnetic radiation either by UV-Vis or laser induced fluorescence 

(LIF) detection. Analytes can be detected on-column, post-column, or throughout the whole 

column, but the most common scheme is on-column detection. In order to detect analytes on-

column, a section of the polyimide coating on the outside wall of the capillary must be removed 
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(usually by heat) so that there is a transparent “window” for detection. Then, either a continuum 

source (for UV-Vis) or a laser (for LIF) is shone on the window and the resulting absorbance or 

fluorescence arising from analyte zones passing through the window is detected and converted to 

an electronic signal.  

UV-Vis absorbance detection is useful for molecules that possess a chromophore or can be 

easily derivatized with a chromophore, and this method may be considered a “universal” detector 

(especially for biological analytes) when it is operated in the low UV range. The instrumentation 

used in this work utilizes a deuterium source emitting continuous radiation from 190-370 nm, 

which is passed through two lenses to focus and direct the light (as in Fig. 1-2) through 

wavelength-selecting filters that are located in a rotating wheel behind the capillary cartridge, in 

order to select the appropriate wavelength for analysis. The light continues through an aperture 

and through the capillary where some of the light is absorbed by the analyte. The transmitted light 

continues through a fiber optic cable to a photodiode detector, where the light is converted to an 

electrical signal, giving rise to a peak in the resulting electropherogram [8].  

Advantages of UV-Vis detection include compatibility with a variety of CE modes, 

qualitative and quantitative outputs, acquisition of multi-wavelength spectra (when photodiode 

array detectors are used), and nondestructive sample treatment. The major disadvantage of UV-

Vis detection is sensitivity. Specifically, a reduction in the optical pathlength due to the 

cylindrical geometry of the capillary and its narrow diameter results in decreased sensitivity [1].  

In contrast, LIF is the most sensitive optical detection scheme available for CE, approaching 
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Fig. 1-2. Schematic diagram of an interfaced UV detector for on-line detection in CE.!
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single-molecule detection for some analytes. This enhanced sensitivity is due to low background 

signal from interfering species since most molecules are not natively fluorescent. The background 

is further minimized because fluorescence occurs at a different (longer) wavelength than 

excitation. Thus, limits of detection are generally in the nanomolar or sub-nanomolar range with 

wide linear dynamic ranges. However, analytes must be inherently fluorescent or easily 

derivatized with a fluorophore to be suitable for detection by LIF, a topic that will be discussed 

later [1]. 

Lasers are good excitation sources because they can be focused near the diffraction limit of 

light, have simpler spectral backgrounds, and their excitation power can be varied. In the visible 

and near-infrared regions, lasers are dependable, relatively inexpensive, and their emission lines 

align with commonly used derivatization reagents. One of the most common lasers is an Ar-ion 

laser, which provides radiation at either 457, 488, or 514 nm. An Ar-ion laser with excitation at 

488 nm will be utilized in this work, but it is important to note that other lasers are available for 

excitation at other desirable wavelengths [1].  

In this work, the excitation light from the Ar-ion laser is transmitted through a fiber optic 

cable and directed onto the capillary where it excites analyte molecules (as in Fig. 1-3). The 

resulting emission from the analyte passes through a ball lens where it is collimated, and then 

continues on to a 50/50 beam splitter. The instrument used in this work is capable of utilizing two 

lasers simultaneously, so the beam splitter directs half of the light through filters specific to the 

first laser and the other half of the light through filters specific to the second laser. After the 

fluorescence emission passes through the laser filter (a notch filter) and the emission filter (a long 

pass filter), the signal is detected by a photomultiplier tube (PMT) where it is amplified and 

converted to an electrical signal [8].  
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1.1.D. Buffer Composition 

A buffered solution is necessary to maintain electrical conductivity within the capillary and to 

minimize pH changes that could otherwise occur (due to the generation of hydroxide and 

hydrogen ions at the electrodes) during the course of a CE run. Typical buffers that may be 

employed include phosphate, citrate, acetate, or borate. Zwitterionic buffers, like CAPS (N-

cyclohexyl-3-aminopropanesulfonic acid), MES (2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid), or Tris 

(tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane) have been shown to be useful for the analysis of proteins and 

peptides due to their low conductivity when employed near the isoelectric point, pI, of the protein 

[9]. Different CE modes have different buffer requirements. For example, in capillary zone 

electrophoresis (CZE) a continuous buffer system is used where the sample buffer and BGE are 

the same, but in capillary transient isotachophoresis (ctITP), a discontinuous buffer system is 

used where the sample buffer and BGE contain different ions. Other CE modes may utilize 

additives like surfactants, chiral selectors, polymers, or more recently, nanoparticles [9]. 

Fig. 1-3. Schematic diagram of an interfaced LIF detector for on-line detection in CE.!
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 The separation of analytes can be affected by optimizing the pH and ionic strength of the 

buffer. At higher pH, the charge density on the inner wall of the capillary is greater, leading to a 

thicker electrical double layer in solution, and hence, a greater EOF. The pH also affects the 

charge of the analyte. For example, in the case of protein analysis, if the pH is greater than the 

protein’s pI, then the protein will be negatively charged, affecting the electrophoretic mobility of 

the analyte. The ionic strength of the buffer will also affect the migration of analytes due to 

changes in EOF. Decreasing the ionic strength of the buffer results in the establishment of a 

thicker electrical double layer, and a concomitant increase in EOF akin to the increase seen with 

increasing pH.  Conversely, increasing the ionic strength will result in a decrease in EOF, and at 

significantly high salt concentrations, band broadening due to Joule heating may be observed [9]. 

 

1.1.E. Analyte Derivatization 

Analyte derivatization is often needed for LIF detection in CE, and specific to this work, the 

fluorescent derivatization of single stranded DNA (ssDNA) will be discussed. Although nucleic 

acids have some inherent fluorescence upon UV excitation, they have very low quantum yields. 

Thus, fluorescent derivatization is required to detect nucleic acids with high sensitivity. One 

method used for derivatization of DNA is the covalent coupling of a fluorophore to the DNA 

sequence, which is generally accomplished through the use of fluorescent primers. Another 

method is the use of an intercalating dye, which complexes DNA through non-covalent 

interactions [10]. Both techniques are suitable for the fluorescent detection of DNA, but this work 

will focus on the use of an intercalating dye. A fluorophore covalently attached to the end of the 

DNA sequence may interfere with lab-on-bead studies to be performed following CE analysis. 

Specifically, a covalent fluorophore may present difficulties in attaching the DNA to nanobeads 

or in the interaction of the DNA-functionalized beads with protein targets. 

One of the main considerations for derivatization in CE is whether to label the analyte pre-

column or on-column. Pre-column labeling can be carried out in one of two ways. In either case 
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the dye is incubated with the sample prior to sample injection. Then, the sample is injected onto 

the capillary, which either contains a solution of buffer only or a solution with buffer and dye. 

This work will focus on the former pre-column labeling method, whereby the dye is only added 

to the sample prior to injection. In on-column labeling the dye is added to the BGE only. It has 

been previously noted that on-column labeling results in increased sensitivity [11]. With a non-

covalent fluorophore, the analyte and dye are in equilibrium according to the following 

equilibrium equation: 

 DNA + dye ⇌ DNA − dye [1-3] 
 

If the sample is labeled pre-column, then as the DNA-dye complex dissociates during the course 

of the experiment, the unbound dye and unbound DNA will migrate according to their unique 

electrophoretic mobilities. As the dye and DNA presumably migrate away from one another, they 

will no longer be in close proximity to re-form the complex. Thus, some DNA will undoubtedly 

be unlabeled by the time it reaches the detector, resulting in decreased labeling efficiency and 

thereby decreased sensitivity. Conversely, if the analyte is labeled on-column then the dye is 

present along the entire length of capillary, so even if the DNA and dye dissociate, there is dye 

readily available for the DNA-dye complex to be re-formed. This results in a greater percentage 

of the analyte being labeled by the time it reaches the detector relative to pre-column labeling, 

and thus increased sensitivity. Despite the increased sensitivity that may be achieved by on-

column labeling, this method is not always preferred due to considerations such as increased 

background signal, competing equilibria, or undesirable effects on EOF. 

Of the intercalating dyes commercially available, this work will utilize SYBR Gold, an 

asymmetrical cyanine dye that is typically used as a nucleic acid gel stain. Similar dyes exist 

within this class, including PicoGreen, SYBR Green I, and SYBR Green II [12,13]. All of these 

dyes have low intrinsic fluorescence, but exhibit large fluorescence enhancements and large 

fluorescence quantum yields upon binding to nucleic acids, particularly double stranded DNA 
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(dsDNA) [14]. SYBR Gold is unique in that it successfully and efficiently binds ssDNA with 

greater sensitivity (φF = 0.7) than observed for other comparable dyes [15], a feature that is 

particularly pertinent to this work. Due to the structural similarity of SYBR Green I and SYBR 

Gold [12–14] (Fig. 1-4), it is expected that SYBR Gold also interacts with dsDNA through a 

combination of intercalation, electrostatic interactions, and through minor-groove binding, which 

occurs due to the torsional freedom of aromatic rings on the dye that can fit into the minor 

grooves of the DNA helix [16]. While the interactions between asymmetric cyanine dyes and 

ssDNA are not as well understood, it is believed that similar interactions dictate dye-ssDNA 

binding in the formation of a “partial intercalation-like complex” [17]. It has been proposed that 

coulombic interactions between the positively charged dye molecules and the negatively charged 

DNA play a role in binding. In addition, it is believed that stacking interactions between the 

thiazole groups of the dye molecules facilitate binding through their interactions with one another 

along the exterior of the DNA strand and through a limited number of interactions between 

intercalated thiazole groups [17].  

 

Fig. 1-4. Chemical structure of PicoGreen, SYBR Green I and SYBR Gold. X is either S or O for PicoGreen and SYBR Gold. In 
all cases, R represents many different substituents on the conjugated rings and Z is a counterion (chloride, iodide, perchlorate or a 
variety of sulfonates) [14].!
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1.2. MODES OF CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS 

1.2.A. Capillary Zone Electrophoresis 

In traditional CZE the sample buffer is the same as the BGE so that when the sample is 

injected onto the capillary there is a continuous electric field. Almost immediately following 

application of the electric field, the bulk liquid is propagated at a constant velocity due to 

electroosmotic flow (EOF). The electroosmotic velocity is proportional to the strength of the 

applied field, E, and is dependent on the zeta potential of the capillary wall (ζ), and the 

permittivity (ε) and viscosity (η) of the buffered solution, according to the following equation: 

 𝜐!" = −
𝜀𝜁𝐸
𝜂

 [1-4] 

Since the zeta potential is typically negative, the electroosmotic mobility, µeo, is positive (in the 

direction of the cathode) [1].  

The net velocity of an analyte ion under zone electrophoretic conditions is the sum of the 

mobility due to EOF and the mobility of the ion, according to: 

 𝜐!"#,! = 𝜇!",! + 𝜇!" 𝐸 [1-5] 

such that there is a specific electrophoretic contribution, µep,i, and a nonspecific electroosmotic 

contribution, µeo. Thus, the EOF velocity vector is superimposed on the electrophoretic velocity 

of each analyte [1]. 

Zone electrophoresis is the simplest CE mode because it utilizes a continuous buffer system 

resulting in numerous buffer choices and easy sample preparation. However, for particular 

analytes or for complex mixtures of analytes broad peaks and poor resolution may be observed 

due to the diffusion of analytes as they travel along the capillary (Fig. 1-5). Therefore, several 

techniques have been developed to focus peaks and improve resolution by manipulating buffer 

conditions and thereby altering the electric field.  
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1.2.B. Capillary Transient Isotachophoresis 

Isotachophoresis (ITP) [Latin, iso = “same”, tacho = “speed”] is a CE focusing technique 

that relies on a discontinuous buffer system. In traditional ITP the capillary and outlet reservoir 

are filled with a leading electrolyte, which has a mobility greater than the sample. The sample is 

injected onto the capillary, and the inlet buffer reservoir is subsequently replaced with a 

terminating electrolyte, which has a mobility less than that of the sample. When an electric field 

is applied, the electrolytes reach a steady-state condition whereby they each separate into zones 

according to their unique electrophoretic mobilities, with the analyte band concentrated or 

“stacked” into a narrow band between the leading and terminating ions [1]. 

 Under ITP conditions, all ions move at the same velocity, υiso, so for a sample, X, injected 

between a leading ion, L, and a terminating ion, T: 

 𝜐!"# = 𝜐! = 𝜐! = 𝜐! = 𝜇!𝐸! = 𝜇!𝐸! = 𝜇!𝐸! [1-6] 

In addition, the driving current density across the capillary, i, is constant along the whole path 

according to: 

 𝑖 = 𝐸!𝜅! = 𝐸!𝜅! = 𝐸!𝜅! [1-7] 

where κ is the specific conductivity of the buffer. In order for all ions to migrate at the same 

speed (as in Equation 1-6), an analyte with a greater mobility (µ) must experience a lower electric 

field strength (E) in its zone. Thus, if diffusion or migration of an analyte causes an ion of lower 

Fig. 1-5. Separation by capillary zone electrophoresis. At time t0 the sample (S), containing analytes 1 and 2, is injected onto the 
capillary. At time t1, after a voltage has been applied to the capillary, analytes 1 and 2 are separated.!
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mobility to enter a zone of ions with higher mobility, its migration velocity will decrease because 

the electric field in the region of higher mobility will be lower. The decrease in the velocity of the 

lower mobility ion allows for its zone to catch up to it, and so it returns to its original migration 

zone. This step-wise change in the strength of the electric field between ion zones causes 

permanently sharp boundaries between analyte ions, so that the stacking effect is maintained 

throughout the separation resulting in the detection of sharp, highly focused zones [1].  

 In capillary transient isotachophoresis (ctITP), the isotachophoretic step is induced by adding 

a leading or terminating ion to the sample. In the mode relevant to this work, a leading ion is 

added to the sample buffer while the BGE (filling the capillary, and in the inlet and outlet 

reservoirs) contains a terminating ion. At time t0, the sample and leading electrolyte are injected 

onto the capillary, which is filled with BGE containing the terminating electrolyte (as in Fig. 1-6). 

When a voltage is applied (at t1), the ions arrange in order of their effective mobility and the 

typical isotachophoretic condition is achieved where the sample zone is flanked by leading and 

terminating ions, which creates sharp, mutual boundaries between the zones. In this step, analytes 

all migrate in the stack with the same velocity. As the separation continues (at t2) the analytes 

gradually destack and begin migrating as in typical zone electrophoresis. This destacking occurs 

as the leading ion begins to diffuse throughout the capillary and move according to its unique 

mobility. This permits the different analyte bands to gradually leave the stack and migrate 

Fig. 1-6. Separation by capillary transient isotachophoresis. At time t0 the sample (S), containing the leading electrolyte (L) and 
analytes 1 and 2, is injected onto the capillary. At time t1, after a voltage is initially applied, the ions arrange in order of their 
mobility. At time t2, later in the separation, the ions gradually destack and analytes 1 and 2 are separated.!
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independently according to their unique electrophoretic mobilities. The combination of the ITP 

stacking and CZE separation steps allows for the detection of sharp, well-resolved analyte peaks 

[1].  

This on-column preconcentration and focusing technique has been shown to improve 

concentration detection limits and increase the amount of sample that can be injected onto the 

capillary without loss of resolution of sample components [1,18]. However, the choice of the 

ctITP buffer system can be challenging because the leading and terminating ions must have 

mobilities greater than and less than the analyte, respectively. Further, the buffer system must be 

suitable for the resolution of analyte species during the CZE separation stage of ctITP analysis. 

 

1.3. DETERMINATION OF DISSOCIATION CONSTANTS USING 

NONEQUILIBRIUM CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS OF EQUILIBIRUM 

MIXTURES 

In order to study the interactions between a ligand and target (e.g. protein) there must be 

differences in the mobility of the ligand in its bound and unbound forms. The migration of a 

protein in capillary electrophoresis is linearly related to the force exerted on it by the electric field 

and inversely related to the hydrodynamic drag on it, according to the following equation: 

 𝜇 = 𝐶!
𝑍
𝑀! [1-8] 

Here Cp is an empirical constant dependent on the protein shape and structure and the 

electrophoresis conditions, and Z represents the net charge of the protein, which is the sum of all 

the charges carried by the amino acid side chains, any associated ligands, covalently attached 

saccharides, cofactors, or metal ions. M is the mass or molecular volume and shape of the protein 

in solution while α is the power constant of the molecular weight and is also dependent on the 

electrophoresis conditions. Thus, the size of the protein and the pH of the solution, which will 

affect the overall charge of the protein, are important factors that govern its electrophoretic 
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mobility [1]. The two classes of ligands of interest in this work are ssDNA aptamers and DNA-

encoded small molecules. The mobility of DNA has been shown to be largely independent of the 

number of nucleotides because the increase in oligonucleotide length caused by the addition of a 

nucleic acid base is compensated by the additional charge from the added phosphate group on the 

DNA backbone. It has also been demonstrated that DNA-encoded small molecules will co-

migrate in CE because their migration is predominantly dependent on the migration properties of 

the highly charged DNA tag integral to each small molecule rather than the inherent 

electrophoretic mobility of the small molecule itself [19]. 

 The change in the electrophoretic mobility of a ligand observed upon binding a protein target 

can be explained in one of three ways: (i) by changing the net charge of the ligand, while leaving 

the hydrodynamic drag unchanged (binding of a small, charged protein); (ii) by changing the 

hydrodynamic drag on the ligand, while leaving the charge unchanged (binding of a large, neutral 

protein); or (iii) by changing both the charge and hydrodynamic drag of the ligand (binding of a 

large, charged protein).  Since the protein is typically larger than the ssDNA or DNA-encoded 

ligand (invalidating model (i)), and since the protein is typically charged because experiments are 

conducted at a suitably high pH (invalidating model (ii)), model (iii) is the most common binding 

mode to describe the changes in electrophoretic mobility caused by protein-ligand interactions 

[1].  

In order to probe these interactions, heterogeneous and homogeneous binding studies can be 

conducted. In heterogeneous binding experiments, one component (either the target or ligand) is 

affixed to a solid substrate and the other is dissolved in solution. The drawbacks of this method 

are decreased binding interactions due to reduced mobility of the component on the solid 

substrate, nonspecific interactions with the solid substrate, inability to measure the concentration 

of the affixed component, and increased cost, time, and labor. These problems can be avoided by 

conducting homogeneous binding studies, which allow both components to interact in solution. 
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Interactions can then be probed by chromatographic and electrophoretic separation techniques, or 

optically by absorbance, fluorescence, or polarization schemes [20]. 

Nonequilibrium capillary electrophoresis of equilibrium mixtures (NECEEM) is a 

homogeneous binding technique, which was first developed in 2002 as an alternative to other 

electrophoretic assays for the determination of dissociation constants, and has proven to be a 

powerful tool for aptamer and encoded molecule selection [19,21–23]. Using NECEEM, both the 

dissociation constant and monomolecular rate constant can be determined, and so the 

development of this technique demonstrated the first instance of the determination of binding and 

kinetic data in a single experiment [24]. NECEEM involves injection of an equilibrium mixture 

consisting of unbound, fluorescently labeled DNA (DNA*) and unbound target (T) in equilibrium 

with the DNA*–target complex (DNA*–T) as demonstrated by the following equilibrium equation 

(and as depicted in Fig. 1-7, A):   

 DNA∗ + T
!!

      ⇌
!!!

    DNA∗ − T 

 

[1-9] 

After a voltage is applied to the capillary, the unbound target and unbound DNA migrate 

according to their unique electrophoretic mobilities and are no longer in equilibrium (as in Fig. 1-

7, B). Since the DNA will be fluorescently labeled in this work, it is expected that the 

electropherogram for NECEEM-based experiments will have two distinct peaks corresponding to 

DNA*–target complex and unbound DNA* (Fig. 1-7, C). By integrating the peaks observed in the 

electropherogram, the dissociation constant, Kd, and the monomolecular rate constant of complex 

dissociation, k-1, can be calculated. Using these empirically determined parameters, the 

bimolecular rate constant for complex formation, k1, can be determined by 𝑘! =
𝑘!!

𝐾! [21]. 

The Kd is further defined as [20,25]:  

 𝐾! =
𝑇! 1 + 𝑅 − [𝐷𝑁𝐴!]

1 + 1 𝑅
 [1-10] 
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where [T]0 and [DNA]0 are the initial concentrations of target and DNA, respectively, and R is 

defined as [25]: 

 𝑅 =
𝐴!

𝐴!
𝜑!"#
𝜑!"#!!

+ 𝐴!
 [1-11] 

A1, A2 and A3 are the areas under the curves, as exhibited in Fig. 1-7,C, and   !!"#
!!"#!!

  is the ratio 

of the quantum yield of DNA in the presence and absence of a target molecule. These NECEEM 

equations were initially derived from studies conducted using covalently labeled oligonucleotides 

and differences in the values of fluorescence anisotropy between the unbound and bound DNA 

forms were thought to be important. However, later work revealed that these differences were 

minimal since the fluorescent label was not involved directly in binding, and so later 

mathematical models demonstrated that it was not necessary to calculate the ratio of the 

fluorescence quantum yields in order to accurately determine the Kd [20]. This further simplified 

the calculation of R to just a ratio of the peak areas, which in turn allowed for the easy 

C!

=!EM! DNA*! DNA*!
T! T!

direction of electroosmotic flow!

EM!t0!

T!DNA*!
T!DNA*!t1!

Time!

Si
gn

al
!

DNA*!

DNA*T!

A3!
A2!

A1!

A!

B!

Fig.  1-7.  Schematic  diagram of  NECEEM-based selection of  aptamers.  A)  The equilibrium mixture  (EM) contains  unbound 
fluorescently labeled DNA (DNA*), unbound target (T) and fluorescently labeled DNA bound to the target (DNA*-T, complex). B) 
At time t0 the equilibrium mixture is injected onto the capillary. At time t1, after a voltage has been applied, the components of the 
mixture are separated. The shaded region to the left of T represents target dissociated from the DNA*-T complex and the shaded 
region to the right of DNA* represents DNA* dissociated from the DNA*-T complex. C) The resulting electropherogram has two 
distinct peaks for the complex* and unbound DNA* with a  region of DNA dissociated from the complex (shaded).!
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determination of the Kd from knowledge of only the DNA*–T and DNA* peak areas and the 

starting concentration of DNA and target. Further supporting the omission of the quantum yield 

ratio from the Kd expression, this work utilizes a noncovalent fluorescent labeling reagent (SYBR 

Gold), which is not expected to be involved in binding between the DNA and target protein. 

Thus, similar to previously reported work, the quantum yield of SYBR Gold is presumed to be 

independent of target binding.  

 

 
1.4. OLIGONUCLEOTIDE AND ENCODED CHEMICAL LIBRARIES 

Identification of novel molecules and chemicals that can regulate a variety of biological 

processes is paramount to the drug discovery field. Over the past several decades, screening for 

these new molecules has spanned collections of natural materials, libraries of synthetic 

oligonucleotides (aptamers), and chemical repertoires, each with its own advantages and 

disadvantages. Genetic methods are limited to nucleotides and peptides, but allow for 

amplification of lead molecules using PCR, while chemical methods provide a limitless range of 

molecules, but these cannot be enriched in an automated fashion [26].  

Aptamers [Latin, aptus = “to fit”] are synthetic oligonucleotides that can bind to a variety of 

targets both specifically and with high affinity. In 1990, aptamer selection against a target of 

interest was first demonstrated [27,28]. Aptamers can easily fold in to an array of secondary and 

tertiary structures, which allows them to interact with and bind to a variety of targets, including 

metal ions, organic dyes, cofactors, peptides, enzymes, and growth factors. The increased stability 

of these secondary structures due to Watson-Crick base pairing allows the aptamers to maintain 

their conformation for increased interaction with the target. As a result, dissociation constants in 

the nanomolar or picomolar range are typically observed [29]. Clinically, aptamers are used to 

block specific sites on proteins or other targets so that protein-protein or protein-ligand 
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interactions that promote disease or disease progression are prohibited. Aptamers have the added 

advantage of easy penetration into target and extravascular tissue or the extracellular matrix [30]. 

In an effort to capitalize on the advantages of both genetically- and chemically-derived drug 

discovery methods, encoded molecule libraries have been developed. Initial work in the field of 

encoded combinatorial chemistry involved the linking of a genetic tag to the synthetic molecule, 

whereby the addition of each monomeric chemical unit was followed by addition of an 

oligonucleotide to the sequence to “encode” for the chemical unit [26]. More recently, these 

strategies have evolved to produce encoded chemical libraries, which can contain up to 1015 

members, although molecular screening assays generally work with libraries containing 103-106 

members [31].  Encoded chemical libraries are composed of thousands of unique (potential) drug 

molecules, each encoded with a unique nucleotide sequence. Thus, encoded chemical libraries 

can provide an unlimited number of potential molecules and lead molecules can be enriched 

following selection processes. Synthesis of DNA-encoded libraries is not trivial, but two primary 

synthetic strategies that have evolved include “DNA-recorded chemistry” and “DNA-directed 

chemistry”. In the former synthetic scheme, the oligonucleotide tag is added either before or after 

synthesis of the chemical compound, and in the latter scheme, the oligonucleotide identifies and 

directs the synthesis of each chemical compound in the library [31]. 

In addition to the development of DNA-encoded chemical libraries, peptide nucleic acid 

(PNA)-encoded libraries provide yet another platform from which high-throughput screening of 

potential therapeutic agents can be achieved [32]. PNA is characterized by an acyclic, achiral, 

neutral backbone made of repeating N-(2-aminoethyl)-glycine units linked by amide bonds and 

the attachment of purine (A, G) and pyrimidine (C, T) bases through methylene carbonyl linkages 

[33] (as in Fig. 1-8). Synthesis of PNA-encoded libraries involves similar strategies as used in the 

synthesis of DNA-encoded libraries. In particular, “split and pool” methodologies (also a sub-

strategy of “DNA-recorded synthesis”) have been reported for the synthesis of PNA libraries 

[34]. An advantage of using PNA over DNA for the encoding of chemical libraries and their 
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subsequent screening is that the PNA tags should not interfere with biochemical assays because 

they are not substrates for nucleic acid enzymes or proteases [34].  

 

1.5. NANOPARTICLES IN ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY 

 Nanomaterials have found increased use in the scientific community over the past decade. 

Specifically, metallic, semiconductor, organic, inorganic, and polymeric nanoparticles have been 

used for a variety of environmental and clinical applications [35,36]. Nanoparticles have been 

used for microbial monitoring and detection, for chemical degradation and source recovery to 

clean up environmental contaminants, and for the separation, purification, and detection of 

biomolecules [35]. They are excellent sensing agents and have been used in colorimetric, 

fluorescence, electrochemical, surface plasmon resonance (SPR), and surface enhanced Raman 

scattering (SERS) assays of proteins, pathogens, oligonucleotides, antigens, and biomarkers for 

cancer [37,38]. For example, due to their easy modification with a variety of surface 

functionalities, nanoparticles have been conjugated with antibodies and used as sensors for 

specific antigens [37,38]. Beyond these applications, nanoparticles have been used for drug 

delivery, bioimaging, and as MRI contrast agents [38]. 

Fig. 1-8. Chemical structure of peptide nucleic acid (PNA). The amide bond is characteristic of PNA and proteins. The nucleic acid 
residues allow PNA to mimic binding of an oligonucleotide to DNA (through Hoogsteen base pairing) and to mimic single stranded 
nucleic acids [33].!
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 Relevant to this work, nanoparticles are currently being assessed for their use as auxiliary 

agents in analytical separations for the improvement of efficiency, selectivity, and resolution 

[36,39]. Generally, nanoparticles are being evaluted for use with electro-driven separations, like 

capillary electrophoresis, rather than laminar flow separations, like liquid or gas chromatography. 

Typical nanoparticles used in separations include silica, polymer, latex, nanotubes, quantum dots, 

metal oxides (e.g. iron oxide), silver (AgNPs), or gold (AuNPs), with amino, thiol or carboxyl 

surface modifications. Ideally, these nanoparticles would form a stable suspension in a variety of 

electrolytes if added to the BGE in CE-based assays, or they could be used to formulate an inner 

wall coating in CE, to provide selectivity by interaction with analytes introduced to the capillary. 

However, it still remains to regulate and understand the synthesis of nanoparticles so that 

nanoparticle size can be highly controlled. Thus, much of the current focus is on the complete 

characterization of nanoparticles to better understand their physical and chemical properties 

[36,39]. 

 

1.6. RESEARCH AIMS 

1.6.A. High-Throughput Molecular Screening Using Capillary Electrophoresis 

Preselection  

The selection scheme described herein aimed to improve upon existing methodologies by 

requiring fewer rounds of selection while maintaining selectivity. Further, this work sought to 

utilize newly developed next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies for both identification of 

lead molecules and for on-chip selection assays [40]. Previous selection strategies include 

SELEX and NECEEM. SELEX involves selection of the target against the aptamer library, 

followed by amplification and transcription of binding ligands from the library (as in Fig. 1-9) 

[27,28]. This process is repeated until binding ligands dominate the population of sequences, a 

process that can take several weeks. To expedite the selection process, NECEEM methods were 

developed. These methods are termed non-SELEX because they eliminate the need for 
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amplification of DNA between rounds [23,41]. However, multiple rounds of selection (typically 

three) are still required for non-SELEX selection, so the process can still take up to one week.   

The ultimate goal of this work was to couple NECEEM with lab-on-bead technologies to 

develop an advanced selection procedure for ligands from DNA- or PNA-encoded libraries [42, 

43],  screened against clinically relevant protein targets in just two steps. Proof-of-principle was 

demonstrated for a 13,824-member DNA-encoded small macrocycle library.  The first step 

involved the use of ctITP for the partitioning of target-ligand complexes from unbound DNA-

encoded ligands (which all co-elute in a single band governed by the migration properties of the 

ligands’ DNA tags). Binding ligands identified by ctITP were subsequently isolated using 

automated CE fraction collection (Fig. 1-10, top) and sequenced using NGS to identify binding 

ligands.  

A comprehensive molecular screening technology, relying on the CE preselection 

methodologies developed herein, is conceived of (as represented in Fig. 1-10). Such a technology 

would require an encoded molecule bead library to be created through a process called em-PCR 

Protein 
target of 
interest!

Incubate 
with target!

Partition 
bound from 

unbound 
ligands!

Amplification 
of selected 

ligands!

Generation of 
enriched 

ssDNA library!

ssDNA library!

Fig. 1-9. Schematic diagram of SELEX.!
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(emulsion-PCR) [44] from the enriched, CE-preselected library. Sequencing of the encoded 

molecule bead library is by the automated Ion Torrent™ Personal Genome Machine®, facilitated 

by a microchip substrate where each well on the microchip contains a bead functionalized with a 

unique DNA sequence that is complementary to one of the pre-selected molecule sequences (Fig. 

1-10, middle). The automated sequencing would identify which sequence is in a particular well of 

the chip and would allow for binding ligands to be easily identified following selection based on 

their position on the chip. During a second round of selection, the enriched pool of DNA-encoded 

molecules (obtained from NECEEM experiments) would be passed over the chip and the pre-

selected molecules would each bind their complement. Successively, fluorescently labeled target 

would be passed over the chip and binding ligands would be identified by imaging the chip with a 

microscope to locate which wells “light up” and correlating the position of the “lit” bead with the 

sequences obtained in the previous step (Fig. 1-10, left panel). Finally, lead compounds identified 

from the comprehensive selection process could be synthesized, and binding studies (with the 

protein target) conducted in order to determine dissociation and rate constants. Additional control 

binding studies utilizing other proteins, like BSA (bovine serum albumin) or HSA (human serum 

albumin), would be necessary to determine the specificity of the binding between the lead 

compound and the protein target. Proof-of-principle research, prior to realization of 

comprehensive on-chip selection, was conducted for this thesis, whereby lead molecules selected 

by CE-based library screening were directly templated onto beads and sequenced for ligand 

identification. 

 

1.6.B. Characterization of and Binding to Functionalized Nanoparticles by CE 

Creation of an oligonucleotide bead library, as required by the comprehensive molecular 

selection technology described above, required characterization of bead functionalization 

methods, and so another goal of this thesis was to establish capillary electrophoresis methods 
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suitable for studying the properties of DNA-functionalized polystyrene beads. To this end, 

methods were first developed for the characterization and separation of commercially available 

polystyrene beads of various sizes and with various surface functionalizations. These methods 

were then applied to the separation of a mixture of DNA-functionalized beads and beads lacking 

surface modification, and to the separation of unbound aptamer-coated beads from aptamer-

coated beads bound to protein target. The latter of these provided a direct comparison of 

heterogeneous and homogeneous binding techniques, since Kd values for an aptamer/protein pair 

were determined when one component was affixed to a solid substrate (the bead) whereas prior 

binding studies in this thesis involved the determination of Kd values when both components were 

in free solution. Such a comparison is important for the development of future binding assays. 

Finally, the utility of functionalized gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) as buffer additives in CE was 

explored to determine their affinity towards microbes and their contribution towards improved 

electrophoretic conditions, with the goal of providing analysts with novel CE-based 

methodologies suitable for tackling increasingly challenging separations problems involving 

industrial, environmental, and biological samples. 
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CHAPTER 2 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

Summaries of the primary instrumentation, reagents, and methods (including study-specific 

instrumental operational parameters and sample preparation protocols) used for studies detailed in 

this dissertation are presented here. Deviations from these general experimental conditions are 

indicated in subsequent chapters both in the relevant figure captions and in the discussion of the 

results. 

 

2.1. REAGENTS 

2.1.A. CHEMICALS 

Glycine (Gly), poly(ethylene oxide) 600,000 (PEO), and potassium chloride (KCl) were all 

obtained from Sigma (St. Louis, MO) and used as-received. Disodium ethylenediamine 

tetraacetate (EDTA), magnesium chloride (MgCl2), hydrochloric acid (HCl), and sodium 

hydroxide (NaOH) were all purchased from Fisher Scientific (Fair Lawn, NJ). Sodium chloride 

(NaCl) was from Amresco (Solon, OH). Tris (hydroxyl methyl) aminomethane (Tris) was from 

Sigma or Amresco, and boric acid was from Sigma or Fisher. SYBR® Gold Nucleic Acid Gel 

Stain was purchased from Life Technologies, Inc. (Carlsbad, CA) and stored at -20°C. 

 

2.1.B. DNA OLIGONUCLEOTIDES 

DNA oligonucleotides (oligos) were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies 

(Coralville, IA) as a lyophilized powder and were reconstituted in a 1× TE buffer (10.0 mM Tris 

– 1.0 mM EDTA, pH 8.0) purchased from Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA). Samples were 

aliquoted (as specified below) to minimize freeze/thaw cycles and were stored long-term at -

20°C. All oligos used in this work are listed below according to their general classification, and 
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notations are as follows: 56-FAM (5’ 6-fluorescein amidite), A/G/T/C (nucleic acid bases 

adenine, guanine, thymine, or cytosine, respectively), N (random base; either A, G, T, or C), K 

(random base; either G or T). Ion Torrent primer handles are those specified by Life 

Technologies, Inc. for DNA templating using the Ion OneTouch™ 2 system. 

2.1.B.i. Covalently labeled oligos 

Known 29mer thrombin aptamer, FAM labeled with primers  
[61 bases total; 5.00 µL aliquots of 150 µM aptamer]: 
5’ – /56-FAM/AGC ACA AGC AGT ACT AAG TCC GTG GTA GGG CAG GTT GGG 
GTG ACT GAC AGC GTA TGG TGA G – 3’ 

29mer randomer, FAM labeled with primers 
[61 bases total; 5.00 µL aliquots of 150 µM randomer]: 
5’ – /56-FAM/AGC ACA AGC AGT ACT ANN NNN NNN NNN NNN NNN NNN NNN 
NNN NNN GAC AGC GTA TGG TGA G – 3’ 

2.1.B.ii. Unlabeled oligos 

Known 29mer thrombin aptamer, with Ion Torrent primer handles [45] 
[97 bases total; 1.00 µL aliquots of 100 µM aptamer]: 
5’ – CCT CTC TAT GGG CAG TCG GTG ATA GTC CGT GGT AGG GCA GGT TGG 
GGT GAC TTA AGG AGT TCA ATA TCT GAG TCG GAG ACA CGC AGG GAT GAG 
ATG G – 3’ 

29mer nonsense, with Ion Torrent primer handles 
[97 bases total; 10.0 µL aliquots of 10 µM aptamer]: 
5’- CCT CTC TAT GGG CAG TCG GTG ATA GTC ACC CCA ACC TGC CCT ACC 
ACG GAC TTA AGG AGT TCA ATA TCT GAG TCG GAG ACA CGC AGG GAT GAG 
ATG G-3’ 

 29mer randomer, with Ion Torrent primer handles  
[97 bases total; 1.00 µL aliquots of 100 µM aptamer]: 
5’- CCT CTC TAT GGG CAG TCG GTG ATA GNN NNN NNN NNN NNN NNN NNN 
NNN NNC TTA AGG AGT TCA ATA TCT GAG TCG GAG ACA CGC AGG GAT GAG 
ATG G-3’ 

Known 15mer thrombin aptamer, with Ion Torrent primer handles [46] 
[83 bases total; 10.0 µL aliquots of 10 µM aptamer]:  
5’ – CCT CTC TAT GGG CAG TCG GTG ATG GTT GGT GTG GTT GGT AAG GAG 
TTC AAT ATC TGA GTC GGA GAC ACG CAG GGA TGA GAT GG – 3’ 

15mer nonsense, with Ion Torrent primer handles  
[83 bases total; 2.00 µL aliquots of 100 µM aptamer]: 
5’ – CCT CTC TAT GGG CAG TCG GTG ATC CAA CCA CAC CAA CCT AAG GAG 
TTC AAT ATC TGA GTC GGA GAC ACG CAG GGA TGA GAT GG – 3’ 
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15mer randomer, with Ion Torrent primer handles 
[83 bases total; 1.00 µL aliquots of 100 µM aptamer]: 
5’ – CCT CTC TAT GGG CAG TCG GTG ATK KKK KKK KKK KKK KKT AAG GAG 
TTC AAT ATC TGA GTC GGA GAC ACG CAG GGA TGA GAT GG – 3’  

2.1.B.iii. Unlabeled oligo libraries 

15mer GT randomer, with Ion Torrent primer handles 
[78 bases total; 5.00 µL aliquots of 20 µM aptamer]: 
5’ – CCT CTC TAT GGG CAG TCG GTG ATA TAT AKK KKK KKK KKK KKK KAT 
ATA CTG AGT CGG AGA CAC GCA GGG ATG AGA TGG– 3’ 

2.1.B.iv. DNA-encoded macrocycle library (Liu library) 

The Liu library is a 13,824-member DNA-encoded macrocycle library that was synthesized by 

Dr. David Liu at Harvard University [42]. The library was synthesized from eight unique 

scaffolds to which three subunits were added in three synthetic steps to complete the macrocycle. 

Each subunit consisted of a set of 12 unique building blocks, such that construction of the library 

resulted in 8 × 12 × 12 × 12 = 13,824 unique macrocyclic compounds. [For additional detail 

regarding library synthesis, please refer to Appendix B.] The Liu library was received in a 1× 

TBS solution (Tris-buffered saline: 50.0 mM Tris-HCl with 150.0 mM NaCl at pH 7.4), with a 

concentration of about 20 nM (1 pmol prepared in approximately 50 µL TBS). The concentration 

of the library sample was determined by measuring the absorbance of the sample at 260 nm (ε = 

0.027 (µg/mL)-1 cm-1), which is the typical quantitative wavelength for single-stranded 

oligonucleotides. The absorbance was measured under the assumption that the macrocycles had 

minimal absorbance at the specified wavelength and that the DNA tags had an equal composition 

of A, C, G, and T (Average MW = 1.67 × 104 g/mol). 

 

2.1.C. PROTEINS AND MICROBES 

Human-α-thrombin was purchased from Enzyme Research Laboratories (South Bend, IN). 

Recombinant human ErbB-2/HER2 (hereafter referred to as HER2) was purchased from Sino 

Biological Inc. (Beijing, China). The extracellular domain of HER2 (HER2 ECD) was isolated 
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and purified from HER2 excreting cell lines by collaborator Dr. Jim Vaughn (NanoMedica, LLC, 

Winston-Salem, NC). Active Src kinase was purchased from EMD Millipore Corporation 

(Billerica, MA). Protein samples were aliquoted and stored at -80°C until analysis, as follows: 

thrombin (1.04 µL of 100 µM protein; MW = 36.7 kDa), HER2 (5.00 µL of 0.71 mg/mL protein; 

MW = 71 kDa), HER2 ECD (1.88 µL of 2.13 mg/mL protein; MW = 100 kDa), and Src kinase 

(1.00 µL of 10.5 µM protein; MW = 61.7 kDa). 

Fleischmann’s active dry yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) was purchased from a grocery 

store (Saitama, Japan). Samples of cyanobacteria and Escherichia coli (E. coli) were obtained 

from collaborator Dr. Yoshitaka Nishiyama (Graduate School of Science and Engineering, 

Saitama University, Saitama, Japan). 

 

2.1.D. NANOPARTICLES 

Polystyrene nanoparticles were purchased from Polysciences, Inc. (Warrington, PA). 

Varieties included: 

• Fluoresbrite® Yellow Green (YG) Microspheres with diameters of 0.10, 0.20, 0.50, and 

1.00 µm 

• Polybead® Functionalized Microspheres: 

o Polybead® Amino Microspheres with a diameter of 1.00 µm 

o Polybead® Carboxylate Microspheres with diameters of 0.20, 0.50, 1.00, and 3.00 µm  

o Polybead® Sulfate Microspheres with a diameter of 1.00 µm 

Particle concentrations of these commercial nanoparticle samples, as-received, varied according 

to particle size, as follows: 100 nm particle size, provided in solution as 4.55 x 1013 particles/mL; 

200 nm particle size as 5.68 x 1012 particles/mL; 500 nm particles as 3.64 x 1011 particles/mL; 

1.00 µm particles as 4.55 x 1010 particles/mL; and 3.00 µm particles as 1.68 x 109 particles/mL. 
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 PEG (polyethylene glycol)- and amine-functionalized gold nanoparticles (AuNPs), 20 nm 

in diameter, were purchased from Filgen, Inc. (Nagoya, Aichi Prefecture, Japan). PEG-coated 

AuNPs were provided in a 1× PBS buffer (phosphate buffered saline: 137 mM NaCl – 2.7 mM 

KCl – 10 mM Na2HPO4 – 1.8 mM K2HPO4, pH 7.4) with 0.1% BSA and 10% glycerol, and at a 

concentration of 7 x 1011 particles/mL. The amine-coated AuNPs were supplied in aqueous 

solution with no concentration specified by the manufacturer. 

 

2.2. GENERAL INSTRUMENTATION AND REAGENT PREPARATION 

All buffers were prepared in distilled, deionized water, which was purified using a Milli-Q® 

Reagent Water System from EMD Millipore Corporation (Billerica, MA). For buffers with high 

salt concentration (greater than 100 mM) sonication was carried out for 5 min to facilitate 

dissolution using a Bransonic® Ultrasonic Cleaner from Branson Ultrasonics Corporation 

(Danbury, CT). Buffer pH was adjusted by the drop wise addition of 1.00 M HCl or 1.00 M 

NaOH while monitoring pH changes using an Accumet® model 15 pH meter from Cole-Parmer 

(Vernon Hills, IL). Prior to use, all buffers were filtered with a 0.20 μm nylon syringe filter 

purchased from Corning, Inc. (Corning, NY). In addition, distilled, deionized water and 1.00 M 

NaOH, which were used for capillary flushing/conditioning, were filtered with a 0.20 μm nylon 

syringe filter.  

For first-time use, the capillary was conditioned by a sequential series of pressure-driven 

flushes (at 20 psi), including: water (20 min), 1.00 M NaOH (20 min), water (20 min), and buffer 

(30 min). At the beginning of each day the flush sequence was:  water (10 min), 1.00 M NaOH 

(10 min), water (10 min), and buffer (20 min). The capillary was flushed for 2 min with 

separation buffer immediately prior to each sample injection and was flushed for 1 minute with 

water following each run. 
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All samples were prepared to the appropriate concentration in buffer and were vortexed to 

improve solution homogeneity using the Vortex-Genie 2 from VWR Scientific (Radnor, PA), 

unless otherwise stated.  

 

2.3. STUDY-SPECIFIC MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.3.A. PROTEIN-LIGAND STUDIES (CHAPTERS 3, 5, 6) 

2.3.A.i. Instrumentation 

CE studies were performed on a Beckman Coulter P/ACE MDQ CE System with 32KARAT 

software for control and analysis. Two detection schemes were employed with the P/ACE MDQ 

system: UV absorbance detection at 214 nm, and LIF detection using an Ar-ion laser for 

excitation at 488 nm with 520 nm long pass and 488 nm notch filters for detection. Uncoated 

fused-silica capillary (Polymicro Technologies, Phoenix, Arizona), with various lengths and 

inside diameters, was used for all CE experiments. Fluorescence emission studies were conducted 

using a PerkinElmer LS50B luminescence spectrometer with a pulsed xenon discharge lamp. 

Excitation and emission slit widths were 5 nm and the scan rate was 300 nm/min.  

Sequencing was carried out by collaborator Kara Libby  (NanoMedica, LLC), utilizing the 

following instrumentation: the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer for DNA quantitation and size (bp) 

determination (Agilent Technologies, Wilmington, DE); the Ion OneTouch 2 System for bead 

preparation and enrichment (Ion Torrent, Life Technologies, Inc.); and the Ion Personal Genome 

Machine® (PGM™) System (Ion Torrent, Life Technologies, Inc.) for sequencing. 

 

2.3.A.ii. Buffer and Sample Preparation 

For CZE experiments, a separation buffer of Tris-Gly (pH 8.3) was prepared to a final 

concentration of 25.0 mM Tris and 192 mM Gly. For ctITP experiments, the  “Tris-HCl” sample 

buffer was prepared containing 50.0 mM Tris, adjusted to pH 8.2 by the drop wise addition of 
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1.00 M HCl, and the “Tris-Gly” separation buffer was prepared to a final concentration of 31.0 

mM Tris and 500.0 mM Gly (unadjusted pH 8.2). However, selection studies described in 

Chapter 6 employed a TBS buffer (tris buffered saline; 50.0 mM Tris and 150 mM NaCl adjusted 

to pH 7.4) as the sample buffer. Salt stock solutions of KCl, NaCl, and MgCl2 were prepared to a 

final concentration of 1.00 M each, and were added in varying quantities to the sample buffer 

prior to final dilution. For initial DNA labeling and separation studies, the dilution and 

preparation of SYBR Gold was varied according to need, as specified in Chapter 3. Selection 

experiments described in Chapters 5 and 6 always involved on-column labeling of samples with 

SYBR Gold, which involved dilution of the dye in a 1:100,000 ratio in filtered separation buffer. 

All samples containing SYBR Gold were stored in the dark at 4°C. 

Stock DNA and protein samples were prepared in buffer to a final concentration of 2.0 μM, 

while the Liu library (approximately 20 nM) was directly injected onto the capillary without 

further dilution. DNA stock samples were heated in a hot water bath for 5 min at 95°C and 

allowed to cool slowly to room temperature to ensure proper folding. The Liu library was not 

heated. All stock samples were stored at 4°C for up to one week. Stock DNA and protein samples 

were diluted in buffer to their final concentration and stored at 4°C until analysis. For pre-column 

labeling studies (Chapter 3), DNA samples were incubated with SYBR Gold for 20 min in the 

dark at 4°C prior to injection; otherwise, DNA samples were either incubated with protein for 20 

min at 4°C prior to injection, or injected as-is onto the capillary (Chapters 3, 5, and 6 – protein-

ligand separation studies). 

 

2.3.A.iii. CE Conditions 

 Unless otherwise specified, the capillary length was 60.2 cm (50.0 cm effective length, from 

inlet to detector), and the inner diameter (I.D.) was either 50 or 75 μm. For CZE experiments, a 

continuous buffer system was used, so the capillary and inlet and outlet buffer vials were filled 
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with 25.0 mM Tris-192 mM Gly buffer, while the sample was prepared in the same buffer. For 

ctITP experiments, a discontinuous buffer system was used, so the capillary and inlet and outlet 

buffer vials were filled with 31.0 mM Tris-500.0 mM Gly buffer, while the sample was prepared 

in either 50.0 mM Tris-HCl or TBS buffer. All selection experiments (Chapters 5 and 6) utilized 

ctITP. Samples were injected onto the capillary for 4 seconds at either 5 or 10 psi, and either an 

18.0 kV or a 10.0 kV separation voltage was applied.  

 

2.3.A.iv. Collection and quantitation of protein-bound ligand (complex) and unbound 

ligand 

• Chapter 5, Study 1 – Selection of the 29mer thrombin aptamer from a spiked randomer library 

A 1:100 mixture of the unlabeled 29mer thrombin aptamer (2.0 nM) and unlabeled 29mer 

randomer (200 nM) was prepared in Tris-HCl sample buffer. The sample was analyzed by the 

previously described ctITP method in triplicate utilizing an 18 kV separation voltage, either alone 

or in the presence of thrombin (400 nM) to identify the collection window. A 10 kV collection 

voltage was applied to move peaks into the collection vial, which contained 10 µL of 400 nM 

thrombin protein prepared in sample buffer. Typically, collection of the complex peak was from 

5.0 to 6.9 min and collection of the unbound DNA peak was from 7.5 to 8.5 min, with 

adjustments being made as needed to account for day-to-day variations in migration time. The 

collection experiment was run 16 times in succession (about 4 hours of collection), collecting 

both the thrombin protein-thrombin aptamer complex peak and the unbound DNA peak into 

separate vials. Each of the collected samples was gently vortexed to homogenize the sample and 

stored at 4°C until analysis.  

Each day a set of four aptamer calibration standards (0.50, 2.5, 10, and 25 nM) was prepared 

in sample buffer containing 400 nM thrombin. The standards were injected onto the capillary 

(n=3), and using the instrument software to calculate the corresponding peak areas, a calibration 
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plot was constructed. The collected complex and unbound DNA fractions were each re-injected 

onto the capillary (n=3) and their concentrations were determined using the aptamer DNA 

calibration curve. 

 

• Chapter 5, Study 2 – Selection of the 15mer thrombin aptamer from a GT randomer library 

The 15mer GT randomer library (200 nM) was prepared in Tris-HCl sample buffer and was 

analyzed (in triplicate) by ctITP utilizing an 18 kV separation voltage, either alone or in the 

presence of thrombin (400 nM) to identify the collection window. A 10 kV collection voltage was 

applied to move peaks into the collection vial, which contained 10 µL of 400 nM thrombin 

protein prepared in sample buffer. Collection of the complex peak was from 5.4 to 6.4 min and 

collection of the unbound DNA peak was from 7.9 to 8.4 min. The collection experiment was run 

16 times in succession (about 4 hours of collection), collecting both the thrombin protein-

thrombin aptamer complex peak and the unbound DNA peak into separate vials. Each of the 

collected samples was gently vortexed to homogenize the sample and stored at 4°C until analysis.  

A set of four randomer DNA library calibration standards (0.50, 5.0, 50, and 130 nM) was 

prepared in sample buffer. The standards were injected onto the capillary (n=3), and using the 

instrument software to calculate the corresponding peak areas, a calibration plot was constructed. 

The collected complex and unbound DNA fractions were each re-injected onto the capillary (n=3) 

and their concentrations were determined using the randomer DNA calibration curve. 

 

• Chapter 6 – Selection of DNA-encoded molecules from a 13,824-member library screened 

against Src kinase 

The Liu library (approximately 20 nM, received in TBS buffer) was directly injected onto the 

capillary using a 10 kV separation voltage, either alone or in the presence of Src kinase (110 nM) 

to identify the collection windows. A 10 kV collection voltage was applied to move peaks into 
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the collection vial, which contained 10 µL of TBS buffer. Details pertaining to the specific 

collection procedure, including collection windows, are illustrated in Chapter 6. The collected 

fractions were gently vortexed to homogenize the samples, and were stored at 4°C until NGS 

analysis. 

 

2.3.A.v. Sample Handling, PCR Amplification, and Next Generation Sequencing (carried 

out by collaborator Kara Libby, NanoMedica, LLC) 

The samples collected by way of the CE pre-selection method (including the initial 

("original") reaction mixture; collected complex; and collected, unbound ligand) were amplified 

using NEBNext Fast DNA Library Prep Set for Ion Torrent reagents following the kit procedure 

for PCR Amplification of Adaptor Ligated DNA.  The PCR reaction mix consisted of ≤ 1.0 nM 

DNA (which was found optimal to decrease the potential for the formation of concatemers), and 

kit primers were substituted with IDT Ion Torrent A primer (10 μM) and IDT Ion Torrent 

truncated P1 primer (10 μM).  PCR conditions for the original and unbound DNA samples 

included: denaturation (30 sec, 98ºC); five cycles of denaturation (10 sec, 98ºC), annealing (30 

sec, 58ºC), and extension (30 sec, 72ºC); followed by a final extension (5 min, 72ºC).  PCR 

conditions for the collected complex sample included denaturation (30 sec, 98ºC) followed by 10 

cycles of denaturation (10 sec, 98ºC), annealing (30 sec, 58ºC), and extension (30 sec, 72ºC), 

before a final extension (5 min, 72ºC).  PCR samples were cleaned up using Agencourt® 

AMPure® XP, protocol 000387v001.  A high sensitivity assay was run on the Agilent 2100 

Bioanalyzer to determine the correct size (bp) and concentration of each sample. 

Bead preparation and enrichment were performed according to the Ion PGM Template OT2 

200 kit user guide (Catalog Number 4480974, Publication Number MAN0007220, Revision 4.0).  

The concentration of DNA added to the OT2 was 10 pM. Sequencing was performed according to 
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the Ion PGM Sequencing 200 kit v2 user guide (Catalog Number 4482006, Publication Number, 

MAN0007273, Revision 1.0). 

 

2.3.B. FRACTION COLLECTION STUDIES (CHAPTER 4) 

2.3.B.i. Instrumentation 

DNA collection studies were carried out on a Beckman Coulter P/ACE MDQ CE System 

with LIF detection using an Ar-ion laser for excitation at 488 nm with a 520 nm long pass and a 

488 nm notch filter for detection. 32KARAT software was used for control and analysis. 

 

2.3.B.ii. Buffer and Sample Preparation 

A sample buffer containing 50.0 mM Tris was adjusted to pH 8.2 using 1.00 M HCl (Tris-

HCl) and a separation buffer of Tris-Gly (pH 8.2) was prepared to a final concentration of 31.0 

mM Tris and 500.0 mM Gly. SYBR Gold was added to the separation buffer in a 1:500,000 

dilution for on-column labeling of samples and was stored in the dark at 4°C. 

Stock DNA samples (either the labeled or unlabeled 29mer randomer) were prepared in 

buffer to a final concentration of 2.0 μM. DNA stock samples were denatured in a hot water bath 

for 5 min at 95°C and cooled slowly to room temperature to ensure uniformity of DNA structure. 

DNA samples were diluted in the sample buffer to a final concentration of either 10 µM, 1.0 µM, 

or 100 nM for CE analysis, and were stored at 4°C when not in use. DNA samples were injected 

as-is onto the capillary. 

 

2.3.B.iii. Separation Conditions 

Capillary length was 60.2 cm (50.0 cm effective length, from inlet to detector) and capillary 

I.D. was either 50 or 75 μm. The capillary and inlet and outlet buffer vials were filled with the 
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separation buffer, while the sample was prepared in the sample buffer. A 28.0 kV separation 

voltage was applied and samples were injected for 5 seconds at 4 psi. 

 
2.3.B.iv. Collection Conditions 

A 10 kV collection voltage was applied for 0.7 min while the initial collection receiving 

volume was varied (5, 10, or 15 µL). The receiving buffer was the same as the sample buffer 

(Tris-HCl, pH 8.2). For each specified volume into which collection occurred, experiments were 

conducted to calibrate DNA accumulation for 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, or 16 collected fractions. DNA 

accumulation was quantified by re-injection of collected bands according to the ctITP separation 

conditions described previously. 

 

2.3.C. NANOPARTICLE STUDIES (CHAPTER 7) 

• Study 1 – Separation of polymer beads 

2.3.C.i. Instrumentation 

Two different CE systems were used in this work and distinctions will be made when 

appropriate throughout the relevant chapter. Initial studies were conducted with an Agilent CE 

system with UV detection at 214 nm and using ChemStation Software for control and analysis. 

Later studies were performed on a Beckman Coulter P/ACE MDQ CE System employing UV 

detection at 214 nm, with 32KARAT software for control and analysis.  

 

2.3.C.ii. Buffer and Sample Preparation 

For CZE studies numerous buffers were explored in the preliminary stages of this work, but 

only those buffers used repeatedly (with demonstrated success) are included here. A stock buffer 

solution containing 8.9×10-3 M Tris base, 8.9×10-3 M borate, and 2.0×10-4 M EDTA was prepared 

in distilled, deionized water and adjusted to pH 8.3 using 1.00 M HCl (herein referred to as TBE 

buffer). The stock TBE buffer was diluted (with H2O) in a 1.0:5.4 ratio, and bead samples were 
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prepared in this dilute TBE buffer. A separation buffer of 5.0 mM Tris and 50.0 mM Gly (5-50, 

Tris-Gly) was prepared in distilled, deionized water and the pH was adjusted to 7.75 by the drop 

wise addition of a minimal volume of 1.00 M HCl. A separation buffer of 1.0 mM Tris and 1.0 

mM Gly (1-1, Tris-Gly) was prepared in distilled, deionized water and the pH was adjusted to 

10.0. 

For ctITP bead studies, a stock buffer containing 100 mM Tris was prepared in distilled, 

deionized water and adjusted to pH 7.5 using 1.00 M HCl (Tris-HCl). Stock buffers of 62.0 mM 

Tris, 1.00 M KCl and 50.0 mM Gly were prepared in distilled, deionized water. From these stock 

buffers, a sample buffer of Tris-HCl with KCl was prepared to a final concentration of 85.0 mM 

Tris and 143 mM KCl, and a separation buffer of Tris-Gly (pH 7.5) was prepared to a final 

concentration of 15.5 mM Tris and 750 mM Gly (separation buffer). 

 Initially, samples of different beads were all diluted with sample buffer in the same ratio, 

which ranged from a 10-fold to 500-fold dilution. Later, samples were diluted as needed to 

account for a difference in their diameter, since the signal response was proportional to the cross-

sectional area of the bead (as will be described later). Dilutions were as follows: 1:30 for 0.2 µm 

beads, 1:12 for 0.5 µm beads, 1:6 for 1.0 µm beads, and 1:2 for 3.0 µm beads. Furthermore, 

initial studies involved direct dilution of bead samples, which are sold as suspensions in a 

proprietary buffer. Later work involved removal of the proprietary buffer by centrifugation. 

Aliquots (usually 20 µL) of the as-received bead solutions were pipetted into microcentrifuge 

tubes and centrifuged for 10 min at 10,000 RPM using a Model V microcentrifuge from VWR 

Scientific. Centrifugation resulted in the formation of a bead pellet, with the supernatant 

containing the proprietary buffer solution, which was subsequently removed by pipetting 18 µL 

of the supernatant liquid and replacing it with 18 µL of the separation buffer. 
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2.3.C.iii. Separation Conditions 

The total capillary length was varied from 31.0 cm to 50.0 cm, and the I.D. was either 50 or 

75 µm. Separation voltages of 25 or 30 kV were most frequently applied and injection was 

typically for 10 seconds at 50 mbar on the Agilent CE system or for 5 seconds at 0.4 psi on the 

Beckman P/ACE MDQ system. 

 

• Study 2 – Use of AuNPs for the separation of microbes 

The following study was conducted in Saitama, Japan as part of the National Science 

Foundation’s East Asia and Pacific Summer Institutes Program (NSF-EAPSI) and the Japan 

Society for the Promotion of Science (JSPS) Summer Program 2012. As such, instrumentation and 

reagents for this study differ from previously described work. 

2.3.C.iv. Instrumentation 

All CE studies were conducted on an Agilent 7100 CE system from Agilent Technologies. 

Spectrometric studies were carried out on a Jasco V-600 series absorbance spectrometer and a 

Jasco FP-6300 fluorescence spectrometer from Jasco, Inc. (Easton, MD). For absorbance studies 

the scan range was 300-800 nm with a resolution of 0.5 nm and a scan speed of 200 nm/minute. 

For fluorescence studies the scan range was 330-600 nm with a resolution of 0.5 nm, scan speed 

of 200 nm/min, and an excitation wavelength of 320 nm. A 1 cm quartz cuvette was used for all 

spectrometric studies. 

 An Argos Flexifuge from Argos Technologies (Elgin, IL) was used for centrifugation, 

and a Harmony Mixer Uzusio VTX 3000L from Harmony (Tokyo, Japan) was used to vortex 

samples. Distilled, deionized water was prepared daily using the Direct-Q® 3UV Water 

Purification System from EMD Millipore. Buffers were pH adjusted using a Horiba F-51 pH 

meter from Horiba Scientific (Kyoto, Japan), and were filtered using a 0.45 µm cellulose acetate 
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syringe filter. Samples were sonicated using an ultrasonic cleaner UR-2R from AS ONE (Osaka, 

Japan). 

 
2.3.C.v. Reagents 

Trizma base was from Sigma, boric acid was from Merck (Whitehouse Station, NJ), EDTA 

was from Dojindo (Kumamoto, Japan), and PEO 600,000 was from Acros Organics (Waltham, 

MA). 

 

2.3.C.vi. Buffer and Sample Preparation 

A stock TBE buffer (pH 8.4) was prepared to a final concentration of 4.5 mM Tris, 4.5 mM 

borate, and 0.1 mM EDTA. A dilute TBE buffer was subsequently prepared by diluting the stock 

buffer in a 1:8 ratio with water (separation buffer). A stock solution of PEO was prepared in 

dilute TBE buffer to a final concentration of 0.25% (w/v) and was sonicated for 1 hour at 50°C to 

facilitate dissolution. A PEO/TBE separation buffer (pH 8.4) was prepared by diluting the 0.25% 

PEO stock buffer to a final concentration of 0.0125% (w/v) with dilute TBE buffer. 

 Stock S. cerevisiae samples were prepared by weighing the appropriate amount of yeast, 

followed by suspension in 1 mL of distilled, deionized water. Stock E. coli samples were 

provided by collaborator Yoshitaka Nishiyama and were aliquoted into 1 mL fractions. Microbial 

samples were first centrifuged for 5 min, the supernatant was discarded, and the pellet was re-

suspended in water. The process of centrifugation (2 min), discarding of the supernatant, and re-

suspension in distilled, deionized water was repeated for a total of four washes. Following the last 

round of washing, samples were re-suspended in the appropriate volume of distilled, deionized 

water to make a 100 mg/mL stock solution. 
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2.3.C.vii. Separation Conditions 

The capillary length and I.D. were 32.5 cm (24.0 cm effective length, from inlet to detector) 

and 75 µm, respectively. The separation was carried out under CZE conditions, such that the 

sample and separation buffers were the same (dilute TBE or TBE+ PEO). Samples were injected 

for 6 s at 50 mbar, prior to the application of a 15 kV separation voltage. The capillary was 

conditioned for first-time and daily use as described previously; however, there was no flushing 

prior to sample injection, and the flush sequence following separation was 1 minute with water, 1 

minute with 1.00 M NaOH, 1 minute with water, and 2 min with buffer. All samples were run in 

triplicate with vortexing and 2 min of sonication between each replicate to ensure homogeneous 

distribution of the nanoparticles. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

IMPROVED FLUORESCENT DERIVATIZATION AND SEPARATION OF 

APTAMER-TARGET COMPLEXES IN CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This chapter includes unpublished results along with content from Journal of Chromatography A, 

1368 (2014) 183–189. K. R. Riley performed all of the experiments and wrote the chapter and 

first draft of the published manuscript; S. Saito demonstrated the initial feasibility of the ctITP 

methods; J. Gagliano conceived of the use of SYBR Gold as a labeling reagent for ssDNA 

samples in ctITP; and C. L. Colyer acted in an advisory and editorial capacity for this chapter.  
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The ultimate goal of this work is to develop a routine CE-based methodology suitable for 

molecular preselection to reduce the diversity of aptamer and encoded small molecule drug 

libraries for subsequent lab-on-bead selection [40] and identification of potential therapeutic 

agents. This requires the development of new CE separation methods and fluorescent labeling 

techniques to facilitate CE preselection compatible with lab-on-bead molecular selection. To this 

end, a model system consisting of thrombin protein and two identified aptamers to thrombin was 

used to validate new CE preselection techniques, as described herein. 

Thrombin is a serine protease that plays a critical role in the blood coagulation cascade 

including regulation of platelet aggregation and endothelial cell activation [47–49]. One of 

thrombin’s predominant roles in the blood coagulation cascade is to catalyze the conversion of 

circulating fibrinogen to fibrin monomer and then to facilitate polymerization of the fibrin 

monomer. Polymerized fibrin is the fibrous matrix that constitutes a blood clot [47]. Thrombin is 

also involved in cellular signaling, primarily through its interaction with cell receptors like 

protease-activated receptors (PARs) [47–49]. One such receptor, PAR-1, is known to interact 

with thrombin and together the two have been shown to drive inflammation, angiogenesis, cell 

proliferation, and even tumor progression [50]. Due to the role of thrombin in a variety of disease 

states, several aptamers have been developed to bind and inhibit its activity, including a 15-base 

[46] and 29-base [45] aptamer. 

Thrombin aptamers are specific oligonucleotides that bind thrombin with high affinity and 

have been shown to inhibit clot formation in vitro [45,46]. Aptamers can form a variety of 

secondary structures, including a G-quadruplex. A G-quadruplex can form when nucleic acid 

sequences have high G repetition. Four guanine bases can form a square planar arrangement (a 

tetramer) that is stabilized by hydrogen bonding between the amine and carbonyl groups of the 

guanine bases. These tetramers can stack and the bases between the tetrameric guanines can form 

various loop regions (as in Fig. 3-1) [51]. The 15mer aptamer, which is G-rich, has been shown to 

form an intramolecular, antiparallel G-quadruplex in solution [52] (as in Fig. 3-1, A), and due to 
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the considerable consensus between the 15mer and 29mer aptamer sequences (the central 15 

bases of the 29mer differ by only one nucleotide from the 15mer), the 29mer also forms a G-

quadruplex (as in Fig. 3-1, B) [45]. The 29mer is further stabilized by a partial duplex structure 

that forms due to Watson-Crick base pairing between the four terminal bases on the 3’ and 5’ 

ends of the aptamer (see Fig. 3-1, B). These structures have also been shown to be stabilized by 

the addition of stabilizing ions, or co-ions, like K+, Na+, and Mg2+ [53,54]. Both aptamers show 

high affinity for thrombin with a dissociation constant (Kd) of 200 nM for the 15mer [46] and 0.5 

nM for the 29mer [45].  

The thrombin aptamer/protein system has been widely studied, and so it serves as an 

excellent model of protein-ligand binding for the development of preselection techniques. Both 

aptamers have been previously studied using a variety of CE methods including NECEEM and 

affinity probe CE (APCE) [55,21,56,57]. However, the experimental conditions used in these 

prior studies suffer from two major drawbacks for the purpose of this work. First, the labeling 

strategies that were employed for detection of the aptamer-protein complex – including 

covalently labeled aptamers [55,56], covalently labeled ssDNA sequences that bind via 

Fig. 3-1. Schematics of G-quadruplex folding for A) the 15mer thrombin aptamer [46] and B) the 29mer thrombin aptamer [45].!
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complementarity to the primer region of the known aptamer [21], and chemiluminescent probes 

[57] – required extensive experimental set-up or are not suitable for coupling of CE preselection 

with lab-on-bead selection. For example, a covalently labeled aptamer may be difficult to attach 

to polymer beads during em-PCR and/or may interfere with on-chip binding of the target to the 

affixed aptamer. Second, these prior studies all utilized CZE, and as such, they suffered from 

poor resolution of the aptamer-thrombin complex from the unbound aptamer. In one case, no 

distinct aptamer-protein complex peak was detected [21]; instead, only a region of dissociation of 

the aptamer-target complex was visualized. High resolution separation of ligand-target complexes 

from unbound ligands is critical for the successful implementation of subsequent fraction 

collection and for the goals of overall selection, which are to isolate only those ligands that most 

strongly bind the target, thereby reducing library diversity. 

To overcome these limitations, SYBR Gold was explored in the present work as a 

fluorophore for noncovalent labeling of the bound and unbound forms of the aptamer. SYBR 

Gold is particularly well-suited for labeling ssDNA due to its high sensitivity (φF = 0.7) 

compared to other dyes in its class [14–17]. However, to date, no studies have utilized SYBR 

Gold for the labeling of ssDNA in CE, although studies have demonstrated its use for the 

detection of dsDNA in CE-LIF [10,58,59]. In addition, CZE, ctITP, and polymer-enhanced 

capillary transient isotachophoresis (PectI) were compared for their ability to resolve the bound 

and unbound forms of the aptamer. As described previously, CZE can lead to band broadening 

and poor resolution of sample components, while ctITP stacking has been shown to improve 

concentration detection limits and increase the amount of sample that can be injected onto the 

capillary without loss of resolution [18,60–63]. PectI is a variation of ctITP that involves addition 

of dilute polymer to both the sample and separation buffers [64]. Applications of PectI to 

microbial samples have shown that the addition of polymer to the separation buffer facilitates the 

focusing of analyte peaks [64,65]. The work presented herein details the development of SYBR 
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Gold as an on-column noncovalent labeling reagent in combination with ctITP as a high-

resolution separation technique for improved CE-based aptamer selection. 

 

3.1. FLUORESCENT DERIVATIZATION OF SINGLE STRANDED DNA 

SYBR Gold is a commercial reagent that is often used as a gel stain for gel electrophoresis 

assays, but due to its efficient labeling of ssDNA [15], studies were conducted to determine its 

efficacy for labeling ssDNA in CE. Initial work involved the use of fluorescence spectroscopy to 

monitor the fluorescence enhancement of SYBR Gold upon complexation with ssDNA. The 

absolute concentration of the SYBR Gold sample is proprietary information, and so throughout 

this dissertation SYBR Gold concentration is defined in terms of a dilution factor (relative to the 

commercial reagent solution). SYBR Gold is sold as a “10,000× concentrate,” and so it is 

recommended by the supplier to dilute the reagent 1:10,000 (v/v) for use. Accordingly, a sample 

of SYBR Gold was prepared in a 1:10,000 dilution in Tris-HCl sample buffer and the excitation 

and emission spectra were collected. A very weak signal was observed for the excitation and 

emission spectra of SYBR Gold alone (as in Fig. 3-2, A), but excitation and emission maxima 

were identified at 488 nm and 526 nm, respectively.   

In a subsequent experiment, a 200 nM sample of the 29mer thrombin aptamer (with Ion 

Fig. 3-2. Excitation and emission spectra for SYBR Gold A) alone and B) in the presence of ssDNA. The ssDNA sample was the 
29mer thrombin aptamer (with IonTorrent handles) prepared to a final concentration of 200 nM. SYBR Gold was prepared to a 
final dilution of 1:10,000 in sample buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.2). Excitation and emission slit widths were 5 nm and the scan 
rate was 300 nm/min. For panel A, λex=488 nm and λem=526 nm. For panel B, λex=493 nm and λem=539 nm.!
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Torrent handles, 97 bases total) was prepared with SYBR Gold (in a 1:10,000 dilution) in Tris-

HCl buffer and the excitation and emission spectra were recorded. A 700-fold enhancement in 

fluorescence intensity was observed for the sample of SYBR Gold with ssDNA relative to the 

sample of SYBR Gold alone and excitation and emission maxima were identified at 493 nm and 

539 nm, respectively (as seen in Fig. 3-2, B). The magnitude of the fluorescence enhancement of 

SYBR Gold observed in the presence of ssDNA is consistent with other studies reported in the 

literature [14,15].  These results provided strong evidence for the potential use of SYBR Gold as 

a labeling agent in CE.  

 Several strategies can be used for analyte labeling in CE, but this work compared two 

primary methods: pre-column and on-column labeling. In pre-column labeling experiments, 

SYBR Gold was incubated with the DNA sample prior to injection onto the capillary and was 

only present in the sample solution. In on-column labeling experiments, SYBR Gold was added 

to the separation buffer only and was not present in the sample. It has been previously shown that 

on-column labeling is more sensitive than pre-column labeling [11], which is attributed to the 

equilibrium that dictates dye-DNA interaction, as described previously (see Chapter 1.1.E).   

 Using a 1:500,000 dilution of SYBR Gold, a sample of the dye alone was prepared in Tris-

HCl sample buffer and was injected onto the capillary. Consistent with spectroscopic studies, no 

peak was observed for the dye alone in the resulting electropherogram (as in Fig. 3-3, blue trace). 

Next, a 200 nM sample of ssDNA was injected onto the capillary after incubation with SYBR 

Gold (in a 1:500,000 dilution) to determine the efficiency of pre-column labeling of samples. A 

peak with low fluorescence intensity was observed at 7.3 min (as in Fig. 3-3, red trace). Finally, a 

sample of 200 nM ssDNA containing no labeling reagent was injected onto a capillary that was 

filled with separation buffer containing SYBR Gold in a 1:500,000 dilution for on-column 

labeling of the analyte (see Fig. 3-3, green trace). A peak was observed at 7.0 min with a strong 

fluorescence signal, which demonstrated a significant enhancement in fluorescence intensity for 

on-column labeling relative to pre-column labeling. More precisely, an 11-fold increase in 
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average peak area was observed. Furthermore, while the difference in fluorescence signal 

intensity between the labeling strategies was significant, there was no significant difference 

between the techniques with regard to reproducibility in peak area (RSD = 9.2% and 8.5% for on-

column and pre-column labeling, respectively).  

 It is also important to note that the migration time of an analyte may differ when labeled on-

column relative to pre-column, as evidenced by the migration time of the ssDNA sample, which 

was 7.3 min when the sample was labeled pre-column and 7.0 min when the sample was labeled 

on-column (as seen in Fig. 3-3). Presumably, the difference in migration time between the two 

labeling techniques is a result of a change in EOF due to the presence of the dye in the separation 

buffer. Despite the difference in migration time of ssDNA for the two techniques, the migration 

time from run-to-run was reproducible for each technique (RSD = 1.3% and 0.3% for on-column 

and pre-column labeling, respectively). Due to the significant fluorescence enhancement observed 

for on-column labeling compared to pre-column labeling and the reproducibility of peak areas 

Fig. 3-3. Vertically offset electropherograms comparing the SYBR Gold labeling method for a 200 nM sample of the 15mer 
thrombin aptamer (with IonTorrent handles) under ctITP conditions. SYBR Gold was prepared to a final dilution of 1:500,000 for 
either on-column or pre-column labeling and added to the separation or sample buffer, respectively. For the electropherogram of 
SYBR Gold alone, SYBR Gold was prepared in the sample buffer and injected onto the capillary. The separation buffer was 31 
mM Tris – 500 mM Gly at pH 8.2 and the sample buffer was 50 mM Tris-HCl at pH 8.2. The separation voltage was 18 kV and 
injection occurred for 5 sec at 4 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary length and diameter were 60.2 cm (50.0 
cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively."
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and analyte migration times, all subsequent experiments employed on-column labeling of DNA 

samples with SYBR Gold.  

Although the manufacturer recommends a 1:10,000 dilution of SYBR Gold, studies were 

conducted to determine the optimal dilution of the dye for labeling in CE under ctITP and PectI 

conditions. In both experiments, a 200 nM sample of the 29mer aptamer (with Ion Torrent 

handles, 97 bases total) was labeled on-column. The maximum fluorescence signal was observed 

for SYBR Gold dilutions of 1:50,000 under both sets of conditions. For more concentrated 

solutions of SYBR Gold, such as a 1:20,000 dilution, only a nominal increase in average peak 

area was observed (as seen in Fig. 3-4). For example, under ctITP conditions a SYBR Gold 

dilution of 1:50,000 resulted in an average peak area of 1.06×109 ± 2.0×107 RFU⋅min (n=3), 

while a dilution of 1:20,000 resulted in an average peak area of 1.16×109 ± 5.6×106 RFU⋅min 

(n=3). Thus, it was determined that the concentration of SYBR Gold needed for maximum 

labeling efficiency was that which corresponded to a dilution of 1:50,000. However, SYBR Gold 

dilutions of both 1:50,000 and 1:20,000 nearly overloaded the fluorescence detector. As a result, 

there was concern that an increase in either injection volume or sample concentration would 

Fig. 3-4. Plots of the average peak area (n=3) of a 200 nM sample of the 29mer thrombin aptamer (with IonTorrent handles) as a 
function of increasing SYBR Gold concentration under A) ctITP and B) PectI conditions. SYBR Gold dilutions are plotted as “X”/
105 and correspond to a dilution of the 10,000× concentrate in the separation buffer as follows (from left to right): 1:1,000,000 
(Panel B only), 1:500,000, 1:100,000, 1:50,000, and 1:20,000. The separation buffer was 31 mM Tris – 500 mM Gly at pH 8.2 and 
the sample buffer was 50 mM Tris-HCl at pH 8.2. For PectI experiments 0.0125% PEO was added to the ctITP sample and 
separation buffers. The separation voltage was 18 kV and injection occurred for 5 sec at 4 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, 
and the capillary length and diameter were 60.2 cm (50.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively.!
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overload the fluorescence detector, thus preventing quantification of DNA samples. Ultimately, 

CE-based preselection might require increased injection volume and/or increased sample 

concentration in order to collect a significant amount of bound ligands to pass on to the final lab-

on-bead selection stage. As such, all subsequent experiments utilized more dilute samples of 

SYBR Gold (either 1:500,000 or 1:100,000) to provide the appropriate labeling efficiency for 

DNA quantification and the required flexibility for future method optimization.  

In these initial SYBR Gold dilution studies, it was noted that the efficiency of SYBR Gold 

labeling was especially pronounced for PectI relative to ctITP conditions. While the peak areas 

were actually smaller for PectI compared to ctITP (see Fig. 3-4), PectI focusing resulted in 

sharper, more efficient peaks. As PectI conditions were optimized by further dilution of the 

polymer from 0.0125% to 0.00125% PEO (as will be discussed later), an even more significant 

enhancement in fluorescence intensity was observed. Accordingly, a series of experiments were 

conducted to further explore the use of SYBR Gold in combination with PectI.  

First, the choice of on-column labeling over pre-column labeling was further validated under 

PectI conditions using a 200 nM sample of the 29mer thrombin aptamer (with Ion Torrent 

handles). A 1:100,000 dilution of SYBR Gold added on-column showed significant fluorescence 

enhancement relative to a 1:20,000 dilution of SYBR Gold added pre-column (as seen in Fig. 3-

5). To clarify, a 1:100,000 dilution of the dye represents a decrease in dye concentration relative 

to a 1:20,000 dilution, so it is notable that a greater signal intensity was observed for the DNA 

sample labeled on-column despite a 5-fold decrease in dye concentration. In fact, the peak 

observed in the electropherogram for on-column labeling of the DNA sample with SYBR Gold at 

a dilution of 1:100,000 overloaded the fluorescence detector and as such, the top of the peak is 

flat rather than Gaussian.  

The sensitivity demonstrated by the combination of efficient labeling with SYBR Gold and 

peak focusing with PectI showed great promise for the combined use of these techniques for the 

highly sensitive detection of DNA. To establish the efficacy of the coupled techniques, a 
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calibration curve was constructed using optimal conditions for maximum labeling efficiency. 

Hence, a 1:50,000 dilution of SYBR Gold was employed, with the caveat that DNA samples 

above 200 nM would not be able to be quantified because these “more concentrated” DNA 

samples would overload the fluorescence detector. As mentioned previously, the optimal PectI 

separation and sample buffers contained 0.00125% PEO. Calibration standards from 0.1 nM up to 

100 nM were prepared and were labeled on-column. Reproducible, sharp peaks were observed for 

all standards (see Fig. 3-6), and the 100 nM calibration standard had a fluorescence signal 

intensity that was over half (RFU > 500) the maximum signal allowed for the fluorescence 

detector, which is 1000 RFU (as seen in Fig. 3-6, B). The peak focusing offered by PectI is not 

only observed in the increased signal intensity, but also in the detection of sharp, highly 

symmetrical peaks. Each standard was injected a total of four times for construction of the 

calibration curve, from which detection limits were calculated (see Fig. 3-7). The combined 

SYBR Gold and PectI method resulted in a LOD of 0.31 nM, which corresponds to detection of 

6.6×10-17 moles (66 attomoles) of DNA. The linear dynamic range was 0.31-100 nM, which spans 

Fig. 3-5. Vertically and horizontally offset electropherograms comparing the SYBR Gold labeling method for a 200 nM sample of 
the 29mer thrombin aptamer (with IonTorrent handles) under PectI conditions. SYBR Gold was prepared to various final dilutions 
as indicated above the respective electropherogram and was prepared in either the sample or separation buffer for pre- and on-
column labeling, respectively. The separation buffer was 31 mM Tris – 500 mM Gly at pH 8.2 and the sample buffer was 50 mM 
Tris-HCl at pH 8.2. Both the separation and sample buffers contained 0.00125% PEO. The separation voltage was 18 kV and 
injection occurred for 5 sec at 4 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary length and diameter were 50.2 cm (40.0 
cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively."
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nearly three orders of magnitude, and the correlation between the average peak area and the 

concentration of DNA was extremely linear  (R2 = 0.99997). Variations in the calculated peak 

areas from run-to-run were minimal (RSD < 9% for all standards, n=4) and the migration time 

was reproducible (RSD = 2.5%, n=16).  

 

Fig. 3-7. Calibration curve for an 83-base ssDNA sample (with IonTorrent handles) under PectI conditions. Standards were labeled 
on-column with SYBR Gold, which was prepared to a final dilution of 1:50,000 in the separation buffer (31 mM Tris – 500 mM 
Gly, pH 8.2). The sample buffer was 50 mM Tris-HCl at pH 8.2. Both the sample and separation buffer contained 0.00125% PEO. 
The separation voltage was 18 kV and injection occurred for 5 sec at 4 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary 
length and diameter were 50.2 cm (40.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively. !
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Fig.  3-6.  Electropherograms demonstrating  the  sensitivity  afforded by  the  combination  of  PectI  and on-column SYBR Gold 
labeling of an 83-base ssDNA sample (with IonTorrent handles). A) Electropherograms for 0.1, 1, and 10 nM standards and B) for 
a 100 nM standard. Electropherograms in Panel A are offset vertically for clarity. Samples were labeled on-column with SYBR 
Gold, which was prepared to a final dilution of 1:50,000 in the separation buffer (31 mM Tris – 500 mM Gly, pH 8.2). The sample 
buffer was 50 mM Tris-HCl at pH 8.2. Both the separation and sample buffers contained 0.00125% PEO. The separation voltage 
was 18 kV and injection occurred for 5 sec at 4 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary length and diameter 
were 50.2 cm (40.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively."
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Based on these experiments it was evident that SYBR Gold could be used as a fluorescent 

label for ssDNA samples in CE under ctITP or PectI conditions. On-column labeling with SYBR 

Gold was more sensitive than pre-column labeling for samples of ssDNA. When used in 

combination with PectI, SYBR Gold offered increased signal intensity and peak focusing relative 

to ctITP. Optimal PectI and SYBR Gold conditions were utilized together for the highly sensitive 

detection of DNA (0.31 nM). Ultimately, however, ctITP was deemed optimal for CE selection 

experiments (vide infra). Under ctITP conditions, SYBR Gold, when used on-column and with a 

dilution of 1:100,000 or 1:500,000, provided the necessary sensitivity for aptamer selection 

experiments to follow.  

 

3.2. SEPARATION OF APTAMER-TARGET COMPLEXES 

3.2.A. Separation of bound and unbound FAM labeled 29mer aptamer 

 Much of the initial method development for the separation of aptamer-target complexes from 

unbound aptamer preceded SYBR Gold labeling studies and utilized covalently labeled 

oligonucleotides. The following studies thus describe the development of CZE and ctITP 

separation methods using the FAM labeled 29mer thrombin aptamer and thrombin protein as a 

model ligand/target pair.  

 First, CZE conditions previously reported [56] were compared to ctITP conditions developed 

by collaborator Shingo Saito (Saitama University) in our laboratory. A 200 nM sample of the 

aptamer was injected alone and then again in the presence of 200 nM thrombin under CZE and 

ctITP conditions (as in Fig. 3-8). Under CZE conditions, peaks at 8.0 and 9.0 min were observed 

for the aptamer alone. When thrombin was added to the sample a new peak was seen at 7.0 min 

(as indicated with an arrow in Fig. 3-8, A), which represents the thrombin aptamer-thrombin 

protein complex peak. Similarly, under ctITP conditions, the peaks at 8.6 and 9.8 min are due to 

the aptamer alone and the peak at 7.2 min is the aptamer-thrombin complex peak (see Fig. 3-8, 

B). No significant difference in resolution was observed for the two techniques under the given 
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experimental conditions, and the only noticeable difference was the marginal increase in peak 

intensity of the complex peak under ctITP conditions relative to CZE conditions.   

 Ideally, the electropherogram for the aptamer alone would have just a single peak, but as 

evidenced from initial experiments one major peak was observed with a minor, that is, smaller 

peak at shorter migration time. It was hypothesized that this peak was a different conformation of 

the aptamer due to the natural tendency of the aptamer to fold. The folded form of the aptamer 

could migrate differently than the unfolded version due to differences in the surface charge and 

size. To test this hypothesis, a stock aptamer sample was heated in a hot water bath to 95°C for 5 

min and then allowed to cool slowly to room temperature. Denaturation of DNA samples prior to 

CE analysis has been reported in the literature to ensure uniform secondary structure [56,66,67]. 

Thus, it was believed that if the minor peak observed was in fact due to a different conformation 

of the aptamer, then denaturation of the DNA sample would serve to homogenize the sample in 

terms of aptamer secondary structure and a single peak would be observed. After the sample 

returned to room temperature a 200 nM sample was prepared by diluting the (now cooled) stock 

DNA sample with Tris-HCl sample buffer and the sample was injected onto the capillary. 

Whereas the electropherogram for the unheated aptamer sample displayed two peaks, one 

Fig. 3-8. Comparison of A)  CZE and B)  ctITP for samples of 200 nM FAM labeled 29mer aptamer alone and with 200 nM 
thrombin. Electropherograms are offset vertically for clarity and arrows point to the thrombin aptamer-thrombin protein complex 
peak. For CZE, the buffer was 25 mM Tris – 192 mM Gly at pH 8.3. For ctITP, the separation buffer was 31 mM Tris – 500 mM 
Gly at pH 8.2 and the sample buffer was 50 mM Tris-HCl at pH 8.2. The separation voltage was 18 kV and injection occurred for 5 
sec at 0.3 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary length and diameter were 60.2 cm (50.0 cm from inlet to 
detector) and 50 μm, respectively. "
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representing the majority of the aptamer sample at 9.7 min and one smaller peak representing the 

presumed folded aptamer at 8.7 min (as indicated with a circle in Fig. 3-9), a single peak was 

observed for the heated aptamer sample at 10.0 min. This result confirmed that the minor peak at 

8.7 min in the electropherogram for the unheated sample might be due to a difference in 

secondary structure of the aptamer. As a result, all subsequent studies involved heating the stock 

aptamer sample (just as described in this experiment) prior to any further sample preparation and 

prior to CE analysis.  

 Experiments were also conducted to compare the difference in sample loading volume 

afforded by CZE relative to ctITP. As illustrated previously (see Fig. 3-8), no significant 

differences in the separation of bound and unbound aptamer were observed between the two 

techniques under the initial experimental conditions, which necessitated these further studies to 

determine what benefits ctITP stacking might offer. For these studies, the sample injection was 

increased iteratively by 10 psi⋅sec. For CZE, samples were injected from 10 up to 50 psi⋅sec and 

for ctITP the injection range was 40 up to 100 psi⋅sec. A significant difference was observed 

between the two techniques, with ctITP affording increased sample loading without loss of 

Fig. 3-9. Vertically offset electropherograms demonstrating the effect of denaturing the DNA sample prior to analysis. The DNA 
sample was 200 nM FAM labeled 29mer aptamer injected as-is or after denaturation at 95°C. The separation buffer was 31 mM 
Tris – 500 mM Gly at pH 8.2 and the sample buffer was 50 mM Tris-HCl at pH 8.2. The separation voltage was 18 kV and 
injection occurred for 5 sec at 0.3 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary length and diameter were 60.2 cm 
(50.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 50 μm, respectively."
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resolution (see Fig. 3-10). Under CZE conditions and with an injected sample volume 

corresponding to a 10 psi⋅sec injection, the complex peak observed at 6.5 min was well resolved 

from the unbound aptamer peak at 7.3 min. However, as the injection volume increased, the 

resolution was compromised, until at an injection of 50 psi⋅sec no distinct complex peak could be 

seen (as in Fig. 3-10, A). On the other hand, under ctITP conditions and with an injection volume 

of 40 psi⋅sec, the complex peak at 6.5 min was well resolved from the unbound aptamer peak at 

7.3 min, and these peaks remained fairly well resolved up to an injection of 70 psi⋅sec. In fact, a 

distinct complex peak was observed at larger injection volumes, like 80 and 90 psi⋅sec, up to 100 

psi⋅sec, at which point no complex peak was observed (as in Fig. 3-10, B). These studies 

demonstrate the increased sample loading afforded by ctITP, where about 3 times as much 

sample was able to be loaded onto the capillary (60 psi⋅sec versus 20 psi⋅sec for ctITP versus 

CZE, respectively) without loss of resolution of sample components. For reference, the sample 

volumes corresponding to each pressure injection (and specific to the capillary length and 

diameter) may be found in Table 3-1. For assays involving trace analytes and/or low affinity 

binding events, the ability to load greater quantities of sample without compromising separation 

Fig. 3-10. Vertically offset electropherograms comparing sample loading and its effect on the separation of the thrombin aptamer-
thrombin protein complex from unbound aptamer under A) CZE and B) ctITP conditions. The thrombin aptamer-thrombin protein 
complex peak is indicated with an asterisk. The injected sample was 200 nM FAM labeled 29mer aptamer with 200 nM thrombin. 
For CZE the buffer was 25 mM Tris – 192 mM Gly at pH 8.3. For ctITP, the separation buffer was 31 mM Tris – 500 mM Gly at 
pH 8.2 and the sample buffer was 50 mM Tris-HCl at pH 8.2. The separation voltage was 18 kV and injection occurred as indicated 
above the respective electropherogram. Corresponding injection volumes for these hydrodynamic injections can be found in Table 
3-1. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary length and diameter were 60.2 cm (50.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 
50 μm, respectively."
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efficiency is of tremendous importance.   

 It can also be seen in Fig. 3-10, B that as more sample is loaded onto the capillary under 

ctITP conditions, the migration time becomes increasingly shorter. This trend was also noted by 

Dr. Saito (Saitama University) who first employed ctITP conditions for resolution of aptamer-

protein complexes from unbound aptamer. However, no theoretical explanations of this 

phenomenon have been offered in the literature. It is hypothesized here that the increased size of 

the sample plug, which inherently results in an increase in charged species injected onto the 

capillary, causes a change in the mobility of the analyte possibly due to a bulk sample or net 

charge effect. More expressly, it is possible that the analyte, when injected as a larger sample 

plug, behaves according to the charge or size of the bulk sample rather than according to its 

individual charge and size. This would cause a change in the mobility of the analyte band and in 

the localized electric field of the analyte band, which in turn would cause the analyte band to 

migrate differently relative to the leading and terminating electrolyte during ITP stacking.   

 Next, a study of the effect of capillary length on the separation of bound and unbound 

aptamer was undertaken. It was hypothesized that a shorter capillary would allow for less 

dissociation of the aptamer-protein complex, and therefore greater sensitivity in its detection. As 

postulated, relative to the 60 cm capillary, capillary lengths of 40 and 50 cm resulted in increased 

sensitivity in the detection of the complex peak (as indicated with an arrow in Fig. 3-11). 

Injection!
(psi⋅sec )!

Injection Vol.!
(nL)*!

Injection !
(psi⋅sec )!

Injection Vol.!
(nL)*!

10! 18! 60! 105!

20! 35! 70! 123!

30! 53! 80! 141!

40! 70! 90! 158!

50! 88! 100! 176!

Table 3-1. Injection volumes for various CE pressure injections!

*volumes calculated according to the Hagen-Poiseuille equation (see Eq. 1-1) for 
a 60.2 cm × 50 µm capillary with buffer viscosity (η) estimated as that of water 
(0.001 Pa⋅s)."
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However, a decrease in capillary length also resulted in a decrease in resolution between the 

bound and unbound forms of the aptamer, such that a capillary length of 30 cm resulted in the 

detection of only a single peak. As such, a capillary length of 50 or 60 cm was deemed optimal 

because resolution of bound from unbound species was more important to the success of the 

selection assay compared to sensitivity. Ultimately, the loss in fluorescence signal due to use of a 

longer capillary was overcome by using a capillary with a larger inner diameter (75 µm compared 

to 50 µm). For a fixed injection (e.g. 10 psi⋅sec) an increase in the diameter of the capillary 

results in an increase in the volume of sample injected, according to the Hagen-Poiseuille 

equation (see Equation 1-1).  

 Finally, ctITP and PectI methods were compared for resolution of the bound and unbound 

forms of the aptamer. Previously, ctITP stacking was shown to improve resolution of aptamer- 

target complexes relative to CZE, so this study aimed to determine if PectI could be used to 

further improve separation efficiency. For this study, an injection of 20 psi⋅sec was utilized and 

the capillary length and diameter were 50.2 cm (40.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 µm, 

Fig. 3-11. Overlaid electropherograms comparing the effect of total capillary length on the resolution of thrombin protein-bound 
and unbound FAM labeled 29mer aptamer. The capillary length was as indicated next to the respective electropherogram. Arrows 
indicate the aptamer/protein complex peak. The concentration of aptamer and thrombin were both 200 nM. The separation buffer 
was 31 mM Tris – 500 mM Gly at pH 8.2 and the sample buffer was 50 mM Tris-HCl at pH 8.2. The separation voltage was 18 kV 
and injection occurred for 5 sec at 2 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C and the capillary diameter was 75 μm. !
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respectively. Thus, increased signal intensity was observed in this study relative to ctITP results 

presented previously due to increased sample loading (216 nL in this study compared to an 

injection of 2.7 nL in Fig. 3-8 and 108 nL in Fig. 3-11). A 200 nM sample of the 29mer aptamer 

was injected in the presence of 200 nM thrombin under each set of experimental conditions. In 

both cases a complex peak at earlier migration time was observed that was distinct from the 

unbound aptamer peak, but not baseline resolved (as indicated with an asterisk in Fig. 3-12 A and 

B). Not surprisingly, the main distinction between the two techniques was in the sensitivity of 

detection of the complex peak. Under PectI conditions the complex peak had an intensity of 40 

RFU compared to 20 RFU for ctITP conditions (see Fig. 3-12, B versus A, respectively). 

Unfortunately, relative to ctITP, PectI did not produce the desired result of improved resolution, 

which was felt to be more critical than detection sensitivity to the success of the selection method. 

Further, at this stage, the additional sample preparation required for PectI relative to ctITP, with 

only a 2-fold increase in sensitivity to be gained, did not warrant its preferential use as a 

separation method. Overall, then, preliminary studies for the thrombin aptamer/thrombin protein 

system suggested that ctITP conditions when carried out on a 50 or 60 cm capillary would offer 

the necessary resolution and detection sensitivity required for aptamer selection experiments.  

 

Fig. 3-12. Electropherograms comparing the resolution of thrombin protein-bound from unbound FAM labeled 29mer aptamer 
under A)  ctITP and B)  PectI conditions.  Aptamer-protein complex peaks are indicated with an asterisk.  The concentration of 
aptamer and thrombin were both 200 nM. For ctITP, the separation buffer was 31 mM Tris – 500 mM Gly at pH 8.2 and the sample 
buffer was 50 mM Tris-HCl at pH 8.2. For PectI experiments 0.0125% PEO was added to the ctITP sample and separation buffers. 
The separation voltage was 18 kV and injection occurred for 5 sec at 4 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary 
length and diameter were 50.2 cm (40.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively."
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3.2.B. Separation of bound and unbound 15mer and 29mer thrombin aptamers with on-

column SYBR Gold labeling  

 With the development of SYBR Gold as a noncovalent label for ssDNA in CE and the 

development of separation conditions using the FAM labeled 29mer aptamer sample, the next 

step was to combine the two techniques. Although ctITP was the preferred separation method 

based on work done with the covalently labeled aptamer, it was necessary to validate the choice 

of separation method (i.e. CZE versus ctITP versus PectI) using on-column labeling of aptamer 

samples with SYBR Gold. It has been previously mentioned that the addition of a labeling 

reagent such as SYBR Gold to the separation buffer can cause a change in EOF, so it was 

reasonable to presume that this change in EOF could significantly affect the resolution of bound 

and unbound aptamer.  

 Previously reported CZE conditions [56] were combined with on-column labeling of the 

aptamer with SYBR Gold. First, a 200 nM sample of the aptamer was injected alone and a peak 

was detected at 6.4 min (data not shown). Then, a 200 nM sample of the 15mer thrombin aptamer 

was incubated with 400 nM thrombin and injected onto the capillary. However, instead of two 

distinct peaks, one peak representing the aptamer-protein complex and one peak representing 

unbound aptamer, a single broad peak with low signal intensity was observed that spanned from 

5.7 to 7.2 min (as seen in Fig. 3-13). Clearly, the addition of SYBR Gold to the separation buffer 

resulted in a significant and deleterious decrease in resolution of bound and unbound aptamer. 

Since sharp, well-resolved peaks are required for isolation of bound species from unbound 

species via fraction collection, subsequent experiments employed the higher resolution ctITP 

methodology. Under these conditions, a single sharp peak was detected at 7.2 min for a sample of 

the aptamer alone (data not shown), and two distinct peaks were observed with the addition of 

400 nM thrombin, with the peak at 6.7 min representing the complex peak (as indicated with an 

asterisk in Fig. 3-13) and the peak at 7.2 min representing the unbound aptamer (as indicated with 
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a circle in Fig. 3-13). Not only was a significant improvement in resolution noted for ctITP 

relative to CZE with on-column SYBR Gold labeling, but an enhancement in sensitivity was also 

observed, presumably due to the improved peak efficiency afforded by ctITP stacking.  

  For completeness, a study was also carried out to compare ctITP with PectI utilizing on-

column SYBR Gold labeling of a sample of 400 nM 29mer aptamer with 400 nM thrombin. No 

significant differences were noted between the two techniques and the electropherograms looked 

nearly identical with regard to resolution of the complex peak (as indicated with an asterisk) from 

the unbound DNA peak (see Fig. 3-14). The concentration of SYBR Gold in this experiment was 

1:1,000,000 and at this extremely low concentration of SYBR Gold, ctITP actually outperformed 

PectI with regard to detection sensitivity, albeit marginally. Since no significant differences were 

noted between the two techniques, ctITP was deemed optimal for all future selection experiments 

due to its ease of buffer preparation relative to PectI. ctITP requires more elaborate buffer 

preparation than does CZE because two different buffers of varying composition must be 

prepared in the former method and only one buffer is required in the latter case. PectI adds yet 

Fig. 3-13. Vertically offset electropherograms comparing the resolution of thrombin-protein bound from unbound 15mer aptamer 
(with IonTorrent handles) under CZE and ctITP conditions (as indicated above the respective electropherogram). For the ctITP 
electropherogram, the aptamer-protein complex peak is indicated with an asterisk and the unbound aptamer is indicated with a 
circle. The concentration of aptamer was 200 nM and the concentration of thrombin was 400 nM. Samples were labeled on-column 
with SYBR Gold, which was prepared to a final dilution of 1:500,000 in the separation buffer. For CZE, the buffer was 25 mM Tris 
– 192 mM Gly at pH 8.3. For ctITP, the separation buffer was 31 mM Tris – 500 mM Gly at pH 8.2 and the sample buffer was 50 
mM Tris-HCl at pH 8.2. The separation voltage was 18 kV and injection occurred for 5 sec at 4 psi. The capillary temperature was 
25°C, and the capillary length and diameter were 60.2 cm (50.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively."
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another step to ctITP buffer preparation with the addition of polymer to the sample and separation 

buffers, which is usually achieved by the initial preparation of a concentrated polymer stock 

solution. Thus, in order to minimize buffer preparation time and reagent consumption, without 

loss in method performance, ctITP was utilized for all future selection work detailed here and in 

subsequent chapters.  

 Using the optimized separation and labeling conditions, formation of the complex between 

thrombin aptamer and thrombin protein was validated for both the 29mer and 15mer aptamers via 

titration with thrombin protein. Electropherograms of each aptamer injected alone at a 

concentration of 200 nM and also after incubation with 200 nM thrombin are presented in Fig. 3-

15. For the 15mer, the unbound aptamer migrated at 8.0 min, while the complex peak migrated at 

7.3 min (as indicated with an asterisk in Fig. 3-15, A). For the 29mer, the unbound aptamer 

migrated at 7.0 min, while the complex peak migrated at 6.5 min (as indicated with an asterisk in 

Fig. 3-15, B). The peak observed in electropherograms for the 15mer aptamer, at approximately 

6.8 min, was due to the discontinuity of the ctITP buffer and was observed when just the sample 

buffer was injected. This ctITP “buffer marker” was observed frequently when using ctITP and 

Fig. 3-14. Electropherograms comparing the resolution of thrombin-protein bound from unbound 29mer aptamer (with IonTorrent 
handles) under A) ctITP and B) PectI conditions. The aptamer-protein complex is indicated with an asterisk. Samples were labeled 
on-column with SYBR Gold, which was prepared to a final dilution of 1:1,000,000 in the separation buffer. The concentration of 
aptamer was the same as thrombin, 400 nM. For ctITP, the separation buffer was 31 mM Tris – 500 mM Gly at pH 8.2 and the 
sample buffer was 50 mM Tris-HCl at pH 8.2. For PectI experiments 0.00125% PEO was added to the ctITP sample and separation 
buffers. The separation voltage was 18 kV and injection occurred for 5 sec at 4 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the 
capillary length and diameter were 60.2 cm (50.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively."
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occurred both when utilizing absorbance detection, even though there were no absorbing species 

in the buffer, and when using fluorescence detection, even though SYBR Gold was constantly 

present. Thus, the buffer marker was attributed to a change in refractive index of the solution due 

to the sharp buffer boundaries created by ctITP stacking. Ultimately, the formation of the new 

peak at earlier migration time for the sample of aptamer with protein relative to aptamer alone 

was indicative of complex formation. Moreover, the decrease in intensity of the unbound aptamer 

peak for the sample with protein relative to the sample of aptamer alone further confirmed that a 

portion of the aptamer sample was now bound to the protein. For both aptamers SYBR Gold 

provided sufficient sensitivity for detection of the complex peak. Further, ctITP provided near 

baseline resolution of the bound and unbound 29mer aptamer and baseline resolution of the 

bound and unbound 15mer aptamer. Resolution factors were calculated and are presented in 

Table 3-2. Typically, a resolution factor that is greater than 1.5 constitutes baseline resolution of 

sample components. 

 The previously described NECEEM theory (see Chapter 1.3) uses peak areas from 

electropherograms of bound and unbound ligands to calculate dissociation constants (Kd values) 

Fig. 3-15. Vertically offset electropherograms demonstrating the ctITP separation of thrombin-protein bound from unbound A) 
15mer aptamer and B) 29mer aptamer (both with IonTorrent handles). The aptamer-protein complex peak is indicated with an  
asterisk. Each aptamer was injected alone at a concentration of 200 nM (top traces) and in the presence of 200 nM thrombin 
(bottom traces). Samples were labeled on-column with SYBR Gold, which was prepared to a final dilution of 1:500,000 in the 
separation buffer (31 mM Tris – 500 mM Gly, pH 8.2). The sample buffer was 50 mM Tris-HCl at pH 8.2. The separation voltage 
was 18 kV and injection occurred for 5 sec at 4 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary length and diameter 
were 60.2 cm (50.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively."
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[20,25]. By applying this theory to the electropherograms presented in Fig. 3-15 (the bottom 

traces in A and B), the Kd for thrombin and its 29mer aptamer was determined to be 128 ± 9 nM 

and the Kd for thrombin and its 15mer aptamer was determined to be 324 ± 6 nM. These values 

are in good agreement with those reported in the literature by similar methods, including 

NECEEM [21], APCE [55,56], and chemiluminescent APCE [57] (see Table 3-2). This 

agreement in Kd values provides evidence that the use of SYBR Gold as a fluorescent probe and 

ctITP as a focusing technique does not interfere with binding between thrombin and its known 

aptamers. Further, use of these CE method variations does not affect the calculation of 

dissociation constants by way of the established theory of NECEEM.  

 Previous studies conducted by others in the literature have confirmed that the addition of 

stabilizing or co-ions is not necessary for binding of the 15mer and 29mer thrombin aptamers to 

thrombin protein, although these ions can help stabilize the aptamers’ G-quadruplex structure 

[53,54]. Therefore, experiments were conducted to determine the effect of co-ions on the 

ctITP/NECEEM analysis of aptamer-protein binding. Specifically, 10 mM Mg2+, K+, or Na+ was 

added to a sample of 200 nM aptamer (either the 15mer or the 29mer) with and without 200 nM 

thrombin. Control studies were run on the same day, where aptamer samples were prepared to a 

final concentration of 200 nM with no intentionally added stabilizing co-ions, both with and 

without the addition of 200 nM thrombin. For simplicity, only the electropherograms of the 

aptamer plus thrombin are presented in Fig. 3-16 and 3-17, overlaid with electropherograms of 

Aptamer! Resolution! Kd (nM)!
(by ctITP in this work)!

Kd (nM)!
(as reported in the literature)!

15mer! 2.31! 324 ± 6! 450 [55]!
240 ± 16 [21]!

29mer! 0.90! 128 ± 9! 200 ± 20 [56]!
124 ± 6.9 [57]!

Table 3-2. Thrombin Aptamer Separation and Binding Characteristics !
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these samples with added co-ion. In all figures the aptamer-protein complex peak is indicated 

with an asterisk for easy visualization.  

  For the 15mer aptamer in the absence of a co-ion, the aptamer-protein complex peak was 

observed at 7.2 min and the unbound aptamer peak was at 8.0 min (see “no co-ion” traces in Fig. 

3-16). The addition of Mg2+ to the mixture of aptamer and protein resulted in a decrease in the 

intensity of the complex peak and an increase in its migration time to 7.6 min, although baseline 

resolution was still observed (as seen in Fig. 3-16, A). Similarly, the addition of K+ and Na+ 

resulted in decreased intensity of the complex peak, and, in addition, a decrease in resolution of 

the complex and unbound peaks was observed. The decrease in resolution is attributed to a 

decrease in the migration time of the unbound aptamer peak (as seen in Fig. 3-16, B and C). If the 

addition of the co-ions stabilized the G-quadruplex under the given experimental conditions, then 

an increase in the intensity of the complex peak would be expected due to increased interaction of 

Fig. 3-16. Vertically offset electropherograms demonstrating the 
effect of a stabilizing ion, or co-ion, on the binding of the 15mer 
aptamer to thrombin protein. A sample of 200 nM 15mer aptamer 
with 200 nM thrombin was injected alone (bottom traces) or in 
the presence of A) 10 mM Mg2+, B) 10 mM K+, or C) 10 mM  
Na+ (top traces). The aptamer-protein complex peak is indicated 
with an asterisk. Samples were labeled on-column with SYBR 
Gold, which was prepared to a final dilution of 1:500,000 in the 
separation  buffer  (31  mM Tris  –  500  mM Gly,  pH 8.2).  The 
sample buffer was 50 mM Tris-HCl at pH 8.2. The separation 
voltage was 18 kV and injection occurred for 5 sec at 4 psi. The 
capillary  temperature  was  25°C,  and  the  capillary  length  and 
diameter were 60.2 cm (50.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 
μm, respectively."
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the favorable conformation of the aptamer with the protein. However, in all cases with co-ion 

added to the sample, the complex peak had diminished intensity and in some cases diminished 

resolution, so the addition of co-ions was not advantageous for 15mer aptamer/protein binding 

under the optimized experimental conditions.   

 Next, the same experiment was conducted for the 29mer aptamer, with very similar 

outcomes. When Mg2+ was added to the sample a decrease in the complex peak signal was 

observed as well as in increase in its migration time (as seen in Fig. 3-17, A). With the addition of 

K+ a decrease in the signal of the complex peak and its resolution from the unbound aptamer was 

observed with a shift in migration time of the unbound aptamer peak contributing to the 

decreased resolution (as seen in Fig. 3-17, B). Finally, with the addition of Na+ a decrease in the 

signal of the complex peak and its resolution from the unbound aptamer was also observed, but in 

this case, shifts in migration time of both the bound and unbound aptamer peaks contributed to 

Fig. 3-17. Vertically offset electropherograms demonstrating the 
effect of a stabilizing ion, or co-ion, on the binding of the 29mer 
aptamer to thrombin protein. A sample of 200 nM 29mer aptamer 
with 200 nM thrombin was injected alone (bottom traces) or in 
the presence of A) 10 mM Mg2+, B) 10 mM K+, or C) 10 mM  
Na+ (top traces). The aptamer-protein complex peak is indicated 
with an asterisk. Samples were labeled on-column with SYBR 
Gold, which was prepared to a final dilution of 1:500,000 in the 
separation  buffer  (31  mM Tris  –  500  mM Gly,  pH 8.2).  The 
sample buffer was 50 mM Tris-HCl at pH 8.2. The separation 
voltage was 18 kV and injection occurred for 5 sec at 4 psi. The 
capillary  temperature  was  25°C,  and  the  capillary  length  and 
diameter were 60.2 cm (50.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 
μm, respectively."
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the observed decrease in resolution (as seen in Fig. 3-17, B and C). It is important to point out 

that for the 15mer aptamer studies, the control experiment was only run once at the beginning of 

the day, but for the 29mer aptamer studies the control was run between each co-ion tested. 

Therefore, the electropherograms for the 29mer aptamer without a co-ion show some run-to-run 

variation (as seen in the “no co-ion” traces in Fig. 3-17), whereas the electropherograms for the 

15mer without a co-ion are all identical (as seen in the “no co-ion” traces in Fig. 3-16).  

 The observed decrease in fluorescence intensity upon addition of the co-ions was consistent 

with the literature, which has also reported decreases in fluorescence signal of the 29mer aptamer 

in the presence of K+ and Mg2+ using other CE-LIF assays [66]. Furthermore, other CE studies 

have reported no favorable enhancement in aptamer-protein binding in the presence of the co-ions 

Mg2+ and K+ [56,66]. In this work, the addition of co-ions (as their chloride salts) to the sample 

buffer appears to disrupt ctITP stacking due to the increased ionic strength of the leading 

electrolyte. Presumably, this further affects EOF and results in the shifts in migration time 

observed in the presence of co-ions relative to the control.  Overall, then, the addition of 

stabilizing ions did not significantly influence the binding between the aptamers and thrombin 

under the optimized experimental conditions and actually hindered complex peak detection and 

resolution. Consequently, co-ions were not utilized in any subsequent selection experiments.  

 To precede selection of each of the thrombin aptamers from libraries of randomized DNA (as 

proof-of-principle validation of CE-NGS selection), two control studies were conducted with 

nonsense and randomer DNA to determine if thrombin protein would interact nonspecifically 

with DNA. For our purposes, a nonsense sample is a DNA sample consisting of a single sequence 

that is different from the known aptamer sequence. The 15mer randomer sample used in this 

particular study contained oligonucleotides that were 83 bases in total length with the central 15 

bases randomized, corresponding to 415 (= 109) unique oligonucleotides. The 29mer randomer 

sample in these studies contained oligonucleotides that were 97 bases in total length with the 

central 25 bases randomized, corresponding to 425 (= 1015) unique oligonucleotides.  
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 First, a 200 nM sample of the 15mer randomer was injected alone and a single peak at 7.6 

min was observed (data not shown). Successively, a sample of the 15mer randomer prepared to a 

final concentration of 200 nM was incubated with 400 nM thrombin and was injected onto the 

capillary. Two peaks were observed at 7.1 and 7.6 min (as seen in Fig. 3-18). An 

electropherogram of the 15mer aptamer with thrombin, which was obtained on the same day, is 

overlaid for comparison and it can be seen that the aptamer-protein complex peak migrated at 6.7 

min (as indicated with an asterisk) while the unbound aptamer peak was at 7.6 min (as in Fig. 3-

18). In the electropherogram of the randomer plus thrombin the peak at 7.6 min aligned with the 

peak for the randomer alone and corresponds to unbound or non-interacting DNA. The peak at 

7.1 min (indicated with a circle) represents some interaction between the random DNA and 

thrombin protein.  

 Identical experiments were conducted for the 29mer aptamer and 29mer randomer, and the 

same plots were generated (Fig. 3-19). Again, for the aptamer plus thrombin a complex peak was 

observed at 6.7 min (as indicated with an asterisk) and the unbound DNA peak was at 7.4 min. 

Fig. 3-18. Vertically offset electropherograms demonstrating the difference in migration time of the complex peaks representing 
specific binding between the known 15mer thrombin aptamer (as indicated with an asterisk) versus non-specific binding between 
random DNA and thrombin protein (as indicated with a circle). A sample of 200 nM 15mer aptamer was injected in the presence of 
400 nM thrombin (top trace) and a sample of 200 nM randomer was also injected in the presence of 400 nM thrombin (bottom 
trace). Samples were labeled on-column with SYBR Gold, which was prepared to a final dilution of 1:100,000 in the separation 
buffer (31 mM Tris – 500 mM Gly, pH 8.2). The sample buffer was 50 mM Tris-HCl at pH 8.2. The separation voltage was 18 kV 
and injection occurred for 5 sec at 4 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary length and diameter were 60.2 cm 
(50.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively."
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For the 29mer randomer with thrombin, peaks were observed at 7.1 and 7.4 min (as in Fig. 3-19). 

Again, the peak at 7.1 min (as indicated with a circle) is thought to be due to some nonspecific 

interaction between the DNA and protein, while the peak at 7.4 min is attributed to non-

interacting or unbound DNA due to its alignment with the migration time of the randomer alone. 

Due to the observed difference in migration time for the randomer-protein “complex” relative to 

the aptamer-protein complex, the interactions between the randomer and thrombin are thought to 

be due to some nonspecific electrostatic or hydrophobic/hydrophilic interaction between the 

negatively charged DNA and the protein (pI = 7.0-7.6). The fact that these subtle differences 

could be resolved further demonstrates the use of the optimized ctITP method for the analysis of 

protein—ligand interactions. The control studies conducted with the 15mer and 29mer nonsense 

samples revealed the same nonspecific binding peak with the addition of thrombin protein, as was 

seen with the randomer samples (data not shown). The nonspecific binding peak between the 

nonsense DNA and thrombin had a longer migration time than seen for the aptamer-protein 

Fig. 3-19. Vertically offset electropherograms demonstrating the difference in migration time of the complex peaks representing 
specific binding between the  known 29mer  thrombin aptamer  (as  indicated with  an asterisk)  versus  non-specific interactions 
between random DNA and thrombin protein (as indicated with a circle). A sample of 200 nM 29mer aptamer was injected in the 
presence of 400 nM thrombin (top trace) and a sample of 200 nM randomer was also injected in the presence of 400 nM thrombin 
(bottom trace). Samples were labeled on-column with SYBR Gold, which was prepared to a final dilution of 1:100,000 in the 
separation buffer (31 mM Tris – 500 mM Gly, pH 8.2). The sample buffer was 50 mM Tris-HCl at pH 8.2. The separation voltage 
was 18 kV and injection occurred for 5 sec at 4 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary length and diameter 
were 60.2 cm (50.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively."
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complex peak, such that it was also poorly resolved from the unbound DNA peak, just like with 

the randomer samples.  

 This initial work developing SYBR Gold as a high fidelity, noncovalent fluorophore and 

ctITP as a high-resolution separation technique demonstrates improvements upon previous work 

in the field with regard to ease of fluorescent derivatization, improved detection sensitivity, and 

increased resolution of bound from unbound ligands. It also represents successful validation of 

two of three important elements for CE preselection in drug discovery schemes. In the ensuing 

chapter, validation of the third element for CE preselection, namely, CE-based fraction collection, 

is described. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

A COMPREHENSIVE STUDY OF CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS-BASED 

FRACTION COLLECTION 
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The modifications to CE-based separation methodologies previously described are ideally 

suited to resolve the very small portion of a sample that constitutes ligands that bind a protein 

target from the large excess of unbound ligands in an aptamer library or drug library sample. 

However, in order to couple CE preselection with off-line, lab-on-bead selection techniques, 

highly reproducible CE-based fraction collection must be implemented to isolate binding ligands. 

CE fraction collection is not widely reported due to challenges with migration time 

reproducibility and small sample fraction volumes. More fundamentally, CE-based fraction 

collection requires the presence of a closed electrical circuit, so it can be difficult to collect the 

eluting bands [68].  

Two primary modes of CE-based fraction collection that are integrated into modern 

instrumentation include electrokinetic and hydrodynamic collection. Electrokinetic collection 

operates by turning off the voltage when an analyte band reaches the end of the capillary, 

replacing the outlet vial with the collection vial, and re-applying the voltage to move the analyte 

band into the collection vial [69]. Following collection of the analyte, the voltage is stopped once 

again, the collection vial is replaced with the outlet vial, and the voltage is re-applied to continue 

the separation. The mechanics of hydrodynamic collection are the same as for electrokinetic 

collection except for the fact that the analyte band is moved into the collection vial by pressure 

instead of by voltage [70]. Continuous collection techniques may also be utilized, like sheath flow 

collection, which allows for fractions to be collected continuously with the help of a sheath liquid 

that facilitates elution of analyte bands [71]. In the former two modes, the vials into which analyte 

fractions are collected must contain a buffered solution (herein referred to as the “initial receiving 

volume”) to complete the electrical circuit. Thus, minute fraction quantities are not only a result 

of the small sample volumes loaded onto the capillary to begin with, but also due to the desire to 

minimize the inevitable sample dilution that occurs once the fraction enters the collection vial.  

The sample dilution incurred with CE-based fraction collection and the potential for run-to-

run inconsistencies in collection quantities due to differences in analyte mobilization into the 
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collection vial (based, in turn, on the reproducibility of pressure- or electro-driven elution 

mechanisms) are important concerns for use of CE fraction collection technologies. As such, a 

comprehensive optimization study was undertaken to validate the role of fraction collection in 

this work. Specifically, hydrodynamic fraction collection was studied using a model protein 

system with UV detection and electrokinetic collection was evaluated using a model DNA system 

with fluorescence detection. Validation of CE-based fraction collection demonstrates successful 

integration of the third element of CE preselection (along with high fidelity on-column labeling 

with SYBR Gold and improved separation using ctITP, as described in Chapter 3) designed to be 

compatible with next generation sequencing technologies for aptamer or small molecule drug 

discovery. 

 

4.1. DETECTION AND CALIBRATION OF SINGLE STRANDED DNA 

 A comprehensive study of CE-based electrokinetic fraction collection was conducted on a 

Beckman P/ACE MDQ instrument employing LIF detection with excitation by an Ar-ion laser at 

488 nm. First, a study comparing different initial collection receiving volumes was carried out 

using a FAM labeled 29mer randomer ssDNA sample to determine the effect of collection 

receiving volume on DNA accumulation. Although these initial studies were conducted on a 50 

µm i.d. capillary, a follow-up study employing a 75 μm i.d. capillary was conducted to determine 

the effect of capillary inner diameter on DNA accumulation of the FAM labeled 29mer randomer 

sample. Since optimized aptamer selection conditions utilized a 75 µm capillary with on-column 

SYBR Gold labeling, the final collection study compared the collection of the FAM labeled 

29mer randomer to that of the SYBR Gold labeled 29mer randomer on a 75 µm capillary. 

 In order to calibrate DNA accumulation it was first necessary to validate quantification of 

each of the DNA samples under the various conditions studied. All buffer and separation 

conditions except those described above (i.e. capillary inner diameter and labeling reagent) were 
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held constant from study to study. Specifically, ctITP conditions employing a 31 mM Tris – 500 

mM Gly separation buffer and a 50 mM Tris-HCl sample buffer (both at pH 8.2) were utilized. 

The separation voltage was 28 kV and samples were injected for 5 seconds at 2 psi. Standard 

samples of the FAM labeled 29mer ranging in concentration from 5 nM to 1 µM were injected 

onto a 50 µm capillary (as in Fig. 4-1, A). A calibration curve was constructed and the average 

peak area (n=3) was linearly correlated with DNA concentration (R2 = 0.9981). An LOD of 210 

nM was determined using all of the calibration points (see Fig. 4-1, B), and an LOD of 20.3 nM 

was determined using the lowest four concentration points (see Fig. 4-1, B, inset).  

 Next, standard samples of the FAM labeled 29mer randomer ranging in concentration from 1 

nM to 1 µM were injected onto a 75 µm capillary (as in Fig. 4-2, A). The LOD was determined to 

be 39.7 nM using all of the concentration points (see Fig. 4-2, B) and the LOD was 16.8 nM 

using the lowest four concentration points (see Fig. 4-2, B, inset). The average peak area (n=3) 

was linearly correlated with 29mer concentration (R2 = 0.9979). 

Fig. 4-1. Calibration of FAM labeled 29mer randomer on a 50 μm capillary. A) Vertically offset electropherograms of increasing 
29mer concentration. B) Calibration curve for 29mer randomer. The inset plot is of the lowest four concentration points (5, 10, 50, 
and 100 nM).  The separation buffer was 31 mM Tris – 500 mM Gly at pH 8.2 and the sample buffer was 50 mM Tris-HCl at pH 
8.2. The separation voltage was 28 kV and injection occurred for 5 sec at 2 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the 
capillary length was 60.2 cm (50.0 cm from inlet to detector). !
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 Finally, DNA calibration was validated for a sample of the 29mer randomer (97 bases in 

total, including the Ion Torrent handles) labeled on-column with SYBR Gold in a 1:50,000 

dilution. Standard samples were prepared ranging in concentration from 0.1 nM to 500 nM and 

were injected onto a 75 µm capillary (as in Fig. 4-3, A). The average peak area (n=3) was linearly 

correlated with concentration (R2 = 0.9995). The LOD was 12.6 nM using all of the calibration 

standards (see Fig. 4-3, B) and 4.4 nM using the lowest four concentration points (see Fig. 4-3, B, 

inset).  

Fig. 4-2. Calibration of FAM labeled 29mer randomer on a 75 μm capillary. A) Vertically offset electropherograms of increasing 
29mer concentration. B) Calibration curve for 29mer randomer. The inset plot is of the lowest four concentration points (1, 10, 100, 
and 500 nM). The separation buffer was 31 mM Tris – 500 mM Gly at pH 8.2 and the sample buffer was 50 mM Tris-HCl at pH 
8.2. The separation voltage was 28 kV and injection occurred for 5 sec at 2 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the 
capillary length was 60.2 cm (50.0 cm from inlet to detector). !
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Fig. 4-3. Calibration of SYBR Gold labeled 29mer randomer on a 75 μm capillary. A) Vertically offset electropherograms of 
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All calibration experiments demonstrated strong linear correlation between average peak area 

and DNA concentration. As expected, LODs for the FAM labeled 29mer randomer were lower 

for the 75 µm capillary relative to the 50 µm capillary. Since the injection parameters were held 

constant, an increase in the capillary inner diameter resulted in an increase in the amount of 

sample injected onto the capillary, as predicted by the Hagen-Poiseuille equation (see Equation 1-

1). Greater sensitivity was also observed for the SYBR Gold labeled 29mer randomer (LOD = 

12.6 nM) compared to the FAM labeled 29mer randomer (LOD = 39.7 nM) injected onto a 75 µm 

capillary. In all cases, the strong linear correlation and improved detection limits (on the order of 

nanomolar for labeled DNA by LIF detection compared to micromolar for proteins by absorbance 

detection) showed great promise for the use of this model system to validate CE-based fraction 

collection. 

 

4.2. ELECTROKINETIC FRACTION COLLECTION OF SINGLE STRANDED DNA 

 For this study, electrokinetic fraction collection was achieved using a collection voltage of 10 

kV. That is, first a separation voltage of 28 kV was applied to the capillary, and then when the 

analyte band reached the capillary outlet, the voltage was stopped so the outlet vial could be 

replaced with the collection vial, and successively a 10 kV voltage was applied to move the band 

into the collection vial. Following collection, the voltage was again stopped so that the collection 

vial could be replaced with the outlet vial, and finally the 28 kV separation voltage was re-applied 

to complete the separation. Collection occurred for 0.7 min, which was determined based on the 

width of the analyte peak as observed in the electropherogram and resulted in collection of 0.25 

µL of the sample at the outlet end of the capillary. The 32 KARAT software, which is used for 

control of the Beckman CE system, has internal algorithms that determine when an analyte peak 

reaches the outlet end of the capillary, given its migration time and that the length from the 

detector to outlet is fixed at 10.5 cm. 
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Due to the significant sample dilution inherent to CE-based fraction collection, studies were 

conducted to determine the minimum initial collection receiving volume that could be used and 

the number of pooled fractions necessary to achieve sufficient and reproducible recovery of 

injected samples. To this end, for each initial receiving volume into which collection occurred (5, 

10, or 15 µL of Tris-HCl sample buffer in the collection vial), experiments were conducted to 

calibrate DNA accumulation for 1, 2, 4, 8, or 16 pooled fractions. Pooled samples were re-

injected to quantify DNA accumulation and peak areas from the resulting electropherograms were 

determined. A schematic representation of this process is shown in Fig. 4-4, where four 

sequential injections of the FAM labeled 29mer randomer are collected and pooled in the same 

collection vial that contains a fixed amount of sample buffer (5, 10, or 15 µL of Tris-HCl buffer). 

The resulting sample, which represents four collected fractions, is vortexed to homogenize the 

sample prior to re-injection onto the capillary (as in Fig. 4-4, B).   

A 10 µM sample of the FAM labeled 29mer randomer prepared in Tris-HCl sample buffer 

was initially injected onto the capillary for 5 seconds at 2 psi. A 28 kV separation voltage was 

applied and a 10 kV collection voltage was used to move peaks into the collection vial. Initially, 

the collection vial contained 15 µL of Tris-HCl sample buffer and various numbers of fractions 

were collected, pooled, and re-injected onto the capillary. The same ctITP separation conditions 

were used when analyzing the re-injected fractions and the separation voltage was also the same 

Fig. 4-4. Schematic diagram of the workflow for automated CE fraction collection. A) Representation of 4 sequential, replicate 
collections of the DNA sample into a single collection vial, which contains a receiving liquid with a specified volume. B) The 
collected sample is gently vortexed to homogenize the sample and is re-injected onto the capillary (n=3).!
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at 28 kV. Peak areas of these re-injected samples were calculated and a linear correlation between 

the average peak area (n=3) and the number of pooled fractions was observed (R2 = 0.9990, see 

Fig. 4-5). Identical studies were conducted for initial receiving volumes of 5 and 10 µL and a 

linear correlation between average peak area and the number of pooled fractions was observed in 

each case (R2 = 0.99798 and 0.99352 for receiving volumes of 5 and 10 µL respectively, as in 

Fig. 4-5). Error bars in these fraction collection calibration plots represent the reproducibility of 

injecting a 180 nL portion of the sample (based on a 10 psi·sec injection) from a given initial 

receiving volume. Most notably, although not surprisingly, an initial receiving volume of 5 µL 

resulted in the most variance in the determination of the peak area of the collected fraction. A 

sample volume of 5 µL is the minimum volume for which the Beckman CE system is designed to 

deliver reproducible hydrodynamic injections, so working precisely at this system limit is 

Fig. 4-5. Fraction collection calibration of the FAM labeled 29mer randomer comparing an initial receiving volume of 5, 10, or 15 
μL on a 50 μm capillary. The randomer was originally injected at a concentration of 10 μM. Average peak areas are determined 
from the electropherograms of re-injected fractions (n=3) using the instrument software for peak integration. The separation buffer 
was 31 mM Tris – 500 mM Gly at pH 8.2 and the sample buffer was 50 mM Tris-HCl at pH 8.2. The separation voltage was 28 kV 
and injection occurred for 5 sec at 2 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary length was 60.2 cm (50.0 cm from 
inlet to detector). The collection voltage was 10 kV, the peak width was 0.7 minutes, and the receiving liquid was the same as the 
sample buffer (Tris-HCl).!
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predictably less reproducible. Overall, these results demonstrate that a linear detector response is 

observed in response to an increase in the number of collected fractions, which confirmed 

successful optimization of CE collection parameters.  

 It can further be shown from these data that a decrease in initial collection receiving volume 

results in an increase in sensitivity, which is used here as a measure of DNA accumulation. 

Specifically, it could be predicted that for a two-fold decrease in initial receiving volume, the 

concentration of the collected DNA would increase by a factor of two. If the same total amount of 

DNA is collected into the two collection vials, then the vial with half as much buffer will have a 

concentration of DNA that is two times greater. This predicted trend was observed 

experimentally. A 5 µL receiving volume resulted in a two-fold increase in sensitivity relative to 

a 10 µL receiving volume (with a calibration curve slope of 2 × 106 compared to 1 × 106, 

respectively), along with a nearly three-fold increase in sensitivity relative to a 15 µL receiving 

volume (with a calibration curve slope of 2 × 106 for a 5 µL receiving volume compared to 7 × 

105 for a 15 µL receiving volume, as seen in Fig. 4-5). Thus, a smaller initial receiving volume 

can be used to increase the percentage of DNA (concentration of collected sample/initial sample 

concentration) recovered during fraction collection. 

Next, to establish the repeatability of the collection method, the entire procedure of collection 

and re-injection of eluted zones needed to be replicated. In order to have sufficient DNA 

accumulation to easily determine peak areas of re-injected samples, the number of fractions 

pooled was held constant at four. Collection parameters were the same as utilized in the first 

study (10 kV collection voltage, 0.7 minute peak width). A schematic representation of how the 

repeatability of the collection method was established is presented in Fig. 4-6.  
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Briefly, four fractions were collected and pooled in a single collection vial (as in Fig. 4-6, A). 

This process was repeated twice more for a total of three collection replicates. Each of the 

collection replicates was vortexed to homogenize the sample before re-injection onto the capillary 

in triplicate (as in Fig. 4-6, B). The average peak area for each collection replicate was 

determined and then an average and standard deviation over all three averaged collection 

replicates was calculated (as seen in Fig. 4-6, C). This process was carried out for all three initial 

collection receiving volumes previously tested (5, 10, and 15 µL).  As is evident from the plot of 

average peak area as a function of the initial collection receiving volume, a larger collection 

receiving volume resulted in increased repeatability of the collection method. A receiving volume 

of 5 µL, in particular, resulted in the poorest collection-to-collection repeatability (RSD = 

24.2%). In comparison, receiving volumes of 10 and 15 µL both offered improved repeatability 

relative to a 5 µL receiving volume (RSD = 10.6% and 9.0% for receiving volumes of 10 and 15 

µL, respectively), with a 10 µL receiving volume having the added advantage of improved 

sensitivity (that is, increased DNA accumulation). Thus, a 10 µL receiving volume offered the 

best compromise between DNA accumulation and repeatability of the collection method. 

In order to fully characterize collection method parameters (for the subsequent incorporation 

of this methodology into a comprehensive aptamer selection process), the effects of capillary 

inner diameter and labeling reagent on DNA accumulation and the repeatability of the collection 

method were studied. First, using a sample of FAM labeled 29mer randomer, collection studies 

were conducted on a 75 µm inner diameter capillary to be compared to previous studies carried 

out on a 50 µm capillary. All other collection system parameters were held constant with the 

exception of the capillary inner diameter and the concentration of the initial sample of 29mer 

injected. It is important to note that due to the increase in capillary inner diameter, a collection 

width of 0.7 min resulted in collection of 0.56 µL of the sample at the outlet end of the capillary 

(compared to 0.25 µL using a 50 µm capillary). For studies on the 50 µm capillary, a 10 µM 
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sample of the 29mer randomer was initially injected, but studies on the 75 µm capillary utilized a 

1 µM sample. Given that the injection parameters were unchanged, the increase in the inner 

diameter of the capillary allowed a greater volume of the sample to be injected onto the capillary. 

This resulted in improved detection sensitivity on the 75 µm capillary relative to the 50 µm 

capillary, such that a 10 µM sample, when injected on the 75 µm capillary, overloaded the 

fluorescence detector. In order to be able to accurately quantify the peak area of the original 

injected sample, for the purpose of calculating percent recoveries if so desired, the concentration 

of the initial sample was decreased to 1 µM.  

With an initial receiving volume of 10 µL, DNA accumulation was calibrated for 2, 4, 6, 8, 

and 12 pooled fractions of a 1 µM sample of the FAM labeled 29mer randomer injected onto a 75 

µm capillary. Each collected and pooled sample was re-injected onto the capillary using the same 

ctITP conditions employed in previous studies. Peak areas for the re-injected samples were 

calculated and plotted as a function of the number of pooled fractions (as in Fig. 4-7). A linear 

correlation between average peak area and the number of pooled fractions was observed (R2 = 

Fig. 4-7. Fraction collection calibration of the FAM labeled 29mer randomer on a 75 μm capillary and with an initial receiving 
liquid of 10 μL. The randomer was originally injected at a concentration of 1 μM. Average peak areas are determined from the 
electropherograms of re-injected fractions (n=3) using the instrument software for peak integration. The separation buffer was 31 
mM Tris – 500 mM Gly at pH 8.2 and the sample buffer was 50 mM Tris-HCl at pH 8.2. The separation voltage was 28 kV and 
injection occurred for 5 sec at 2 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary length was 60.2 cm (50.0 cm from inlet 
to detector). The collection voltage was 10 kV, the peak width was 0.7 minutes, and the receiving liquid was the same as the sample 
buffer (Tris-HCl).!
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0.9924). The linearity of the fraction collection calibration curve demonstrates that the capillary 

inner diameter does not affect the fraction collection process (aside from the larger capacity of the 

capillary, thus allowing for lower sample concentrations to be used), so that the conditions 

optimized in earlier studies are suitable for capillaries with different inner diameters.  

 Next, to determine the effect of DNA labeling on the fraction collection process, a study was 

conducted to compare DNA accumulation for FAM labeled DNA samples relative to SYBR Gold 

labeled DNA samples. Using a 75 µm capillary, which was optimal for aptamer-target separation 

conditions (see Chapter 3.2.A), and an initial collection receiving volume of 10 µL, DNA 

accumulation was calibrated for 2, 4, 6, and 12 pooled fractions of a 100 nM sample of the 29mer 

randomer (97 total bases including the Ion Torrent handles). Again, due to the increased 

sensitivity of the SYBR Gold labeling reagent relative to the covalent FAM fluorophore, the 

concentration of the initially injected DNA sample had to be decreased to 100 nM to prevent 

overloading the fluorescence detector. Fractions of the 29mer randomer were collected, pooled, 

and re-injected onto the capillary. A linear correlation between the average peak area of the re-

Fig. 4-8. Fraction collection calibration of SYBR Gold labeled 29mer randomer on a 75 μm capillary and with an initial receiving 
liquid of 10 μL. The randomer was originally injected at a concentration of 100 nM. Average peak areas are determined from the 
electropherograms of re-injected fractions (n=3) using the instrument software for peak integration.  Samples were labeled on-
column with SYBR Gold, which was prepared to a final dilution of 1:50,000 in the separation buffer (31 mM Tris – 500 mM Gly, 
pH 8.2). The sample buffer was 50 mM Tris-HCl at pH 8.2.  The separation voltage was 28 kV and injection occurred for 5 sec at 2 
psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary length was 60.2 cm (50.0 cm from inlet to detector). The collection 
voltage was 10 kV, the peak width was 0.7 minutes, and the receiving liquid was the same as the sample buffer (Tris-HCl).!
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injected fractions and the number of pooled fractions was observed (R2 = 0.9889, as in Fig. 4-8). 

This was a particularly significant result because it showed that the use of SYBR Gold as a 

fluorescent label, which was deemed optimal for aptamer-target separations, was not a detriment 

to the fraction collection process nor to the determination of DNA accumulation by way of re-

injection of eluted bands.  

For the collection studies just described (to determine the effects of capillary inside diameter 

and DNA labeling reagent), the collection method repeatability was also determined. That is, the 

number of pooled fractions was held constant at four and the entire process of collection, re-

injection, and quantification was repeated a total of three times. When compared to collection of 

the FAM labeled 29mer randomer on a 50 µm inner diameter capillary with an initial receiving 

volume of 10 µL, the 75 µm capillary offered improved method repeatability (RSD = 5.1% 

compared to 10.6% with a 50 µm capillary). With the capillary inner diameter held constant at 75 

µm and the initial receiving volume held constant at 10 µL, the choice of SYBR Gold as a 

labeling reagent resulted in a decrease in method repeatability (RSD = 9.4%) compared to a 

covalent FAM label (RSD = 5.1%).  

The decrease in DNA accumulation and method repeatability for SYBR Gold labeling 

relative to FAM labeling is presumably due to the equilibrium process that dictates the interaction 

of SYBR Gold with DNA. For the covalent, FAM labeled DNA sample, there is always one 

fluorophore per DNA strand, which results in extremely efficient and reproducible labeling. On 

the other hand, noncovalent SYBR Gold labeling is susceptible to decreased labeling efficiency 

and reproducibility based on the dynamic equilibrium process between the dye-DNA complex 

and the unbound dye and unbound DNA. Taking this in to account, the decrease in DNA 

accumulation and collection repeatability for SYBR Gold labeling relative to FAM labeling is not 

surprising. In fact, the DNA accumulation factor and collection repeatability for SYBR Gold 

labeling were similar enough to those achieved in studies with FAM labeled DNA to justify 
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SYBR Gold as a suitable choice as a labeling reagent. This choice is attractive due to the ease of 

sample preparation for SYBR Gold labeling and its reduced potential to interfere with binding 

assays. 

A summary of the effect of DNA label and all other relevant parameters on the figures of 

merit associated with the collection process is presented in Table 4-1. These studies were 

conducted to determine the optimal conditions to carry out CE fraction collection so that a 

significant amount of sample could be collected and accumulated with high repeatability. The 

advantage of using the CE fraction collection step to accumulate significant quantities of DNA 

was that fewer rounds of PCR would be required to amplify samples prior to NGS, thereby 

reducing the time needed for this procedure and minimizing sample bias that can be introduced 

with significant PCR amplification. For all collection studies a linear correlation was observed 

between the average peak area of the re-injected fraction and the number of pooled fractions. The 

first three studies summarized in Table 4.1, all conducted on a 50 µm capillary, revealed that a 10 

µL initial receiving volume was ideally suited to offer significant DNA accumulation without loss 

in repeatability.   

  

Capillary !
I.D. (μm)!

Labeling!
Method!

Fraction Collection!
Receiving Volume !

(μL)!

Correlation, !
Signal-to-Number !

of Pooled Fractions!

DNA Accumulation Factor!
(Peak Area of enriched 

fraction/No. of fractions)!

Collection!
Reproducibility !

(% RSD)!

50! FAM !
(covalent, pre-column)!

5! 0.999! 1.8 × 106! 24.2!

50! FAM !
(covalent, pre-column)!

10! 0.994! 1.1 × 106! 10.6!

50! FAM !
(covalent, pre-column)!

15! 0.998! 7.0 × 105! 9.0!

75! FAM !
(covalent, pre-column)!

10! 0.992! 9.5 × 105! 5.1!

75! SYBR Gold!
(noncovalent, on-column)!

10! 0.989! 2.3 × 105! 9.4!

Table 4-1. Figures of Merit for Automated CE Fraction Collection !
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Increasing the capillary inner diameter resulted in comparable DNA accumulation and 

improved method repeatability (see Table 4.1). An increase in DNA accumulation for the 75 µm 

capillary was expected because an increase in the inner diameter of the capillary results in an 

increase in the volume of sample injected. If more of the original sample is injected onto the 

capillary, then DNA will accumulate more rapidly during collection. A comparison of the fraction 

collection calibration slopes for these studies involving different capillary inside diameters does 

not demonstrate the expected trend because the slope of the calibration curve for the 50 µm 

capillary (1.1 × 106) was larger than for the 75 µm capillary (9.5 × 105). However, since the 

observed decrease in DNA accumulation was subtle and since increasing the inner diameter 

resulted in improved method repeatability and improved separation conditions (as described in 

Chapter 3.2.A), a 75 µm capillary inner diameter was considered optimal. Overall, these 

experiments demonstrate that the automated fraction collection capabilities of the Beckman 

P/ACE MDQ CE system can be optimized to allow for the reproducible collection of analyte 

zones following on-column labeling with SYBR Gold and separation by ctITP. Using 

electrokinetic collection and an initial collection receiving volume of 10 µL, DNA samples can be 

collected and pooled to accumulate enough DNA to pass on to the final lab-on-bead selection 

stage of the proposed drug discovery platform. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

USING CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS AS A TOOL FOR  

APTAMER SELECTION AGAINST THROMBIN 
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electrophoresis experiments, and conducted the data analysis for Study 2. K. Libby performed all 

of the sequencing work. J. Xiao performed the bioinformatics analysis for Study 1. Dr. C. L. 

Colyer acted in an advisory and editorial capacity for this chapter.  
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Prior to validation of the proposed technology for selection of DNA-encoded macrocycles, 

proof-of-principle aptamer selection studies were conducted to (1) substantiate CE labeling, 

separation, and fraction collection methods, and (2) demonstrate the efficacy of combining CE 

(for ligand selection) and next generation sequencing “NGS” (for sequencing and ligand 

identification). Due to the success of the optimized CE methods for resolving the bound and 

unbound forms of the 15mer and 29mer thrombin aptamers, selection studies were designed for 

selection of each of these aptamers from randomized ssDNA libraries screened against thrombin 

protein. Encoded molecule selection principles mimic aptamer selection principles, which involve 

efficient partitioning of bound and unbound ligands, and generally, PCR amplification of binding 

ligands followed by DNA sequencing for aptamer identification. Thus, not only would aptamer 

selection studies serve to closely simulate encoded-molecule selection, but also, the ssDNA 

libraries and thrombin protein were relatively inexpensive and were commercially available in 

reasonably high quantities. 

In this work, two libraries were designed: one in which the 29mer aptamer represented 1 in 

every 100 sequences in the library with the other randomized sequences representing a diversity 

of 1015 molecules; and the other in which the 15mer aptamer represented 1 in every 32,768 

sequences in the library with all remaining sequences unique. Prior to ctITP/NECEEM analysis, 

each library was incubated with thrombin protein to create an equilibrium mixture where some of 

the DNA (ideally, only the aptamer) bound the protein and the remainder of the DNA remained 

unbound (as depicted in Fig. 5-1). The equilibrium mixture was injected onto the capillary and 

the bound and unbound DNA was separated (as depicted in Fig. 5-1). For method validation, the 

ctITP zones corresponding to both the desired complex (DNA-bound thrombin) and the unwanted 

(unbound) DNA were collected using the optimized ctITP/NECEEM and fraction collection 

protocols (as described in Chapters 3 & 4). These collected samples were templated onto Ion 

Sphere Particles™ (ISPs), as was a sample of the original library for comparison. ISPs are 
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proprietary nanoparticles used for Ion Torrent NGS technologies. Each of the three templated 

samples (bound DNA, unbound DNA, and the original library) was sequenced using NGS. In this 

way, NGS could be used to quantify the enrichment afforded by CE selection by comparing the 

fraction of aptamer present in the collected complex zone and in the collected zone corresponding 

to unbound DNA zone relative to aptamer in the original library.  

 

5.1. SELECTION OF THE 29MER THROMBIN APTAMER FROM A SPIKED 

RANDOMER LIBRARY 

 A spiked randomer library was created to validate CE selection methods, which required 

SYBR Gold labeling and ctITP separation methods (previously described in Chapter 3) to be 

combined with fraction collection methods (previously described in Chapter 4). The spiked 

randomer library consisted of the 29mer randomer sample spiked with the known 29mer 

thrombin aptamer sequence such that the known aptamer was present in a 1:100 ratio. That is for 

every 100 random DNA sequences in the library there was one 29mer thrombin aptamer. The 

29mer randomer sample had the same sequence as the 29mer aptamer sample (including the same 

Ion Torrent primers and spacers), with the exception that the central 25 bases of the known 29mer 

thrombin aptamer sequence were replaced with random (A, G, T, or C) nucleotides for a library 

diversity of 425 or 1015 unique sequences.  

Single Stranded DNA Library!

Protein!
Target!

Equilibrium Mixture! CE-Based Selection of Binding Aptamers!

free!
target!

aptamer-!
target!
complex!

unbound!
aptamers!

Fig. 5-1. Schematic of CE-based aptamer selection. The protein target is mixed with a single stranded DNA library to create an 
equilibrium mixture where some of the DNA binds the protein while the rest remains unbound. Two peaks are observed in the 
resulting CE electropherogram representing the bound and unbound DNA. Binding DNA sequences are isolated using automated 
CE fraction collection. !
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 Given the nonspecific binding observed when a sample of the 29mer randomer was injected 

with thrombin (as first presented in Chapter 3.2.B; refer to Fig. 3-19), it was necessary to confirm 

that the aptamer-protein complex could be resolved from the randomer-protein nonspecific 

binding peak and the unbound DNA peak. The 1:100 aptamer:randomer mixture was prepared to 

final concentrations of 2 nM of the 29mer aptamer and 200 nM of the 29mer randomer in Tris-

HCl sample buffer. The mixture was injected onto the capillary and a single peak was observed 

due to the co-migration of all DNA, regardless of sequence (as in Fig. 5-2, A). When thrombin 

(400 nM) was added to the mixture a small complex peak was observed from 6.3 – 7.1 min, (as 

indicated with a circle in Fig. 5-2, B, red trace), that was not observed for the 1:100 mixture alone 

(that is, without thrombin, see Fig. 5-2, B, blue trace). The very small but reproducible signal 

indicated by the circle in Fig. 5-2(B) was attributed to the specifically bound DNA aptamer—

thrombin complex for two reasons. First, it had the same migration time as that observed for a 

sample of the 29mer aptamer (no randomer) mixed with thrombin (as in Fig. 3-19), and second, 

its low signal intensity was appropriate for the quantity of aptamer, which was present at a very 

low concentration (2 nM), in the mixed DNA sample. It is noted that the unbound DNA peak, 
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Fig. 5-2. CE selection of the 29mer thrombin aptamer from a spiked randomer library. A) The 1:100 library mixture (2 nM 29mer 
aptamer, 200 nM randomer) migrates as a single zone in CE. B) When thrombin (400 nM) is added to the library two new peaks 
are observed as indicated by the circle and the asterisk, where the circle represents specific binding and the asterisk represents non-
specific binding. Samples were labeled on-column with SYBR Gold, which was prepared to a final dilution of 1:100,000 in the 
separation buffer (31 mM Tris – 500 mM Gly, pH 8.2). The sample buffer was 50 mM Tris-HCl at pH 8.2. The separation voltage 
was 18 kV and injection occurred for 5 sec at 4 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary length and diameter 
were 60.2 cm (50.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively.!
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which migrated at 7.6 min, had a shoulder peak at 7.3 min (as indicated with an asterisk in Fig. 5- 

2, B). The shoulder peak at 7.3 min had the same migration time as the nonspecific binding peak 

observed between the 29mer randomer and thrombin (as in Fig. 3-19) and so was attributed to 

this interaction. The last peak, at 7.6 min, represented DNA that did not interact with the protein 

either specifically or nonspecifically.  

 The resolution observed for the aptamer-protein complex from both the randomer-protein 

complex peak and the unbound DNA peak was deemed sufficient to carry out automated fraction 

collection. Collection windows were established as illustrated in Fig. 5-3, where the entire 

complex peak was collected from 5.0 – 6.9 min and collection of the unbound DNA peak was 

from 7.5 – 8.5 min. Sixteen rounds of collection were conducted (as described in Chapter 

2.3.A.iv) over a period of four hours, with the complex peak and the unbound DNA peak each 

being collected into separate vials. The entire CE selection/collection procedure was carried out a 

total of three times on three successive days in order to obtain three replicate samples for method 

validation. Following each day of CE selection/collection, a series of DNA calibration standards 

were injected to create same-day, four-point calibration curves (as in Fig. 5-4). Calibration curves 
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Fig. 5-3. Collection windows for the 29mer thrombin aptamer – thrombin protein complex peak and for the unbound DNA peak. 
Samples were labeled on-column with SYBR Gold, which was prepared to a final dilution of 1:100,000 in the separation buffer (31 
mM Tris – 500 mM Gly, pH 8.2). The sample buffer was 50 mM Tris-HCl at pH 8.2. The separation voltage was 18 kV and 
injection occurred for 5 sec at 4 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary length and diameter were 60.2 cm (50.0 
cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively. The collection voltage was 10 kV and the receiving liquid (10 μL) was the same 
as the sample buffer (Tris-HCl). The peak width for the complex peak was 1.9 min and for the unbound DNA peak it was 1.0 min.!
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were used to quantify the concentration of DNA in both the collected complex and unbound DNA 

peaks, so that the appropriate amount of DNA could be added to the PCR reaction mixture for 

sample amplification (carried out by collaborator K. Libby, NanoMedica, LLC). The collected 

complex and unbound DNA samples were each re-injected onto the capillary in triplicate  (see 

Fig. 5-5, A & B), and peak areas were calculated and correlated to DNA concentration using the 

calibration curves.   

 Typically, about 0.2 nM DNA was collected in the complex peak and ~ 35 nM DNA was 

collected in the unbound DNA peak (see Table 5-1). The entire complex sample was added to the 

PCR reaction mixture, while the unbound DNA sample and the original library sample (~200 

nM) were diluted to a final concentration of 1 nM for PCR amplification. Following 

amplification, samples were templated on ISPs, which are 3.0 µm acrylamide nanoparticles used 

for Ion Torrent NGS sequencing. The resulting “templated bead library” was sequenced using the 
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Fig.  5-4.  Four-point  calibration  curves  for  same-day 
quantification  of  collected  DNA samples.  Calibration  curves 
were  used  to  quantify  the  amount  of  DNA collected  in  the 
complex  and  unbound  DNA  bands  and  correspond  to  A) 
Replicate  1,  B)  Replicate  2,  and  C)  Replicate  3.  Calibration 
standards of the randomer library (0.5, 2.5, 10, and 25 nM) were 
labeled on-column with SYBR Gold, which was prepared to a 
final dilution of 1:100,000 in the separation buffer (31 mM Tris – 
500 mM Gly, pH 8.2). The sample buffer was 50 mM Tris-HCl at 
pH 8.2. The separation voltage was 18 kV and injection occurred 
for 5 sec at 4 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the 
capillary length and diameter were 60.2 cm (50.0 cm from inlet 
to detector) and 75 μm, respectively.!
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Ion Torrent PGM. In the discussion that follows, a CE (selection/collection) replicate refers to the 

set of three samples (complex, unbound DNA, and original library) for a given day of 

experiments. Only half of the quantity of sample prepared as the templated bead library from each 

CE replicate was needed for loading onto a single sequencing chip, and the remaining unused 

portion of each templated bead sample was preserved, to allow for additional studies to be 

conducted in order to validate NGS repeatability. Thus, half of each bead templated sample from 

each CE selection/collection replicate was individually loaded onto a 314 sequencing chip 
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Fig. 5-5. Electropherograms of re-injected samples of A) the complex peak and B) the unbound DNA peak, which were collected 
and pooled over 16 rounds of collection. Samples were labeled on-column with SYBR Gold, which was prepared to a final dilution 
of 1:100,000 in the separation buffer (31 mM Tris – 500 mM Gly, pH 8.2). The sample buffer was 50 mM Tris-HCl at pH 8.2. The 
separation voltage was 18 kV and injection occurred for 5 sec at 4 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary length 
and diameter were 60.2 cm (50.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively.!
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Replicate*! Collected!
Sample!

Average Peak!
Area! %RSD! Concentration !

(nM)!

1!
Complex! 5.15 × 104! 21.2! 0.20!

Unbound! 9.58 × 106! 4.8! 38!

2!
Complex! 6.86 × 104! 10.4! 0.18!

Unbound! 1.22 × 107! 8.0! 33!

3!
Complex! 5.07 × 104! 2.8! 0.20!

Unbound! 1.91 × 107! 5.7! 38!

Table 5-1. Quantification of Collected DNA Samples!

*CE selection was performed a total of three times on three sequential days resulting in three sets of 
replicate samples of the complex, unbound, and original DNA.!
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(containing 1 million wells) and was sequenced (corresponding to Replicate 1, Replicate 2A, and 

Replicate 3B). In order to evaluate potential variables in the library preparation and sequencing 

procedure, additional studies were conducted. First, the second half of the templated library 

resulting from CE Replicate 2 was stored for two weeks at 4°C to determine library viability over 

time (Replicate 2B). Then, to evaluate the effect of sequencing coverage, the second half of the 

samples resulting from CE Replicate 3 were separately subjected to library preparation 

(templating) and were subsequently loaded on a 316 sequencing chip (containing 6 million wells) 

for sequencing (Replicate 3A).  

 Sequencing results showed that the known 29mer aptamer sequence was overrepresented in 

the complex sample relative to the unbound DNA and original library samples for all three CE 

replicates, demonstrating successful selection of the 29mer aptamer. A complete bioinformatics 

analysis was conducted for each of the five sequencing data sets (Replicates 1, 2A, 2B, 3A, and 

3B, as previously designated) and enrichment factors were calculated as the ratio of the fraction 

of aptamer sequences in the complex peak relative to the fraction of aptamer in the original 

library sample (or the ratio of the fraction of aptamer sequences in the unbound DNA peak 

relative to the fraction of aptamer sequences in the original library). Complete details regarding 

the bioinformatics analysis and the calculation of enrichment factors are presented in Appendix 

A. Enrichment factors, RE, for all five sequencing replicates are presented in Table 5-2, where the 

% Input refers to the fraction of the original library sample constituted by the 29mer aptamer and 

the % Output refers to the fraction of the aptamer found in the complex and unbound DNA 

samples following CE selection/collection. Average enrichment factors for the complex peak 

demonstrated a range of enrichment for the three CE replicates from approximately 7-fold to 80-

fold enrichment (as seen in Table 5-2), with an average enrichment over all three replicates of 36-

fold. The average enrichment factors for the unbound DNA peak ranged from 0.83 to 1.2, with an 

average value over all three replicates of 0.99.  
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 Ideally, to validate the CE-NGS selection/collection/sequencing method, the enrichment 

factors for the complex peak would have been high, with good repeatability while the enrichment 

factors for the unbound DNA peak would have been slightly less than one. While the enrichment 

factors for the complex peak varied over a considerably wide range, in all cases, the complex 

peak was enriched with regard to the 29mer aptamer relative to the starting library pool. Further, 

the average enrichment value of 0.99 for the unbound DNA peak validated that the aptamer was 

being separated from non-binding DNA sequences during CE selection because a value less than 

one for the unbound DNA peak represents a decrease in the fraction of aptamer present in the 

unbound DNA zone relative to the original library. The wide range of enrichment factors 

observed for aptamer in the complex peak could be due to a number of factors including 1) 

inefficient binding of the protein to the aptamer due to competition with random DNA sequences 

Replicate*! % Input! % Output,!
complex and unbound!

RE (Output/Input), !
complex and unbound!

Average RE!
(Average Enrichment), !
complex and unbound!

1!
(1 NGS run)! 0.37!

5.9! 16! 16!

1.2!0.42! 1.2!

2!
(2 NGS runs)!

0.37!
3.0! 8.0!

7.0!

0.97!

0.41! 1.1!

0.44!
2.6! 5.9!

0.37! 0.83!

3!
(2 NGS runs)!

0.57!
41! 73!

84!

0.83!

0.43! 0.76!

0.36!
34! 94!

0.33! 0.90!

Table 5-2. Enrichment of the 29mer Thrombin Aptamer by CE-Based Aptamer Selection!

*CE selection was performed a total of three times on three sequential days resulting in three sets of replicate samples of the 
complex, unbound, and original DNA. Replicate 1 samples were subjected to emPCR to create the bead library and were 
sequenced on a 314 sequencing chip.  Replicate 2 samples were subjected to emPCR and Replicate 2A samples were 
immediately  sequenced while  Replicate  2B samples  were  sequenced two weeks  later.  Replicate  2  samples  were  also 
sequenced on a 314 sequencing chip. Replicate 3 samples were split in half and subjected to emPCR separately to create 
two separate bead libraries, one of which was loaded on a 316 sequencing chip (Replicate 3A) and the other which was 
loaded on a 314 sequencing chip (Replicate 3B).!
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or 2) insufficient partitioning of the complex peak via CE fraction collection or 3) sequencing 

errors. It is likely that all of these factors contributed in part to the inconsistencies observed in the 

calculated enrichment factors. For example, due to the close proximity of the end of the complex 

peak collection window to the nonspecific binding peak (see Fig. 5-3), it is possible that the 

collected complex peak, which should contain mostly aptamer, was diluted with randomer 

sequences from the neighboring nonspecific binding peak. Further, it is reasonable to assume that 

sequencing errors might have played a role, as the original library sample, which was prepared 

one time and then portioned for each day’s experiments, ranged in aptamer content from 0.36 – 

0.57% with an RSD of 21.0% over the five sequencing runs. It is also recognized that spiking the 

aptamer into the sample limits the potential for enrichment. For example, with a %Input (that is, 

% aptamer) of 0.36, the maximum enrichment possible is 280-fold if the final sample is 100% 

aptamer, and on the upper end, if the % Input is 0.57 the maximum enrichment is 180-fold. 

Considering an average enrichment of 36-fold, the CE-NGS selection method resulted in about 13 

– 20% of the maximum possible enrichment of the sample. 

 Overall, CE selection resulted in significant and quantifiable enrichment of aptamer in the 

collected complex sample zone relative to the collected unbound DNA zone and original library 

samples, demonstrating both its success as an aptamer selection method and the feasibility of 

coupling CE and NGS for aptamer selection. NGS was further validated in this work as a reliable 

sequencing tool for complex aptamer systems, like the 29mer aptamer, which forms the intricate 

G-quadruplex/partial duplex structure. Further validation of NGS protocols included the 

reproducibility in sequencing observed for Replicates 2A and 2B, which demonstrated templated 

bead library viability over a two-week period, and the reproducibility in sequencing for 

Replicates 3A and 3B, which demonstrated the reliability of sequencing results independent of 

chip size/sequencing coverage space. 
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5.2. SELECTION OF THE 15MER THROMBIN APTAMER FROM A GT 

RANDOMER LIBRARY 

 In order to carry out further proof-of-principle experiments, it was necessary to design a 

library that met the following requirements: 1) the library had to contain a known aptamer that 

bound a specific protein target, 2) the aptamer needed to have decreased representation in the 

original library sample relative to the previous selection study (see Section 1), and 3) the diversity 

of the library needed to be limited so that selection and sequencing methods could cover all 

sequences in the library. In response to these requirements, collaborator Guo Yu (NanoMedica, 

LLC) designed a 15mer GT randomer library that consisted of 78-base ssDNA sequences 

composed of the Ion Torrent primers needed for NGS flanking a 15-base randomized region, 

where the randomized bases were either guanine (G) or thymine (T). This library met all of the 

above requirements because the total diversity of the library was limited to 215 or 32,768 distinct 

oligonucleotide sequences, and the known 15mer thrombin aptamer, which is composed entirely 

of Gs and Ts (5’ – GGT TGG TGT GGT TGG – 3’), would be a native member of the library, 

present in a ratio of 1:32,768 or 0.003% (with no intentional spiking of aptamer into the library 

necessary). 

 Using the same CE separation and collection conditions applied for selection of the 29mer 

aptamer from a spiked randomer library (Section 1), control studies were first conducted with the 

GT randomer library to determine the appropriate collection windows. A 200 nM sample of the 

library was prepared in the sample buffer (Tris-HCl) and injected onto the capillary. A single 

peak was observed for the library alone at 7.9 min. Upon addition of 400 nM thrombin to the 

library sample, a small peak was observed from 6.0 – 6.9 min with a shoulder peak at 7.3 min and 

the unbound DNA peak at 7.9 min. Based on the previous selection experiment and nonspecific 

binding studies conducted with the 15mer aptamer and 15mer randomer (see Chapter 3.2.B and 

Fig. 3-18), it was expected that the peak from 6.0 – 6.9 min was due to specific binding of the 

15mer aptamer to thrombin protein, while the shoulder peak at 7.3 min was due to nonspecific 
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binding between random DNA sequences and thrombin, and finally, the peak at 7.9 min was 

attributed to unbound DNA sequences. As such, the collection windows were established as 

illustrated in Fig. 5-6, where the entire complex peak was collected from 5.0 – 6.5 min and 

collection of the unbound DNA peak was from 7.5 – 8.5 min. Note that in this study the 

collection window for the complex peak was shortened in an effort to minimize the potential for 

random DNA sequences from the neighboring peak to be collected with the complex. Just as in 

the previous study, 16 rounds of collection were carried out over a period of four hours (as 

described in Chapter 2.3.A.iv) with the complex peak and the unbound DNA peak each being 

collected into separate vials. The CE selection/collection procedure was carried out a total of two 

times on two different days. Each day, a series of DNA calibration standards were injected to 

create same-day, five-point calibration curves (shown in Fig. 5-7), which were subsequently used 

to correlate the peak areas of the collected complex and collected unbound DNA samples 

following re-injection of these samples in triplicate onto the capillary (see Fig. 5-8, A & B).  

 Approximately 0.1 nM DNA was collected in the complex peak during selection from the GT 

randomer library, which was about half as much DNA as was found in the collected complex 
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Fig. 5-6. Collection windows for the 15mer thrombin aptamer – thrombin protein complex peak and for the unbound DNA peak. 
Samples were labeled on-column with SYBR Gold, which was prepared to a final dilution of 1:100,000 in the separation buffer (31 
mM Tris – 500 mM Gly, pH 8.2). The sample buffer was 50 mM Tris-HCl at pH 8.2. The separation voltage was 18 kV and 
injection occurred for 5 sec at 4 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary length and diameter were 60.2 cm (50.0 
cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively. The collection voltage was 10 kV and the receiving liquid (10 μL) was the same 
as the sample buffer (Tris-HCl). The peak width for the complex peak was 1.5 min and for the unbound DNA peak it was 1.0 min.!
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peak in the previous study (see Table 5-3). It was expected that a significantly smaller portion of 

DNA would be collected in the complex peak since the 15mer aptamer made up only 0.003% of 

the GT randomer library, whereas in the previous study the 29mer aptamer made up to at least 1% 

of the library (through intentional spiking). The relatively large concentration of DNA collected 

in the bound DNA zone suggested that a significant amount of random DNA sequences were 

present in the protein-DNA complex sample. On the other hand, between 50 - 100 nM DNA was
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Fig. 5-7. Five-point calibration curves for same-day quantification of collected DNA samples. Calibration curves were used to 
quantify the amount of DNA collected in the complex and unbound DNA bands and correspond to A) Replicate 1 and B) Replicate 
2. Calibration standards of the randomer library (0.5, 5, 25, 50, and 200 nM) were labeled on-column with SYBR Gold, which was 
prepared to a final dilution of 1:100,000 in the separation buffer (31 mM Tris – 500 mM Gly, pH 8.2). The sample buffer was 50 
mM Tris-HCl at pH 8.2. The separation voltage was 18 kV and injection occurred for 5 sec at 4 psi. The capillary temperature was 
25°C, and the capillary length and diameter were 60.2 cm (50.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively."
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Fig. 5-8. Electropherograms of re-injected samples of A) the complex peak and B) the unbound DNA peak, which were collected 
and pooled over 16 rounds of collection. Samples were labeled on-column with SYBR Gold, which was prepared to a final dilution 
of 1:100,000 in the separation buffer (31 mM Tris – 500 mM Gly, pH 8.2). The sample buffer was 50 mM Tris-HCl at pH 8.2. The 
separation voltage was 18 kV and injection occurred for 5 sec at 4 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary length 
and diameter were 60.2 cm (50.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively.!
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collected in the unbound DNA peak in this study (see Table 5-3), which represents a higher 

concentration of DNA than was found in the previous study (where ~35 nM DNA was collected 

in the unbound DNA peak). This result implied that more oligonucleotide sequences remained 

unbound in the present study with the GT randomer library relative to the previous study with the 

spiked randomer library. The only way to accurately quantify the fraction of aptamer in each of 

the samples was to sequence the collected fractions corresponding to the complex and to the 

unbound DNA, along with sequencing the original library. Using the same PCR amplification and 

NGS protocol all three samples (complex fraction zone, unbound fraction zone, and original 

library) from each of the two CE replicates were sequenced.  

  The starting GT randomer library pool was found to have an aptamer content of 0.0029% and 

0.0040% for the two replicate experiments, based on NGS sequencing results. This was as 

expected based on the diversity of the GT randomer library (which should theoretically contain 

0.003% aptamer). Following the first replicate CE selection/collection experiment the aptamer 

constituted 0.01% of the collected complex and unbound DNA samples, resulting in enrichment 

factors of 2.4 and 2.1, respectively (see Table 5-4). The slight increase (+2.4%) in the aptamer 

content within the complex peak relative to the original library was similarly observed for the 

unbound DNA peak, such that no significant enrichment of the complex peak could be confirmed. 

Similarly, the second CE replicate showed no significant change in the aptamer content of the

Replicate*! Collected!
Sample!

Average!
Peak Area! %RSD! Concentration !

(nM)!

1!
Complex! 1.72 × 104! 7.8! 0.14!

Unbound! 1.75 × 107! 2.4! 100!

2!
Complex! 4.08 × 104! 8.7! 0.11!

Unbound! 2.14 × 107! 3.8! 57!

Table 5-3. Quantification of Collected DNA Samples!

*CE  selection  was  performed  two  times  resulting  in  two  sets  of  replicate  samples  of  the  complex, 
unbound, and original DNA.!
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complex peak (which was found to be 0.0040% aptamer by NGS sequencing of the collected 

peak) relative to the aptamer content of the original library. The aptamer content of the collected 

unbound DNA peak was found to be 0.0056%, which represented an increase over the original 

library  (as reported in Table 5-4). These found aptamer concentrations for the complex peak and 

unbound DNA peak resulted in calculated enrichment factors of 0.99 and 1.4, respectively, which 

again represent no significant enrichment of the complex peak with regard to the 15mer thrombin 

aptamer.  

 Although these proof-of-principle CE selection experiments for the 15mer thrombin aptamer 

from a GT randomer library resulted in no significant enrichment of the complex sample relative 

to the unbound DNA and original library samples, there are several possible explanations for the 

observed results. First, there is likely significant competition between the 15mer aptamer and the 

other DNA sequences in the library, which can bind the protein nonspecifically (as first presented 

in Fig. 3-18). In fact, a closer look at Fig. 3-18 reveals that the complex peak observed between 

the 15mer randomer and thrombin protein has peak fronting that results in a complete overlap of 

the migration zone for the nonspecific randomer−protein complex peak with the migration zone 

for the specific 15mer aptamer−protein binding peak. The overlap between these two zones (the 

specific and nonspecific complex peaks) was more significant for experiments conducted with the 

Table 5-4. Enrichment of the 15mer Thrombin Aptamer by CE-Based Aptamer Selection!

Replicate*! % Input! % Output,!
complex and unbound!

RE (Output/Input), !
complex and unbound!

Average RE!
(Average Enrichment), !
complex and unbound!

1! 0.0029!
0.0069! 2.4!

1.7!

1.8!

0.0061! 2.1!

2! 0.0040!
0.0040! 0.99!

0.0056! 1.4!

*CE selection was performed two times resulting in two sets of replicate samples of the complex, unbound, and original 
DNA. Samples from both replicates were subjected to emPCR and were sequenced on a 314 sequencing chip.!
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15mer randomer and aptamer relative to the 29mer randomer and aptamer, which may explain, in 

part, the differences in enrichment between the two studies. Further, the 15mer aptamer has a 

higher dissociation constant than the 29mer aptamer, which means it binds thrombin with lower 

affinity. This also suggests that the competition between the 15mer aptamer and other sequences 

in the library may be more significant than observed for selection of the 29mer aptamer from its 

library. Finally, given the very small initial concentration of the 15mer aptamer in the GT 

randomer library (0.003% of 200 nM library or 6 pM aptamer) relative to the large excess of 

thrombin (400 nM), a significant amount of thrombin was available for nonspecific interaction 

with the other library members. Given the theoretical 330-fold decrease in aptamer concentration 

for the GT randomer selection (where the aptamer represented 0.003% of the library) relative to 

the 29mer/spiked randomer library selection (where the aptamer represented 1% of the library), 

the concentration of protein would have been ideally decreased by a factor of ~300 in order to 

minimize these nonspecific binding interactions. 

 These CE/NGS based aptamer selection experiments served their purpose as proof-of-

principle experiments, demonstrating that bound aptamers could be resolved from unbound DNA, 

and that these different zones could be successfully collected and sequenced. Optimization of 

separation conditions, control of nonspecific binding, and reduction of sequencing errors remains 

to be completed. However, based on the success of the 29mer selection experiment, additional 

experiments involving the selection of known aptamers to HER2 protein from randomized 

ssDNA libraries were justified and preliminary results from this work may be found in Appendix 

A. 
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CHAPTER 6 

 

CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS-BASED SELECTION OF ENCODED SMALL 

MOLECULES SCREENED AGAINST SRC KINASE 
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electrophoresis experiments and prepared the chapter. K. Libby performed all of the sequencing 

work. K. R. Riley, K. Libby, G. Yu, and J. Gagliano all contributed to data analysis of the 

sequencing results. Dr. C. L. Colyer acted in an advisory and editorial capacity for this chapter.  
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 To demonstrate the versatility of the proposed CE-NGS selection method for a variety of 

potential therapeutic agents, methods optimized for aptamer selection (as described in Chapter 5) 

were subsequently applied to the selection of DNA-encoded small molecules. Specifically, a 

13,824-member DNA-encoded macrocycle library [42] was screened against Src kinase using 

ctITP and NECEEM-based selection, followed by NGS for macrocycle identification. 

 Src is a tyrosine kinase protein that is known to be present in elevated levels at progressive 

stages in tumor development, particularly in colon and pancreatic cancer tumors [72–74]. Src is 

one of ten identified proto-oncogenes that is part of the Src family kinases (SFKs), and it is one of 

three SFKs that are ubiquitously expressed [75]. When Src is activated it is involved in various 

signal transduction pathways and in the regulation of a variety of processes, like proliferation and 

angiogenesis [75]. However, overexpression of Src has been observed in a number of malignant 

tissues, including prostate, colon, breast, lung, and pancreatic malignancies [72–75]. For example, 

Src is expressed 5-8 times more in premalignant colon polyps relative to normal mucosa, and its 

overexpression has been correlated to tumor stage, size, and metastatic potential, as well as to 

progression-free survival and overall patient survival [75]. Currently, the only FDA approved 

SFK inhibitor is dasatinib, which has been shown to affect cell duplication and apoptosis, and 

most notably to inhibit metastatic dissemination [75,76]. However, many of the approved protein 

kinase inhibitors, including dasatinib, lack specificity because they target the ATP binding pocket 

of protein kinases, which have high sequence conservation across all 518 human kinases [77,78]. 

Thus, it still remains to develop inhibitors with high affinity and specificity to particular protein 

kinases. 

 Many biologically active secondary metabolites exhibit macrocyclic structures, potentiating 

the efficacy of macrocyclic therapeutic agents [42]. As such, the macrocycles that make up the 

13,824-member DNA-encoded small molecule library (herein, the Liu library) are expected to 

possess biological activity. They have a peptide-like backbone with amino acid-derived side 

chains, so their peptide nature is thought to result in higher bioavailability, membrane 
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permeability, and resistance to in vivo degradation [42,79]. Further, it is believed that the rigidity 

of the macrocycle limits access to nonbinding conformations, which results in higher affinity and 

specificity compared to linear molecules [42,79].  

 Previously, Liu and co-workers performed a nanoparticle-based selection assay where the Liu 

library was screened against Src kinase to identify binding macrocycles. Two of the macrocycles 

selected exhibited significant inhibition of Src [79], and these two macrocycles were further 

developed to produce second-generation variants, which exhibited up to 240-fold improvement in 

potency, while maintaining target specificity [78]. These initial studies showed the potential for 

selecting Src inhibitors with high affinity and specificity from the Liu library. Another previous 

study demonstrated the suitability of NGS for identifying ligands from encoded chemical libraries 

[80]. Thus, the goals of the present work were two-fold:  first, to validate our CE-NGS platform 

by selecting the same Src-binding macrocycles previously identified by Liu, and second, to 

identify new macrocycles with significant binding affinity and specificity to Src. Similar to the 

aptamer selection scheme (see Fig. 5-1), the macrocycle library was incubated with Src kinase to 

create an equilibrium mixture. The mixture was injected onto the capillary where binding ligands 

were separated from nonbinding ligands due to a difference in their migration properties upon 

binding the protein (as illustrated in Fig. 6-1). Binding ligands were isolated via fraction 

collection and collected samples were directly subjected to NGS sequencing for ligand 

DNA-Encoded Macrocycle Library!
(13,824 encoded macrocycles)!

Src!
kinase!

Equilibrium mixture! CE-based Selection using NECEEM!

free!
target!

target-!
ligand !

complex!

unbound!
ligands!

Fig. 6-1. Schematic of CE-based drug discovery. The protein target is mixed with a DNA-encoded macrocycle library to create an 
equilibrium mixture where some of the ligands bind the protein while the rest remains unbound. The resulting electropherogram is 
expected to have two migration zones; one zone represents the unbound ligands, which are at a significant enough concentration to 
be detected as a single peak; the second zone contains bound ligands, which are undetected due to sensitivity limitations, but are 
expected to migrate earlier than the unbound ligand zone. Binding ligands are isolated using automated CE fraction collection. !
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identification, which deviates from the originally proposed selection scheme that involved on-

chip binding and a second round of selection (as was depicted in Fig. 1-10).  

 

Results 

 A 50 µL sample of the Liu library was supplied at a final concentration of 20 nM in a 1× TBS 

(Tris-buffered saline, 50 mM Tris base – 150 mM NaCl, pH 7.4) buffer. Due to the low sample 

concentration, it was ideal to inject the library as-is without any further dilution. Since the ctITP-

based selection method was optimized using a Tris-HCl sample buffer at pH 8.2, a series of 

preliminary experiments were conducted to determine whether the TBS buffer could be used in 

place of Tris-HCl without loss of resolution of sample components. Fundamentally, it was not 

expected that the ctITP stacking mechanism would be affected by the substitution of the TBS 

buffer for the Tris-HCl buffer because the TBS buffer also contains Cl-, which served as the 

leading ion in our other ctITP methods. However, some differences were anticipated due to the 

high concentration of NaCl present in the TBS buffer and due to the difference in pH relative to 

the Tris-HCl buffer used previously. The 29mer thrombin aptamer/thrombin protein system was 

used as a model to carry out these control experiments.  

 First, a sample of the aptamer alone was prepared in the previously optimized Tris-HCl 

sample buffer (pH 8.2) and subjected to ctITP analysis. Consistent with previous work, a single 

peak was observed for the aptamer alone, and upon addition of 400 nM thrombin a new peak at 

an earlier migration time was observed corresponding to the aptamer-protein complex peak (as 

indicated in Fig. 6-2, A). The peak at 5.9 min was a buffer marker that was present when a 

“blank” sample (consisting of just the sample buffer with no analyte) was injected. Next, samples 

of the aptamer (200 nM) and the aptamer mixed with protein (200 and 400 nM, respectively) 

were prepared in the TBS sample buffer. An injection of the aptamer alone resulted in the 

appearance of a small buffer marker peak at 4.1 min (as was observed for an injection of the TBS 
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sample buffer alone, and so this was not attributed to the aptamer). The larger intensity peak at 

4.5 min was the aptamer peak, and when thrombin was added to the aptamer sample, no changes 

were observed in the electropherogram (as in Fig. 6-2, B). Interestingly, the change in sample 

buffer from Tris-HCl to TBS resulted in a decrease in migration time of the aptamer, presumably 

due to a change in the ctITP focusing mechanism. As a consequence of this decrease in migration 

time, resolution of a complex peak was not achieved, although it may also be possible that the 

TBS buffer is generally less favorable for aptamer/thrombin binding.  

 To determine whether marginal dilution of the Liu library would result in more favorable 

conditions for the formation and separation of ligand-target complexes, additional studies were 

conducted with the 29mer aptamer/thrombin protein system. Again, samples of the aptamer alone 

(200 nM) and aptamer mixed with 400 nM thrombin were prepared, but with different dilutions 

of the TBS buffer. First, the samples were prepared in TBS buffer that was diluted 1:2 with water 

and then they were prepared in TBS buffer that was diluted 1:10 with water. When the TBS 

buffer was diluted 1:2, injections of the aptamer alone and of the aptamer mixed with thrombin 

both resulted in the detection of a single peak (as in Fig. 6-3, A). However, when the TBS buffer 

was diluted 1:10, a poorly resolved complex peak was observed for an injection of the sample 
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Fig. 6-2. Effect of sample buffer composition on the separation of the 29mer aptamer – thrombin protein complex from unbound 
aptamer. Samples of 200 nM 29mer aptamer were injected alone (blue trace) or with 400 nm thrombin (red trace) and were 
prepared in either A) 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.2) or B) TBS (pH 7.4). Samples were labeled on-column with SYBR Gold, which was 
prepared to a final dilution of 1:100,000 in the separation buffer (31 mM Tris – 500 mM Gly, pH 8.2). The separation voltage was 
18 kV and injection occurred for 5 sec at 4 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary length and diameter were 
60.2 cm (50.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively.!
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containing aptamer mixed with thrombin, and this peak was not observed for an injection of the 

aptamer alone (as in Fig. 6-3, B). As the TBS buffer was increasingly diluted, the migration time 

of the aptamer increased. However, this increase in aptamer migration time allowed for the 

detection of a complex peak, so it seems likely that the change in migration behavior observed 

when Tris-HCl was replaced with TBS was the contributing factor for the absence of a complex 

peak when samples were prepared in the 1×TBS buffer. Despite these initial results suggesting 

that the TBS buffer might result in poor separation efficiency, it was ultimately decided that the 

Liu library should be injected as-is to minimize the loss in signal intensity that would accompany 

dilution of the sample.  

 To enhance the signal of the Liu library further, two 488 nm notch (band-stop) filters were 

used in place of the normal configuration (one 488 nm notch filter and one 520 nm longpass 

filter). This change in filter configuration had been previously seen to increase analyte signal 

between 5- and 10-fold, so it was advantageous for detection of the Liu library, which had such a 

low initial sample concentration. Whereas previous CE-NGS experiments were run in triplicate 

(see Chapter 5, for example), Liu library studies were conducted once only due to the sample 

volume constraints. First, a “blank” sample, which was just the TBS sample buffer, was injected 
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Fig. 6-3. Effect of sample buffer composition on the separation of the 29mer aptamer – thrombin protein complex from unbound 
aptamer. Samples of 200 nM 29mer aptamer were injected alone (blue trace) or with 400 nm thrombin (red trace) and were 
prepared in either A) 1:2 TBS:H2O or B) 1:10 TBS:H2O. Samples were labeled on-column with SYBR Gold, which was prepared 
to a final dilution of 1:100,000 in the separation buffer (31 mM Tris – 500 mM Gly, pH 8.2). The separation voltage was 18 kV and 
injection occurred for 5 sec at 4 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary length and diameter were 60.2 cm (50.0 
cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively.!
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and a small peak was observed at 4.1 min (as in Fig. 6-4, blue trace). Then, a 5 µL aliquot of the 

Liu library (~20 nM) was obtained and from this aliquot 180 nL of the sample (3.6 femtomoles) 

was injected onto the capillary (prepared in TBS buffer) using otherwise identical conditions to 

those optimized for aptamer selection (see Chapter 5). The small peak observed at 4.1 min was 

attributed to the buffer marker (as seen with the “blank” sample), while the peak at 4.4 min was 

attributed to the Liu library (as in Fig. 6-4, bottom trace). The library peak was not resolved from 

the buffer marker, which resulted in a broad band from approximately 3.8 min to 6.0 min. In 

order to improve signal intensity and minimize the effect of the buffer marker, a larger injection 

was employed (40 psi•sec instead of 20 psi•sec, corresponding to an increase in sample volume 

loaded onto the column from 180 nL to 360 nL). Again, a “blank” was injected and a small peak 

was observed, this time at 3.9 min. When the Liu library sample was injected, a single peak was 

detected. The library peak was centered at 3.9 min and was a much narrower band, spanning from 

3.3 to 4.7 min (as seen in Fig. 6-4, top trace). Due to the increased signal intensity and improved 

clarity of the electropherogram, all subsequent work was conducted using a 40 psi•sec injection.   
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Fig. 6-4. Effect of increased injection volume on the migration of the Liu library. The blank sample describes an injection of the 
TBS sample buffer without analyte. The library (~20 nM and prepared in TBS buffer) was injected without any further sample 
preparation.  Samples  were  labeled on-column with  SYBR Gold,  which was  prepared to  a  final  dilution of  1:100,000 in  the 
separation buffer (31 mM Tris – 500 mM Gly, pH 8.2). The sample buffer was TBS (pH 7.4). The separation voltage was 18 kV 
and injection occurred as indicated next to the respective electropherogram. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary 
length and diameter were 60.2 cm (50.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively.!
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 Typically, independent samples of the library and target are injected in separate runs prior to 

a CE selection and collection experiment, in order to locate the windows for fraction collection. 

However, due to the relatively low signal of the Liu library alone and the expectation that only a 

small subset of the encoded macrocycles might bind Src kinase, there was a very low probability 

that a complex peak would be visibly detected despite its presumed presence as a result of target-

ligand binding. Even still, it was important to ensure that the addition of Src kinase to the 

macrocycle library sample would not affect the migration behavior of unbound members of the 

library. In order to limit sample consumption, a minimal volume (0.5 µL) of a concentrated Src 

kinase sample (1 µM) was added to the remaining Liu library aliquot injected previously (see Fig. 

6-4), so that the final concentration of Src was 110 nM. When the mixture of the Liu library and 

Src kinase was injected onto the capillary a single peak at 3.9 min was observed, which had 

reduced signal intensity relative to the library alone (as seen in Fig. 6-5). Src kinase was 

purchased as the N-terminal, His-tagged recombinant protein and was purified by the supplier on 

a Ni2+-NTA (nitrilotriacetic acid) agarose gel. It has been previously reported that DNA can form 

metal-DNA complexes with divalent metal ions, like nickel [81], and that the formation of these 

Fig. 6-5. Overlaid electropherograms of the Liu library (20 nM) injected alone (blue trace) and with 110 nM Src kinase. Samples 
were labeled on-column with SYBR Gold, which was prepared to a final dilution of 1:100,000 in the separation buffer (31 mM Tris 
– 500 mM Gly, pH 8.2). The sample buffer was TBS (pH 7.4). The separation voltage was 18 kV and injection occurred for 10 sec 
at 4 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary length and diameter were 60.2 cm (50.0 cm from inlet to detector) 
and 75 μm, respectively."
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complexes can reduce the binding affinity of intercalating dyes similar to SYBR Gold, like EtBr 

(ethidium bromide) and SYBR Green [81,82]. Thus, it is possible that if any Ni2+ remained in the 

Src kinase sample then it may have caused the observed quenching of SYBR Gold (and the 

reduction in peak intensity for the SYBR Gold labeled macrocycle library peak) when Src was 

added to the macrocycle library sample.   

 Since a ligand-Src complex peak could not be visualized due to sensitivity limitations, it was 

decided that several fractions would be collected during the course of the separation and then 

each fraction would be PCR amplified to see if any binding ligands were present in the fractions. 

Specifically, four fractions were collected over the migration range from 1.0 to 3.0 min, with the 

fraction width held constant at 0.5 min such that the fractions were collected one immediately 

after another (with no gap between fractions). A fifth fraction was collected from 3.0-3.3 min, 

and the sixth and final fraction, which was expected to contain the unbound library peak, was 

collected from 3.3-4.3 min (as in Fig. 6-6). However, as seen in the electropherogram resulting 

from collection of these fractions (Fig. 6-6), the unbound library peak had a migration time of 5.9 

min during the selection/collection experiment whereas it migrated at 3.9 min when fraction 

Fig. 6-6. CE electropherogram resulting from collection of the Liu library prepared to a final concentration of 20 nM with 110 nM 
Src  kinase.  Samples  were  labeled  on-column with  SYBR Gold,  which  was  prepared  to  a  final  dilution  of  1:100,000  in  the 
separation buffer (31 mM Tris – 500 mM Gly, pH 8.2). The sample buffer was TBS (pH 7.4). The separation voltage was 18 kV 
and injection occurred for 10 sec at 4 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary length and diameter were 60.2 cm 
(50.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively. The collection voltage was 10 kV and the receiving liquid (10 μL) was the 
same as the sample buffer (TBS). Many fractions were collected as indicated in the electropherogram.!
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collection was not employed. The maximum allowed voltage for CE fraction collection (as 

dictated by instrumental limitations) is 10 kV, so by virtue of collecting many fractions prior to 

the unbound library peak, the separation proceeded with an effective voltage of approx. 10 kV 

instead of the 18 kV separation voltage that was used in experiments when confirming the 

migration time of the library (when no collection was conducted, and hence, no adulteration of 

the separation voltage occurred). Thus, the process of serial collections during the run resulted in 

an increase in the migration time of the unbound library peak, such that it was inadvertently not 

collected during the selection/collection experiment.  

 Accordingly, a second selection/collection experiment was performed with a second 5 µL 

aliquot of the Liu library. This time, a 10 kV separation voltage was applied for migration time 

determination. An injection of the library alone resulted in the detection of a peak for the 

unbound library members at 6.8 min, while an injection of the library mixed with 110 nM Src 

kinase resulted in the detection of a peak at 6.8 min with lower intensity (see Fig. 6-7, A), as was 

seen previously (see Fig. 6-5). Collection windows were defined as illustrated in Fig. 6-7, B, 

whereby fractions with a peak width of 0.5 min were collected consecutively between 1.0 - 6.0 
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Fig. 6-7. Selection and collection of the Liu library screened against Src kinase. A) Overlaid electropherograms of the Liu library 
(20 nM) injected alone (blue trace) and with 110 nM Src kinase (red trace). B) CE electropherogram resulting from collection of 
the Liu library prepared to a final concentration of 20 nM with 110 nM Src kinase. Samples were labeled on-column with SYBR 
Gold, which was prepared to a final dilution of 1:100,000 in the separation buffer (31 mM Tris – 500 mM Gly, pH 8.2). The sample 
buffer was TBS (pH 7.4). The separation voltage was 10 kV and injection occurred for 10 sec at 4 psi. The capillary temperature 
was 25°C, and the capillary length and diameter were 60.2 cm (50.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively. The 
collection voltage was 10 kV and the receiving liquid (10 μL) was the same as the sample buffer (TBS). Many fractions were 
collected as indicated in electropherogram B.!
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min and again between 8.0 - 10.0 min. Additionally, a single fraction (fraction 11) with a peak 

width of 2.0 min was collected from 6.0 to 8.0 min and was expected to contain the unbound 

library. The selection and collection experiment was performed once and the remaining library 

and Src sample was stored at -20°C for potential future experiments. The electropherogram 

corresponding to the collection/selection experiment (Fig. 6-7, B) shows that the migration time 

of the library was relatively unchanged (7.1 min compared to 6.8 min) despite having collected 

10 fractions prior to collecting the library peak. This confirmed that when collecting multiple 

fractions, it is ideal to use the same voltage for separation and determination of migration times as 

will be used for fraction collection. 

 Following CE selection and collection, the 15 fractions were PCR amplified by collaborator 

K. Libby at NanoMedica, LLC. Since the sample concentrations of each fraction were so low, 

two sets of PCR amplification were performed with each set consisting of 20 cycles of PCR. That 

is, samples were amplified for 20 cycles using the NEBNext Fast PCR kit and then the PCR 

reagents were replenished and samples were amplified for an additional 20 cycles, ultimately 

resulting in a total of 40 cycles of PCR. Each of the amplified fractions was quantified using the 

Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, Wilmington, DE) to determine how much DNA was in each 

fraction, which would correlate to how many encoded macrocycles were in each fraction. Based 

on the migration time of the unbound Liu library, a significant amount of DNA was expected in 

fraction 11, and based on previous selection experiments, where the complex peak migrated 

earlier than the unbound ligand peak, it was expected that if any macrocycles bound Src kinase 

that they would migrate earlier than the unbound library, resulting in small amounts of DNA in 

earlier fractions (i.e. fractions 1-10). As expected, Bioanalyzer results showed a significant 

portion of DNA in fraction 11, meaning that the majority of the library remained unbound (as 

seen in Fig. 6-8, A). In addition, results showed small, but significant, portions of DNA in 

fractions 1 through 3, with much lower levels of DNA in fractions 5 through 9 (as in Fig. 6-8, A). 
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To get a better visual representation of the DNA quantification results, a simulated 

electropherogram was constructed that plotted the DNA concentration per fraction (as determined 

by the Bioanalyzer) versus the migration time corresponding to each fraction. This simulated plot 

was overlaid with the actual CE electropherogram resulting from the collection experiment (as 

shown in Fig. 6-8, B). The simulated electropherogram had a profile similar to that observed for 

other CE selection experiments, where a small peak at early migration time (in this case, 2.0 min) 

represented the ligand-protein complex peak, and a larger unbound ligand peak was observed at 

later migration time (in this case, 7.0 min).  Since a single NGS sequencing kit contains enough 

reagents for three sequencing runs, it was most cost efficient to choose just three samples at this 

preliminary stage to undergo NGS. As such, fractions 1 and 2 were pooled to create one of the 

three samples, while fractions 3 and 11 were chosen as the second and third samples (as indicated 

with an asterisk in Fig. 6-8, A). Each of the three samples was templated onto ISPs and sequenced 

on a 314 sequencing chip (containing 1 million wells).  
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Fig. 6-8. PCR amplification results of CE selection of the Liu library. A)  Bar graph demonstrating the concentration of DNA 
determined in each of the collected fractions (see Fig. 6-7, B) using the Bioanalyzer. Fractions marked with an asterisk were 
subjected to NGS sequencing and fractions marked with a circle will be subjected to NGS sequencing in future experiments. B) 
Overlay of a simulated electropherogram (red trace) based on the concentration of DNA in each fraction (plotted on the right y-
axis) and the real electropherogram (blue trace) from selection and collection of the Liu library (plotted on the left y-axis). Samples 
were labeled on-column with SYBR Gold, which was prepared to a final dilution of 1:100,000 in the separation buffer (31 mM Tris 
– 500 mM Gly, pH 8.2). The sample buffer was TBS (pH 7.4). The separation voltage was 10 kV and injection occurred for 10 sec 
at 4 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary length and diameter were 60.2 cm (50.0 cm from inlet to detector) 
and 75 μm, respectively. The collection voltage was 10 kV and the receiving liquid (10 μL) was the same as the sample buffer 
(TBS).!
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 To relate the DNA sequences identified by NGS to the macrocycles that bound the Src kinase 

target during CE selection, the sequences had to be decoded to identify the codons, which 

corresponded to the amino acid building blocks and scaffolds. Briefly, each macrocycle consists 

of a peptide-like backbone with four unique subunits and a DNA tag made up of primer, spacer, 

and codon regions (as in Fig. 6-9). Subunits A, B, and C each have a set of 12 unique amino acid 

building blocks, and subunit D has a set of 8 unique scaffolds, such that all the unique 

combinations of building block and scaffolds together constitute a 13,824-member library of 

macrocycles (12 × 12 × 12 × 8 = 13,824). From 5’ to 3’ the DNA tag consists of a constant 10-

base primer, followed by the building block codons for subunits C, B, and A, respectively, each 

of which contains a unique 6-base sequence separated by constant 5-base spacer regions. 

Following Codon A there is a constant 3-base spacer, the unique 3-base codon for subunit D, and 

finally, another constant 10-base primer (as illustrated in Fig. 6-9). Therefore, to determine the 

structure of a macrocycle, the codon sequences must be identified and related to their 

corresponding building block or scaffold. [A detailed description of the library synthesis, as well 

as, the chemical structures and codon sequences for each building block and scaffold in the 

library can be found in Appendix B.]  

 Sequencing results showed that 15 unique macrocycles were enriched in combined fraction 

1/2 and fraction 3 relative to fraction 11 (see Appendix B for complete sequencing results). Since 

the original library sample was not sequenced as a control, enrichment factors could not be 

Fig. 6-9. Schematic of a DNA-encoded macrocycle. Primer and spacer regions are italicized. Codons A, B, and C are 6 base 
sequences that each encode for one of the twelve unique amino acid building blocks in each subunit A, B, or C, respectively. Codon 
D is a 3 base sequence that encodes for one of eight unique scaffolds. [See Appendix B for codon sequences and the chemical 
structures of their respective building blocks and scaffolds.]!
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calculated as described in Chapter 5 and Appendix A. While fraction 11, the unbound library 

peak, could serve as a representation of the original library sample, selected macrocycles should 

theoretically be underrepresented in fraction 11 since a significant portion of them now migrate 

differently as governed by their interaction with Src kinase. Thus, the unbound library peak does 

not provide the best basis for comparison. As such, enrichment factors were normalized to the 

ideal library sample in which each of the 13,824 macrocycles would be equally represented, but 

recognizing that (in practice), the macrocycles are not present in equal abundance due to variable 

efficiency in synthesis of each macrocycle [42,79]. Using this approximation, the “% Input” for a 

given macrocycle in the original library sample was 0.0072% (1 out of every 13,824 

macrocycles), while the “% Output” was determined as the percent of the total sequencing reads 

that corresponded to a given macrocycle. 

 Chemical structures and enrichment factors for each of the 15 selected macrocycles are 

presented in Table 6-1, with enrichment factors ranging from 22 to 39. It is important to note that 

the next most abundant sequences (beyond the 15 identified here) had enrichment factors less 

than 5, demonstrating that the selected 15 macrocycles had significant binding properties relative 

to other members of the library. Interestingly, all of the macrocycles were either present in the 

combined fraction 1/2 or in fraction 3, with the exception of macrocycle A3-B9-C8-D5 (line 5 in 

Table 6-1), which was present in both. This suggests that macrocycles in fractions 1 and 2 

migrate distinctly from those in fraction 3. Structurally, some similarities were noted among the 

selected macrocycles. First, all but three of the selected macrocycles (namely A6-B9-C5-D6, A6-

B5-C3-D5, and A4-B2-C4-D3, corresponding to lines 1, 2, and 8, respectively, in Table 6-1) 

contained a conjugated ring moiety. Scaffold D8, which has just a single carbon positioned 

between the α-C of the peptide backbone and the amine group, was common to five of the 

selected macrocycles, which may suggest some benefit to a shorter backbone and therefore 

smaller macrocycle. Building blocks B9, C4, and C12 were each represented in four of the 
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fifteen selected macrocycles. Both building blocks B9 and C12 extend further away from the 

macrocycle, which may allow them to fit more easily into a pocket of the protein. Further, they 

have the potential for significant hydrogen bonding interactions, with the functional end of B9 

containing a carbamide and the functional end of C12 possessing a phosphate group. Building 

block C4 contains just a hydroxyl functional group, but it does introduce an additional two 

carbons into the peptide backbone of the macrocycle, which may serve to minimize steric 

hindrance and/or provide additional flexibility in the macrocycle structure. While some 

similarities were observed among the 15 selected macrocycles found in this study, none of the 

macrocycles corresponded to those selected previously (by a magnetic bead selection method) 

from the Liu library [79]. Thus, to verify the results of this first CE-based selection experiment, 

replicate experiments were conducted. 

 The replicate experiments subjected the remaining library and Src sample (that had been 

stored at -20°C) to the entire selection/collection procedure four times. During this replicate 

experiment, two additional fractions were collected between 6.0 - 7.0 min with a fraction width of 

0.5 min each, while the unbound DNA peak was collected as a single 1.0-min wide fraction from 

7.0 to 8.0 min (designated as fraction 13). All other fractions were collected as described for the 

first experiment. Fractions were PCR amplified, although this time the 40 cycles of amplification 

were carried out with the same batch of PCR reagents. DNA quantification showed that there 

were significant portions of DNA in several of the collected fractions, and that although fraction 

13 was expected to contain the unbound library, and therefore contain the most DNA, fraction 14 

had the highest DNA content (as seen in Fig. 6-10, A). This suggested that there was some time 

discrepancy between when the library reached the detector and when it reached the collection 

vial. Again, a simulated electropherogram (based on quantities of DNA as a function of fraction 

or elution time) was used to contextualize the results and revealed the possibility of two complex 

peaks; one located at a migration time of approximately 1.0 min (corresponding to fractions 1 
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through 3), and another located at a migration time of 4.5 min (corresponding to fractions 6 

through 8), as seen in Fig. 6-10, B. The first peak observed at 1.0 min was consistent with the 

complex peak observed in the first selection experiment, but the peak at 4.5 min was much more 

prominent in the second selection experiment than in the first selection experiment. Whereas the 

first experiment appeared to have resulted in a single complex peak, the results from the second 

experiment suggested that there might be multiple complex peaks. The observance of multiple 

complex peaks over a wide range of migration times (up to 10 min) has been previously reported 

for CE-based selection methods [22], so it is reasonable to hypothesize that the peaks at 1.0 and 

4.5 min are both ligand-protein complex peaks. Further, there was a significant portion of DNA in 

fraction 17, which migrated later than the unbound library peak. It is possible, depending on the 

charge-to-size ratio of a ligand-target complex, for it to migrate later than unbound ligands, 

although this had not been observed in any of the proof-of-principle aptamer selection work.  

 Since the first two experiments produced different results, a third replicate study was 

conducted. Due to a slight difference in migration time of the unbound library the collection 

window for the library was from 7.0-9.0 min (for a single fraction of width 2.0 min, as in 
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Fig.  6-10.  PCR  amplification  results  for  Replicate  2  of  CE  selection  of  the  Liu  library.  A)  Bar  graph  demonstrating  the 
concentration of DNA determined in each of the collected fractions using the Bioanalyzer. Fractions marked with a circle will be 
subjected  to  NGS  sequencing  in  future  experiments.  B)  Overlay  of  a  simulated  electropherogram  (red  trace)  based  on  the 
concentration of DNA in each fraction (plotted on the right y-axis) and the real electropherogram (blue trace) from selection and 
collection of the Liu library (plotted on the left y-axis). Samples were labeled on-column with SYBR Gold, which was prepared to 
a final dilution of 1:100,000 in the separation buffer (31 mM Tris – 500 mM Gly, pH 8.2). The sample buffer was TBS (pH 7.4). 
The separation voltage was 10 kV and injection occurred for 10 sec at 4 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary 
length and diameter were 60.2 cm (50.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively. The collection voltage was 10 kV and 
the receiving liquid (10 μL) was the same as the sample buffer (TBS).!
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replicate 1), and all other fractions were collected for 0.5 minute intervals between 1.0-7.0 min 

and between 9.0-11.0 min. This final experiment was conducted with a fresh 5 µL aliquot of the 

Liu library, which was prepared by mixing with Src kinase (110 nM). The CE selection and 

collection experiment was performed one time. PCR amplification was carried out as described 

for replicate 1 (20 cycles of PCR were conducted and then the PCR reagents were replenished 

prior to the second 20 cycles of amplification). Amplification results shared in common some 

features of both the results from the first two replicates, with several potential ligand−protein 

complex peaks scattered between 1.0 and 7.0 min and the unbound library peak at approximately 

8.0 min (corresponding to fraction 13, as in Fig. 6-11). Common to all three replicate runs was 

the complex peak at 1.0 min, which corresponded to fraction 1 in the third selection replicate 

(Fig. 6-11, A). Additionally, all three replicates had a peak between the complex peak at 1.0 min 

and the unbound library peak, although the migration times of this intermediate peak differed. In 

replicate three, there were two potential peaks in this zone at approximately 4.0 min 

(corresponding to fractions 5 through 7) and at 6.0 min (corresponding to fraction 11). Consistent 
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concentration of DNA determined in each of the collected fractions using the Bioanalyzer. Fractions marked with a circle will be 
subjected  to  NGS  sequencing  in  future  experiments.  B)  Overlay  of  a  simulated  electropherogram  (red  trace)  based  on  the 
concentration of DNA in each fraction (plotted on the right y-axis) and the real electropherogram (blue trace) from selection and 
collection of the Liu library (plotted on the left y-axis). Samples were labeled on-column with SYBR Gold, which was prepared to 
a final dilution of 1:100,000 in the separation buffer (31 mM Tris – 500 mM Gly, pH 8.2). The sample buffer was TBS (pH 7.4). 
The separation voltage was 10 kV and injection occurred for 10 sec at 4 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary 
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with the second replicate, a significant amount of DNA was observed in fraction 17, which 

migrated later than the unbound library.  

 Overall, the three replicate CE selection experiments showed a number of peaks of 

interest for sequencing. Future work will involve sequencing 12 of the fractions collected from 

the Liu library sample screened against Src. Of top priority is to sequence the original library 

sample to determine the distribution of each macrocycle in the original library, so that accurate 

enrichment factors can be calculated. The remaining 11 samples will come from each of the three 

replicate CE selection experiments (as indicated with a circle in Fig. 6-8, A, Fig. 6-10, A, and Fig. 

6-11, A). To minimize cost and analysis time, each of the 12 samples will be barcoded, meaning a 

unique 10-base primer will be attached to each sample prior to bead templating. Following bead 

library preparation, all 12 samples will be loaded onto an Ion PI™ chip containing 160 million 

wells and sequenced simultaneously using the Ion Proton™ NGS system. The resulting sequence 

data can then be deconvoluted by extracting sequences for a particular sample by identifying its 

unique barcode. Ideally, the same 15 macrocycles selected in the peak at 1.0 min for selection 

replicate 1 will also be selected with high enrichment in replicates 2 and 3. While it is recognized 

that the other complex peaks may contain different macrocycles than those already identified, it 

seems reasonable to presume that particular zones of the electropherogram from each of the three 

replicates will contain the same enriched macrocycles. That is, even if different macrocycles are 

identified in different peaks in a single electropherogram, it is expected that the same 

macrocycles will be identified in a particular migration zone in each of the three replicates. It is 

also anticipated that one of the zones that has not yet been sequenced may contain some of the 

same macrocycles selected by Liu and co-workers in their nanoparticle-based selection [79]. 
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CHAPTER 7 

 

CHARACTERIZATION OF AND BINDING TO FUNCTIONALIZED 

NANOPARTICLES IN CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS 
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 The work described herein details two distinct studies involving the characterization of 

functionalized nanoparticles by capillary electrophoresis. Study 1 explored the use of CE to 

distinguish functionalized polymeric nanoparticles of various sizes and with different types of 

surface functionalities. In addition, binding studies were conducted with aptamer-conjugated 

nanoparticles and a protein target in an effort to directly compare homogeneous and 

heterogeneous binding assays. Study 2 investigated the use of gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) as 

buffer additives to improve the detection of microbes in CE.  

 

7.1. SEPARATION OF FUNCTIONALIZED POLYMERIC NANOPARTICLES 

Methods for the reliable characterization of nanoparticles are necessitated by the increasing 

use of nanoparticles for environmental, clinical, industrial, and commercial applications. Often, 

many synthetic approaches are used for a single type of nanoparticle, so determination of 

nanoparticle size and size distribution are important for assessing synthetic schemes [83]. Further, 

some nanoparticles have size-dependent properties, so it is important to have methods that can 

distinguish nanoparticles by size in order to ensure optimal function of the nanoparticles for their 

specified application [83]. Beyond these quality control type methods, it is important to develop 

sensitive techniques for the detection and speciation of nanoparticles in human tissues and fluids 

or in environmental matrices due to their increased use in a variety of commercial products and 

their potential toxicity to a variety of organisms [83].  

Another area that requires characterization of bead functionalization is the creation of DNA-

conjugated bead libraries (as described in Chapters 5 and 6, and as necessitated by NGS platforms 

more generally). Additionally, many selection processes rely on the use of solid substrates, 

including nanoparticles [84], for aptamer and drug discovery, and so it is also important to 

understand the behavior of nanoparticles conjugated with aptamers, proteins, or small synthetic 

molecules in binding and selection assays. In the present work, CE was proposed for the 

characterization of a variety of polymeric nanoparticles. As such, methods were first developed 
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for the characterization and separation of commercially available polystyrene nanoparticles with 

various surface modifications (including amino, carboxylate, and sulfate functional groups) and 

various sizes (0.2, 0.5, 1.0, and 3.0 µm).  

There is some literature precedent for using CE to study functionalized nanoparticles. In one 

study, CE was compared to laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV) for the measurement of the 

electrophoretic mobility of various functionalized nanoparticles (ranging in size from 0.27 – 1.0 

µm with amino, carboxylate, or no surface coating) [85]. Although LDV is a well-established 

method for determining the mobility of particles, CE offered better reproducibility in 

electrophoretic mobility of the nanoparticles, particularly for nanoparticles less than 800 nm and 

under basic conditions (pH > 8). Several other studies have utilized CE for the separation of latex 

and polystyrene nanoparticles (ranging in size from 20 nm to 1 µm with carboxylate, sulfate, or 

no surface coating); however baseline resolution was not achieved in all cases and detection of 

micrometer-sized nanoparticles often resulted in broad peaks [86–88]. CE focusing and stacking 

techniques have also been demonstrated for the analysis of nanoparticles. ITP has been used for 

the concentration and separation of micrometer-sized polymeric nanoparticles [89], while the 

addition of surfactants, like sodium dodecyl sulfate, or the use of reversed electrode polarity 

stacking mode (REPSM) have been employed for the detection of AuNPs by CE [90,91]. 

In the present work, methods developed for the separation of polystyrene nanoparticles were 

subsequently applied to the separation of DNA-templated polyacrylamide nanoparticles from 

untemplated nanoparticles as a quality control measure for automated bead templating processes. 

Finally, a study was undertaken to determine dissociation constants for the 29-base thrombin 

aptamer and thrombin protein when the aptamer was either in free solution or conjugated to a 

nanoparticle in an effort to better understand how the use of solid substrates, like nanoparticles, 

affects selection and binding processes. Aptamers typically fold into complex secondary 

structures, which allow them to interact with their protein targets. If one end of the aptamer is 
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tethered to a solid support, it is reasonable to speculate that the efficiency of binding will be 

adversely affected due to the compromised ability of the aptamer to fold. In fact, it has been 

shown that the 29-base thrombin aptamer demonstrates lower binding capacity when immobilized 

on a SPR gold surface relative to the 15-base thrombin aptamer, despite its tighter binding in 

solution phase [92]. The present work is unique in that it utilizes the same technique (NECEEM) 

to analyze the binding efficiency of the 29mer aptamer in two binding environments (i.e. free 

solution vs. conjugated to a solid substrate). 

 

7.1.A. Characterization of polystyrene nanoparticles 

The first aim of this study was to obtain a sensitive and efficient separation of polystyrene 

nanoparticles based on size and on surface modification (sulfate, carboxylate, and amino). Initial 

studies were conducted on an Agilent CE system and using Fluoresbrite Yellow Green (YG) 

Microspheres with diameters of 100, 243, 500, and 1000 nm, which were supplied by our 

collaborators in the Department of Physics at Wake Forest University. The 100 nm nanoparticles 

were amino-coated while the remaining nanoparticles were carboxylate-coated. Based on the 

work conducted by Rezenom et al. [88] utilizing CE for the size-separation of Fluoresbrite 

nanoparticles, a TBE buffer at pH 8.3 was employed in the present work. As detailed in Chapter 

2.1.D, the nanoparticles were supplied from the manufacturer in solution at different 

concentrations. Since it is ideal for the nanoparticles to have the same peak intensity (so that one 

nanoparticle with high intensity doesn’t quench or overwhelm the signal of the other 

nanoparticles in a mixture) the commercial nanoparticles were diluted to varying degrees to 

formulate sample mixtures for this work. Samples of each nanoparticle were also diluted in TBE 

buffer and injected onto the capillary individually. The 100 nm particle, which had the highest 

initial concentration, was diluted 200-fold; the 243 nm and 500 nm nanoparticles were dilute 100-

fold; and the 1 µm nanoparticle was diluted 10-fold. A peak was observed at 2.3 min for both the 
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100 and 243 nm nanoparticles and at 2.5 min for the 500 nm nanoparticle (as in Fig. 7-1). No 

peak was observed for the 1 µm nanoparticle, which, as stated previously, was consistent with 

other studies that reported difficulty detecting micrometer-sized nanoparticles [86,88].   

Since the migration times of the nanoparticles differed very little from one another, two 

separate mixtures consisting of the 100 and 243 nm nanoparticles and of the 100 and 500 nm 

nanoparticles were prepared, where the 100 nm nanoparticle was diluted 1000-fold and the 243 

and 500 nm nanoparticles were diluted 400-fold. When the 100 and 243 nm nanoparticle mixture 

was injected onto the capillary, two nearly baseline resolved peaks were observed at 2.7 and 3.3 

min, corresponding to the 100 and 243 nm nanoparticles, respectively (see Fig. 7-2, A). For the 

mixture of the 100 and 500 nm nanoparticles, two peaks were observed at 2.8 and 3.2 min, 

corresponding to the 100 and 500 nm nanoparticles, respectively (see Fig. 7-2, B). However, poor 

resolution was observed for the mixture of 100 and 500 nm nanoparticles. Overall, the TBE 

buffer showed some initial promise for the detection and separation of nanoparticles by CZE, but 

the need for improved NP resolution remained.  

Fig. 7-1. Vertically offset electropherograms for the detection of 100, 243, and 500 nm Fluoresbrite YG Microspheres by CZE. The 
100 nm nanoparticle was prepared to a final dilution of 1:200 in the separation buffer while the 243 and 500 nm nanoparticles were 
each prepared to a final dilution of 1:100. Samples are as indicated above the respective electropherogram. The separation buffer 
was TBE (1.4 mM Tris, borate; 31 μM EDTA) at pH 8.3. The separation voltage was 25 kV and injection occurred for 3 sec at 50 
mbar. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary length and diameter were 50.0 cm (41.5 cm from inlet to detector) and 
75 μm, respectively.!
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Based on studies conducted by others utilizing ITP for the separation of 1 and 5 µm 

nanoparticles [89], ctITP conditions were developed for the detection of the Fluoresbrite 

nanoparticles in the present work. Several separation and sample buffers were tested, but the 

optimal conditions utilized a 15 mM Tris – 750 mM Gly separation buffer and a 100 mM Tris-

HCl sample buffer, both at pH 7.5. Each of the four nanoparticles was prepared to a final dilution 

of 1:100 in the sample buffer (Tris-HCl) and was injected individually onto the capillary, which 

was filled with the separation buffer (Tris-Gly). A single, sharp peak was observed for each of the 

carboxylate nanoparticles (243 nm, 500 nm, and 1 µm), but the 100 nm amino nanoparticle was 

significantly broader (see Fig. 7-3). It was expected that the smaller, presumably neutral, amino 

nanoparticle would migrate first with the larger, negatively charged carboxylate nanoparticles 

migrating later in order of increasing diameter. Interestingly, the migration time of each 

nanoparticle was opposite of what was expected with the 1 µm nanoparticle migrating first at 3.0 

min, the 500 nm at 3.1 min, the 243 nm at 3.3 min, and the 100 nm at 3.6 min. The reverse in 

migration order was presumed to be due to ctITP stacking, which, by nature, exerts different 

Fig. 7-2. CZE separation of mixtures of Fluoresbrite YG Microspheres. A) A mixture of 100 nm and 243 nm nanoparticles and  B) 
a mixture of 100 nm and 500 nm nanoparticles. In each mixture the 100 nm nanoparticle was prepared to a final dilution of 1:1000 
in the separation buffer while the 243 and 500 nm nanoparticles were prepared to a final dilution of 1:400. Peak assignments are as 
indicated next  to  the respective peak.  The separation buffer  was TBE (1.4 mM Tris,  borate;  31 μM EDTA) at  pH 8.3.  The 
separation voltage was 25 kV and injection occurred for 3 sec at 50 mbar. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary 
length and diameter were 50.0 cm (41.5 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively.!
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forces on analyte species relative to CZE, like stepwise changes in electric field, for example. 

While these initial results were promising, a mixture of all of the carboxylate beads (243 nm, 500 

nm, and 1 µm) resulted in the detection of only a single peak by this method (data not shown). 

Further, due to the sensitivity of the ctITP method to subtle changes in pH (tenths of a pH unit), it 

was difficult to reproduce these initial results. As mentioned in Chapter 1.2.B, the biggest 

challenge in developing a ctITP method is the choice of leading and terminating electrolytes that 

have mobilities greater than and less than the sample, respectively. It was evident from this initial 

exploration of ctITP for the analysis of functionalized nanoparticles that it would be difficult to 

develop a robust ctITP method. Thus, all subsequent work focused on developing a simple, CZE 

buffer system that would allow for the reliable detection and highly efficient separation of 

polymeric nanoparticles.  

These preliminary experiments conducted with Fluoresbrite YG Microspheres established the 

feasibility of using CE-based methods for NP separations. For additional method development, a 

set of Polybead Functionalized Microspheres (Polysciences, Inc., Warrington, PA) was purchased 

Fig. 7-3. Overlaid electropherograms for the detection of 100 nm (blue), 243 nm (red), 500 nm (green), and 1.00 μm (purple) 
Fluoresbrite YG Microspheres by ctITP. All nanoparticles were prepared to a final dilution of 1:100 in the sample buffer. The 
electropherogram corresponding to each nanoparticle is indicated above the peak. The separation buffer was 15 mM Tris – 750 mM 
Gly (pH 7.5) and the sample buffer was 100 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5). The separation voltage was 28 kV and injection occurred for 3 
sec at 25 kV. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary length and diameter were 46.5 cm (38.0 cm from inlet to 
detector) and 50 μm, respectively. "
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that consisted of carboxylate nanoparticles of various sizes (0.2, 0.5, 1.0, and 3.0 µm) for 

development of a size-based separation method and 1.0 µm nanoparticles with varying surface 

functionality (amino, carboxylate, and sulfate) for development of a charge/functional group-

based separation method. Further, at this stage of method development a change in 

instrumentation occurred, so that all of the remaining work described here was carried out on a 

Beckman P/ACE MDQ CE system. Following these changes to the nanoparticle samples and 

instrumentation, the TBE buffer (at pH 8.3) was re-employed for the detection of the 

nanoparticles. Samples of the carboxylate nanoparticles were prepared to a final concentration of 

1 × 109 particles/mL in the TBE separation buffer and were injected individually. Predictably, the 

migration of the nanoparticles was in order of increasing nanoparticle diameter with migration 

times of 1.9, 2.7, 3.4, and 6.1 min for 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, and 3.0 µm carboxylate nanoparticles, 

respectively (as in Fig. 7-4). However, the peaks observed were broad and had poor peak shape, 

such that despite their distinct migration times, there was significant overlap of the peaks that 

Fig. 7-4. Vertically offset electropherograms for the detection of 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, and 3.0 μm carboxylate nanoparticles (Polybead 
Functionalized Microspheres) by CZE. Samples are as indicated above the respective electropherogram. Electropherograms for 0.2, 
0.5, and 1.0 μm nanoparticles are plotted on the left y-axis, while the electropherogram for the 3.0 μm nanoparticle is plotted on the 
right y-axis. All nanoparticles were prepared to a concentration of 1 × 109 particles/mL. The separation buffer was TBE (1.4 mM 
Tris, borate; 31 μM EDTA) at pH 8.3. The separation voltage was 25 kV and injection occurred for 10 sec at 4 psi. The capillary 
temperature  was  25°C,  and  the  capillary  length  and  diameter  were  50.2  cm  (40.0  cm  from  inlet  to  detector)  and  50  μm, 
respectively.!
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would preclude the separation of the nanoparticles in a mixture.    

Subsequently, the 1.0 µm amino and sulfate beads were prepared in the separation buffer to a 

final concentration of 1 × 109 particles/mL and were injected individually onto the capillary. The 

amino nanoparticle migrated at 1.7 min while the sulfate migrated at 6.5 min (as in Fig. 7-5, 

bottom traces). Based on the individual migration times of each of the 1.0 µm nanoparticles 

(including the carboxylate nanoparticle), the expected migration order for a mixture of the 1.0 µm 

nanoparticles was amino, carboxylate, and sulfate. As expected, when a mixture of all three 

nanoparticles (each prepared to a final concentration of 1 × 109 particles/mL in the separation 

buffer) was injected onto the capillary, three peaks were observed at 1.5, 3.8, and 5.2 min, 

corresponding to the amino, carboxylate, and sulfate nanoparticles, respectively (as in Fig. 7-5, 

top trace). The migration times of each nanoparticle in the mixture were different than for each 

nanoparticle injected individually. The most significant change in migration time occurred for the 

carboxylate and sulfate nanoparticles, which migrated earlier than when injected individually, 

along with exhibiting poor resolution and signal suppression in the mixture.  

 

Fig. 7-5. Overlaid electropherograms for the CZE detection of 1.0 μm amine, carboxylate, and sulfate nanoparticles (Polybead 
Functionalized Microspheres) injected alone (bottom) and in a mixture (top). Electropherograms are offset vertically for clarity and 
peak assignments are as indicated. All nanoparticles were prepared to a final concentration of 1 × 109 particles/mL. The separation 
buffer was TBE (1.4 mM Tris, borate; 31 μM EDTA) at pH 8.3. The separation voltage was 25 kV and injection occurred for 10 
sec at 4 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary length and diameter were 50.2 cm (40.0 cm from inlet to 
detector) and 50 μm, respectively.!
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Another interesting result was noted from these initial experiments that led to a significant 

change in sample preparation. In the first studies conducted with the Fluoresbrite Microspheres it 

was noted that the nanoparticles were supplied in different concentrations from the manufacturer, 

which required them to be diluted to different degrees. In preliminary work with the Polybead 

Functionalized Microspheres all nanoparticles were prepared to the same concentration (1 × 109 

particles/mL), but equal concentrations still resulted in significantly different peak intensities for 

the differently sized nanoparticles (as seen in Fig. 7-4). More precisely, the peak intensity 

increased as the nanoparticle diameter increased (for a given concentration of nanoparticles). 

To understand the size dependent increase in peak intensity, a more in-depth evaluation of the 

UV detection scheme was necessary. It is presumed that the polymeric nanoparticles weren’t 

actually absorbing UV radiation, but rather, that they were scattering/blocking the incident light 

from reaching the UV detector. Rudimentarily, if one treats the nanoparticle as a perfect sphere, 

then a particle with a larger diameter, and therefore larger surface area, will scatter/block more 

light than a particle with a smaller diameter, just as observed in the present work. Following this 

line of thought, and taking into account Beer’s Law, which states that the absorbance of a sample 

is proportional to the concentration, the “apparent” concentration of a nanoparticle is dependent 

not only how many particles are in a given volume of sample, but also on the diameter (and the 

surface area) of that particle. We define here the term apparent concentration, Capp, which is the 

product of the surface area of a nanoparticle, SAsphere, and its particle/mL concentration, C, 

according to: 

 𝐶!""
𝜇𝑚!

𝑚𝐿
= 𝑆𝐴!"#$%$   

𝜇𝑚!

𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒
×  𝐶  

𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠
𝑚𝐿

 [7-1] 

The apparent concentration of each of the nanoparticles used in this work can be found in Table 

7-1. Nanoparticles of different size can be diluted to the same apparent concentration to produce 

peaks of similar intensity, but this poses a challenge if the particle concentration is unknown. 

Fortunately, further analysis of the apparent concentrations showed that the ratio of the apparent 
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concentration of each nanoparticle relative to the 3.0 μm nanoparticle was inversely proportional 

to the diameter of the nanoparticle relative to the 3.0 μm nanoparticle for these commercially 

supplied nanoparticles (see Table 7-1). Thus, the relationship between apparent concentration and 

particle diameter, d, for two nanoparticles, 1 and 2, can be described by the following equation: 

 
𝐶!"",!
𝐶!"",!

=
𝑑!
𝑑!

 [7-2] 

This greatly simplifies sample preparation because samples can be diluted according to the ratio 

of their diameters. For example, the 3.0 µm nanoparticle has a diameter that is 15× greater than 

the 0.2 µm nanoparticle, which means the 0.2 µm nanoparticle actually has an apparent 

concentration that is 15× that of the 3.0 µm nanoparticle. Thus, to prepare the two nanoparticles 

to the same apparent concentration in a mixture, the 0.2 µm nanoparticle should be diluted 15-

fold more than the 3.0 µm nanoparticle. Here, the 3.0 μm nanoparticle was used as a basis of 

comparison since it was the most dilute nanoparticle sample (as supplied by the manufacturer), 

and as such, dilution of the 3.0 μm nanoparticle would be limited, thus dictating the dilution of 

the other nanoparticle samples. Accordingly, all subsequent experiments utilized the sample 

dilutions presented in the right-most column of Table 7-1.  

 

Bead diameter!
(μm)!

Area!
(μm2/particle)!

Stock Concentration!
(particles/mL)!

Apparent !
Concentration!

(μm2/mL)!

Ratio of Apparent!
Concentration!

(relative to 3.0 μm) !

Ratio of Diameter !
(relative to 3.0 μm )!

Sample Dilution!
(relative to stock)!

0.2! 0.03! 5.68 × 1012! 1.78 × 1011! 15:1! 1:15! 1:30!

0.5! 0.20! 3.64 × 1011! 7.15 × 1010! 6:1! 1:6! 1:12!

1.0! 0.79! 4.55 × 1010! 3.57 × 1010! 3:1! 1:3! 1:6!

3.0! 7.07! 1.68 × 109! 1.19 × 1010! 1:1! 1:1! 1:2!

Table 7-1. Concentration and Dilution Characteristics of Polybead Functionalized Microspheres!
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 Numerous buffer optimization studies followed this preliminary work, a significant portion of 

which were undertaken by undergraduate student Sophia Liu during her tenure in our lab (June 

2012 – May 2014) [93]. Her early work evaluated a series of acidic, neutral, and basic buffers (all 

prepared to a final concentration of 25 mM) including citrate (pH 3.0), Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), TBE 

(pH 8.3), borate (pH 9.0), and carbonate (pH 10.0), with the TBE buffer displaying optimal 

performance. Simultaneously, the use of buffer additives, like PEO, was explored for Tris-based 

buffer systems with no improvements noted relative to the TBE buffer. Further optimization 

included an exploration of ctITP buffers that would offer reproducible separation conditions; 

however, no such conditions were developed. Fortuitously, a 4 mM Tris – 50 mM Gly buffer that 

was being employed for ctITP experiments was found to result in improved peak shape and 

efficiency when utilized as a CZE separation buffer in these nanoparticle studies. Thus, all work 

to follow explored various Tris-Gly buffers for the CZE separation of the nanoparticles.  

 Initially, a 5 mM Tris – 50 mM Gly separation buffer was prepared at pH 8.3 and 

nanoparticle samples were diluted according to Table 7-1 in this separation buffer. Each of the 

carboxylate nanoparticles was injected individually and the migration times were 2.4, 4.2, 5.1, 

and 10.0 min for the 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, and 3.0 µm nanoparticles, respectively (as in Fig. 7-6, A). The 

Fig. 7-6. Separation of carboxylate functionalized nanoparticles (Polybead Functionalized Microspheres) with varying diameter by 
CZE. A) Overlaid electropherograms of 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, and 3.0 μm carboxylate nanoparticles injected individually or B) as a mixture. 
Peak assignments are as indicated and samples were diluted according to Table 7-1. The separation buffer was 5 mM Tris – 50 mM 
Gly (pH 8.3). The separation voltage was 25 kV and injection occurred for 5 sec at 2 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and 
the capillary length and diameter were 60.2 cm (50.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 50 μm, respectively.!
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peak areas for each nanoparticle were similar, demonstrating that the new sample dilutions 

normalized the signal for each nanoparticle in practice. However, the peaks gradually broadened 

and decreased in intensity with increasing nanoparticle diameter, suggesting further buffer 

optimization would be required in order to detect each nanoparticle with high efficiency. When 

the carboxylate nanoparticles were injected as a mixture, two distinct, well resolved peaks were 

observed for the 0.2 and 0.5 µm nanoparticles, while the 1.0 and 3.0 µm nanoparticles were 

unresolved (as in Fig. 7-6, B). In addition, a small peak was observed at 1.9 min that was thought 

to also represent the 0.2 µm nanoparticles, but that migrated slightly earlier due to the now 

complex sample mixture.  

 Similarly, the 1.0 µm amino and sulfate nanoparticles were diluted in the separation buffer 

and injected individually. The migration time of the amino nanoparticle was 2.3 min, while the 

sulfate nanoparticle, which exhibited poor peak shape, migrated at 12.3 min (as in Fig. 7-7, A). 

Each of the 1.0 µm nanoparticles demonstrated a unique migration time from the others (recall 

that the 1.0 µm carboxylate nanoparticle migrated at 5.1 min under the current separation 

conditions, as seen in Fig. 7-6A, green trace). When injected as a mixture, three distinct peaks 

were observed at 2.1, 5.1, and 10.2 min, corresponding to the amino, carboxylate, and sulfate 

Fig. 7-7. Separation of 1.0 μm nanoparticles (Polybead Functionalized Microspheres) with varying surface functionalization by 
CZE. A) Overlaid electropherograms of amine, carboxylate, and sulfate nanoparticles injected individually or B) as a mixture. Peak 
assignments are as indicated and samples were diluted according to Table 7-1. The separation buffer was 5 mM Tris – 50 mM Gly 
(pH 8.3). The separation voltage was 25 kV and injection occurred for 5 sec at 2 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the 
capillary length and diameter were 60.2 cm (50.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 50 μm, respectively.!
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nanoparticles, respectively (as in Fig. 7-7, B). As observed previously, the responses of each 

nanoparticle in the mixed sample showed some differences relative to their individual responses. 

The sulfate bead in the mixture migrated 2 min earlier than when injected alone, and it showed 

only a single broad peak in the mixture as opposed to the broad peak flanked by a sharp spike-like 

peak when injected alone. Presumably these differences in response arise due to interactions 

between the mixed nanoparticles. Despite their sharp peaks in the electropherogram for the 

mixture, the baseline between the amino and carboxylate peaks did not return to zero. Overall, 

this initial Tris-Gly buffer resulted in distinct migration times for each nanoparticle even in a 

mixed sample; however, the nanoparticle mixtures suffered from poor peak shapes and reduced 

resolution (relative to the electropherograms obtained for single-nanoparticle samples), so further 

optimization was required.  

 Upon further analysis of the migration behavior of the differently sized carboxylate 

nanoparticles, where larger nanoparticles produced broader, lower intensity peaks, it was 

hypothesized that the primary cause might be due to a difference in sample composition. The 

nanoparticles are sold as suspensions in a proprietary buffer. Due to the difference in dilution of 

the nanoparticles based on their diameter, the contribution of the proprietary buffer to the overall 

sample composition varied drastically. For example, the proprietary buffer contributed 1 part in 

30 (or 3%) to the 0.2 µm nanoparticle sample, whereas it contributed 1 part in 2 (or 50%) to the 

3.0 µm nanoparticle sample. It is reasonable to hypothesize that this might affect the mobility of 

each nanoparticle and therefore the peak efficiency. As a result, experiments were conducted to 

compare the migration behavior of each nanoparticle when the purchased stock sample was 

diluted directly with separation buffer and when the purchased stock sample was first centrifuged, 

decanted, and the resulting bead pellet reconstituted in the separation buffer (thus effectively 

removing all of the unknown proprietary buffer). For this new procedure, a 10 µL aliquot of each 

purchased stock sample of nanoparticle was pipetted into a 500 µL centrifuge tube and 
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centrifuged for 10 min at 10,000 RPM. The centrifugation time was optimized for the 0.2 µm 

nanoparticles, which took the longest amount of time to form a pellet. The nanoparticles, which 

are white, formed a visible pellet, which allowed for 7.5 µL of the supernatant (the proprietary 

buffer) to be easily removed by pipette. This volume was replaced by adding 7.5 µL of the Tris-

Gly separation buffer back into the centrifuge tube. A more thorough reconstitution procedure 

would have involved “washing” with the separation buffer several times, by re-suspending the 

nanoparticles in the separation buffer and repeating the entire process of centrifugation, 

discarding of the supernatant, and reconstitution multiple times. However, since a 10 minute 

centrifugation time was required, the washing procedure would add considerable time to the 

sample preparation procedure, and so only a single centrifugation and re-suspension step was 

utilized. Samples were then further diluted with separation buffer (according to Table 7-1) from 

this reconstituted stock sample prior to analysis. 

 As experiments were being conducted to optimize the sample preparation procedure, studies 

were also conducted to determine the optimal pH of the 5 mM Tris – 50 mM Gly separation 

buffer. Each of these studies was carried out for all six nanoparticles, so, for brevity, 

electropherograms are presented here for the 1.0 µm sulfate bead only to compare dilution of the 

sample as-is (from the proprietary stock sample) or after reconstitution in the separation buffer 

and to compare the separation buffer at pH 7.5 and pH 7.75. First, at pH 7.5, an injection of the 

sulfate nanoparticle after dilution from the proprietary stock sample resulted in a broad cluster of 

peaks from 6 to 8 min (as in Fig. 7-8, A, bottom trace). The decrease in pH of the buffer from 8.3 

(as in Fig. 7-7) to 7.5 (as in Fig. 7-8, A) resulted in a decrease in migration time from 10.2 min to 

~7 min. After reconstitution of the nanoparticle sample (as described above) the resulting 

electropherogram was improved with a single peak detected at 11.6 min (as in Fig. 7-8, A, top 

trace). However, significant peak fronting was observed under these conditions. Next, at pH 7.75, 

no peak was observed within the 15 minute analysis window for the sulfate nanoparticle diluted 
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directly from the commercial stock. However, a gradual increase in baseline intensity occurred 

beginning at 10 min, suggesting the beginning of a broad peak with long migration time (as seen 

in Fig. 7-8, B, bottom trace), so it is possible that the sulfate nanoparticle would have appeared 

beyond 15 min. On the other hand, when the sulfate nanoparticle sample was reconstituted in pH 

7.75 separation buffer, a single sharp peak was observed at 10.3 min, with greatly improved peak 

shape relative to any other conditions tested (see Fig. 7-8, B, top trace).  

 Ultimately, these conditions (5 mM Tris – 50 mM Gly separation buffer at pH 7.75 and 

reconstitution of the nanoparticle in the separation buffer) provided the best results for each 

nanoparticle out of all the conditions tested. Each of the carboxylate nanoparticles, when injected 

individually, had a distinct migration time, and with the exception of the 3.0 µm carboxylate 

nanoparticle, they all had sharp, symmetrical peaks (as seen in Fig. 7-9, A). The 3.0 µm 

nanoparticle still suffered from peak broadening, and instead of a single smooth peak being 

observed, a cluster of sharp peaks was observed. It is noted that this peak was smooth and broad 

in some instances, although the 3.0 µm carboxylate peak profile (as illustrated in Fig. 7-9, A) was 

variable. In each case, individual injections of the 1.0 µm nanoparticles resulted in the detection 

of a single sharp peak, although the amino nanoparticle had decreased signal intensity relative to 

Fig.  7-8.  Effect  of  buffer  pH  and  composition  on  the  detection  of  1.0  μm  sulfate  nanoparticles  (Polybead  Functionalized 
Microspheres). The sample buffer was 5 mM Tris – 50 mM Gly at either A) pH 7.5 or B) pH 7.75. Samples were either injected 
following  dilution  of  the  stock  sample  as-is,  or  following  centrifugation  and  reconstitution  of  the  stock  bead  sample  in  the 
separation buffer. Samples were diluted according to Table 7-1. The separation voltage was 30 kV and injection occurred for 5 sec 
at 0.4 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary length and diameter were 50.2 cm (40.0 cm from inlet to detector) 
and 75 μm, respectively. "
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the carboxylate and sulfate nanoparticles (as seen in Fig. 7-9, B) under these new conditions (that 

is, reconstituted samples to remove proprietary buffer, and separation buffer pH adjusted to 7.75).   

 To be systematic in the optimization of Tris-Gly buffer conditions, a series of studies were 

conducted in parallel with Sophia Liu to optimize the buffer concentration, pH, and the ratio of 

Tris to Gly [93]. A comprehensive list of the buffers so tested can be found in Table 7-2, and 

some representative electropherograms are presented here for illustrative purposes. First, the 

effect of Tris-Gly buffer composition on the detection of 0.5, 1.0, and 3.0 µm (carboxylate) 

nanoparticles is demonstrated. A 1 mM Tris – 10 mM Gly buffer was prepared to pH 10.0 and 

nanoparticle samples were reconstituted and diluted in the separation buffer. Each of the three 

nanoparticles was detected when injected individually, but the 0.5 and 3.0 µm nanoparticles had 

poor peak shape and the peaks for the 1.0 and 3.0 µm nanoparticles were broad (as in Fig. 7-10, 

A). On the other hand, when the ratio of Tris to Gly was reduced from 1:10 to 1:1, and the 

concentration of each component was decreased to 0.5 mM each, sharper peaks were observed for 

each nanoparticle (as in Fig. 7-10, B). The decrease in the ionic strength of the buffer resulted in 

Fig. 7-9. Electropherograms demonstrating the detection of nanoparticles (Polybead Functionalized Microspheres) based on size 
and surface functionality by CZE. A) Overlaid electropherograms of 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, and 3.0 μm carboxylate nanoparticles injected 
individually.  B)  Overlaid  electropherograms  of  amine,  carboxylate,  and  sulfate  nanoparticles  injected  individually.  Peak 
assignments are as indicated. Samples were diluted (according to Table 7-1) following centrifugation and reconstitution of the 
stock bead sample in the separation buffer. The separation buffer was 5 mM Tris – 50 mM Gly (pH 7.75). The separation voltage 
was 30 kV and injection occurred for 5 sec at 0.4 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary length and diameter 
were 50.2 cm (40.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively. "
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an increase in EOF, which led to the observation of sharper peaks at shorter migration time for 

the 0.5 mM Tris – 0.5 mM Gly buffer relative to the 1 mM Tris – 10 mM Gly buffer.  

 In optimizing the ratio of Tris to Gly it was important to know what individual effect each 

buffer component had on the detection of the nanoparticles. As such, a 1 mM Tris buffer and a 1 

mM Gly buffer were prepared at pH 10.0. For simplicity, only electropherograms for the 3.0 µm 

nanoparticle are presented. The 3.0 µm nanoparticle was reconstituted and diluted in each of the 

separation buffers and injected onto the capillary. In the 1 mM Tris buffer, two sharp peaks were 

observed at 1.1 and 4.6 min, with an elevated baseline between them (as seen in Fig. 7-11, A). In 

contrast, a single, sharp peak was observed at 4.0 min when the 3.0 µm nanoparticle was prepared 

Table  7-2.  Tris-Gly  Buffers  Evaluated  for  the  Separation  of 
Polymeric Nanoparticles by CZE!

Ratio!
(Tris : Gly)!

[Tris]!
(mM)!

[Gly]!
(mM)! pH!

--! 5! 0! 7.5!

--! 1! 0! 10.0!

--! 0! 0.5, 1! 10.0!

--! 0! 50! 7.5!

10:1! 50! 5! 7.5!

1:1! 0.5! 0.5! 10.0!

1:1! 1! 1! 3.5, 5.0, 7.5, 9.0, 10.0!

1:1! 2.5! 2.5! 7.5!

1:1! 5! 5! 7.5!

1:2! 5! 10! 7.5!

1:4! 2.5! 10! 7.5!

1:5! 5! 25! 7.5!

1:10! 0.5! 5! 10.0!

1:10! 1! 10! 7.5, 10.0!

1:10! 2.5! 25! 7.5!

1:25! 1! 25! 7.5, 10.0!

1:50! 1! 50! 7.5, 10.0!
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in the 1 mM Gly buffer (as in Fig. 7-11, B). It was evident from this and other similar 

experiments that Gly contributed more significantly to the observation of highly efficient peaks. 

Interestingly, however, the “all Tris” buffer had an overall greater signal intensity, which may 

explain why the best detection sensitivity and peak efficiency was observed for buffers consisting 

of both Tris and Gly.  

 Out of all of the Tris-Gly buffers tested, the 1 mM Tris – 1 mM Gly buffer at pH 10.0 was the 

only one that rivaled the success obtained with the 5 mM Tris – 50 mM Gly buffer (pH 7.75). A 

Fig. 7-10. Effect of Tris-Gly buffer composition on the detection of nanoparticles (Polybead Functionalized Microspheres) by CZE. 
The separation buffer was A) 1 mM Tris – 10 mM Gly (pH 10.0) or B) 0.5 mM Tris – 0.5 mM Gly (pH 10.0). Samples were diluted 
(according  to  Table  7-1)  following  centrifugation  and  reconstitution  of  the  stock  bead  sample  in  the  separation  buffer.  The 
separation voltage was 25 kV and injection occurred for 5 sec at 0.4 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary 
length and diameter were 50.2 cm (40.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively. "
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Fig.  7-11.  Effect  of  buffer  composition  on  the  detection  of  3.0  μm  carboxylate  functionalized  nanoparticles  (Polybead 
Functionalized Microspheres) by CZE. The separation buffer was A) 1 mM Tris (pH 10.0) or B) 1 mM Gly (pH 10.0). Samples 
were diluted (according to Table 7-1) following centrifugation and reconstitution of the stock bead sample in the separation buffer. 
The separation voltage was 25 kV and injection occurred for 5 sec at 0.4 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary 
length and diameter were 50.2 cm (40.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively. "
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mixture of the carboxylate nanoparticles, when reconstituted in the 1mM Tris – 1mM Gly (pH 

10.0) buffer and diluted according to Table 7-1, resulted in the detection of four baseline-resolved 

peaks at 1.8, 2.3, 2.8, and 3.6 min, corresponding to the 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, and 3.0 µm carboxylate 

nanoparticles, respectively (as in Fig. 7-12, bottom trace). The significant advantage for the 

detection of the carboxylate nanoparticles in this buffer (relative to the 5 mM Tris – 50 mM Gly 

buffer) was that all peaks were detected within 5 min (compared to nearly 15 min for the 5 mM 

Tris – 50 mM Gly buffer), offering a much quicker analysis time. However, when a mixture of 

the 1.0 µm nanoparticles (with amino, carboxylate, and sulfate surface functionality) was 

injected, a split peak was observed at 1.3 min corresponding to the amino nanoparticle and two, 

unresolved peaks were observed at 2.8 and 3.1 min corresponding to carboxylate and sulfate 

nanoparticles, respectively (as seen in Fig. 7-12, top trace). An unidentified peak was also 

observed at 1.9 min. Thus, while the 1 mM Tris – 1 mM Gly (pH 10.0) buffer offered faster 

analysis times and baseline resolution of all sizes of carboxylate nanoparticles, it could not 

sufficiently resolve 1.0 µm nanoparticles with differing surface functionality.  

 

Fig.  7-12.  CZE  separation  of  nanoparticles  (Polybead  Functionalized  Microspheres)  based  on  size  (bottom)  and  surface 
functionality (top). Peak assignments are as indicated. Samples were diluted (according to Table 7-1) following centrifugation and 
reconstitution of the stock bead sample in the separation buffer. The separation buffer was 1 mM Tris – 1 mM Gly (pH 10.0). The 
separation voltage was 25 kV and injection occurred for 5 sec at 0.4 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary 
length and diameter were 50.2 cm (40.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively.  "
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 With the success of using low ionic strength buffers (e.g. 1 mM Tris-Gly, pH 10.0), earlier 

buffer systems (carbonate and borate) were revisited, but working now at the lower ionic 

strengths found to be preferable for buffers comprised of Tris and/or Gly. Again, for simplicity 

only electropherograms for the sample mixtures containing the 0.5, 1.0, and 3.0 µm carboxylate 

nanoparticles are shown. Each nanoparticle was detected in the new, lower ionic strength 

carbonate buffer, but with poor peak shape and significant peak broadening (as in Fig. 7-13, A). 

In particular, the 1.0 µm nanoparticle had a peak at 4.5 min and a second, small and unresolved 

peak at 5.7 min. Additionally, the 3.0 µm peak had a small, broad peak at 5.2 min with a second, 

sharper peak observed at 6.7 min. In contrast, the low ionic strength (1 mM) borate buffer 

resulted in sharp peaks for each of the nanoparticles, but this time the 0.5 µm nanoparticle 

displayed two peaks, with one small peak at 2.1 min and a second, larger peak at 2.5 min (as in 

Fig. 7-13, B). Overall, then, for diagnostic assays that require size-based detection of 

nanoparticles in a short amount of time, the 1 mM Tris – 1 mM Gly buffer (at pH 10.0) is 

optimal, while the 5 mM Tris – 50 mM Gly buffer (at pH 7.75) is optimal for separating both 

nanoparticles of different size and surface functionality due to its excellent resolution.   

 

Fig. 7-13. Effect of buffer composition on the detection of nanoparticles (Polybead Functionalized Microspheres) by CZE. The 
separation buffer was either A) 1 mm carbonate (pH 10.0) or B) 1 mM borate (pH 10.0). Samples were diluted (according to Table 
7-1) following centrifugation and reconstitution of the stock bead sample in the separation buffer. The separation voltage was 25 
kV and injection occurred for 5 sec at 0.4 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary length and diameter were 50.2 
cm (40.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively.  "
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 Finally, to validate the ability of the optimized CZE method (utilizing a 5 mM Tris – 50 mM 

Gly separation buffer at pH 7.75), for the quantitative detection of nanoparticles in a mixture, a 

series of calibration experiments were conducted. First, since the 1.0 µm carboxylate nanoparticle 

was common to both the carboxylate mixture (containing NPs of four different sizes but with the 

same carboxylate functionalization) and the 1.0 µm nanoparticle mixture (containing NPs of the 

same size but with three different surface functionalizations), a calibration curve was constructed 

for the 1.0 µm carboxylate nanoparticle injected alone. For all calibration experiments, the 

proprietary stock sample was spun down and reconstituted to half its original volume with the 

separation buffer. This created a 2× stock sample, which allowed for the preparation of more 

concentrated nanoparticle standards in an effort to extend the linear range of the calibration curve. 

For example, 10 µL of the 1.0 µm carboxylate nanoparticle was centrifuged and reconstituted to a 

final volume of 5 µL with the separation buffer. In each of the calibration experiments, this 2× 

stock sample was diluted according to Table 7-1 to create the “1.00” standard solution. All 

additional standards were prepared as a fraction of this 1.00 standard, including: 0.01, 0.025, 

0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75 standards. Standards of the 1.0 µm carboxylate nanoparticle alone 

were prepared and injected onto the capillary. The nanoparticle sample was gently vortexed 

between each replicate injection to prevent settling of the sample. The average peak area (n=3) 

was linearly correlated with nanoparticle concentration (in particles/mL, R2 = 0.99944) and the 

LOD was 2.62 × 108 particles/mL (as in Fig. 7-14, see also Table 7-3).   

 Next, a mixture of the carboxylate (differently sized) nanoparticles was prepared with the 

final dilution of each nanoparticle in the mixture corresponding to those presented in Table 7-1. 

Each nanoparticle in the mixture was prepared from a stock sample that was centrifuged and 

reconstituted in the separation buffer without any sample pre-concentration (i.e. a 1× stock 

sample). When the mixture was injected onto the capillary, four sharp, symmetrical, and baseline 

resolved peaks were detected at 2.5, 5.1, 8.3, and 13.0 min, corresponding to the 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, and 
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Fig.  7-14.  Calibration  curve  for  the  1.0  μm  carboxylate  functionalized  nanoparticle  (Polybead  Functionalized  Microsphere) 
injected alone. Stock bead samples were subjected to centrifugation and reconstitution in the separation buffer to half their original 
volume to create a 2× stock. The 1.00 standard was prepared by diluting the 2× stock according to Table 7-1, and the rest of the 
standards (0.01, 0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75) were prepared as a fraction of the 1.00 standard. The separation buffer was 5 
mm Tris – 50 mM Gly (pH 7.75). The separation voltage was 25 kV and injection occurred for 5 sec at 0.4 psi. The capillary 
temperature  was  25°C,  and  the  capillary  length  and  diameter  were  50.2  cm  (40.0  cm  from  inlet  to  detector)  and  75  μm, 
respectively. #
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Fig.  7-15.  CZE  separation  of  carboxylate  functionalized  nanoparticles  (Polybead  Functionalized  Microspheres)  of  varying 
diameter. The separation buffer was 5 mM Tris – 50 mM Gly (pH 7.75). Samples were diluted (according to Table 7-1) following 
centrifugation and reconstitution of the stock bead sample in the separation buffer. The separation voltage was 30 kV and injection 
occurred for 5 sec at 0.4 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary length and diameter were 50.2 cm (40.0 cm 
from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively.  !
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3.0 µm carboxylate nanoparticles, respectively (as in Fig. 7-15). Then, each of the four differently 

sized carboxylate nanoparticles was centrifuged and reconstituted in the separation buffer to make 

2× stock samples, as described previously. Standards of the carboxylate mixture were prepared 

just as for the 1.0 µm carboxylate nanoparticle, ranging from fractional concentrations 0.01 to 

1.00. Again, the nanoparticle sample mixture was gently vortexed between each replicate 

injection to prevent settling of the sample, which most frequently occurred for the 1.0 and 3.0 µm 

nanoparticles due to their increased size. A calibration curve was constructed for each of the four 

nanoparticles and in all cases the average peak area (n=3) was linearly correlated with the 

nanoparticle concentration (in particles/mL, all R2 values > 0.992, see Fig. 7-16). The LODs 

Fig.  7-16.  Calibration curves  for  A)  0.2,  B)  0.5,  C)  1.0,  and  D)  3.0  μm carboxylate  functionalized nanoparticles  (Polybead 
Functionalized Microsphere) injected as a mixture. Stock bead samples were subjected to centrifugation and reconstitution in the 
separation buffer to half their original volume to create a 2×  stock. The 1.00 standard was prepared by diluting the 2×  stock 
according to Table 7-1, and the rest of the standards (0.01, 0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75) were prepared as a fraction of the 
1.00 standard. The separation buffer was 5 mm Tris – 50 mM Gly (pH 7.75). The separation voltage was 25 kV and injection 
occurred for 5 sec at 0.4 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary length and diameter were 50.2 cm (40.0 cm 
from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively. #
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ranged from 1.39 × 106 particles/mL for the 3.0 µm nanoparticle to 9.55 × 108 particles/mL for 

the 0.2 µm nanoparticle (see Table 7-3). Predictably, the LOD decreased with increasing 

nanoparticle diameter; that is, fewer particles could be reproducibly detected for larger particles 

than for smaller particles. This is a result of the relationship between nanoparticle diameter and 

sample absorbance described previously. In fact, when the LOD of each nanoparticle is converted 

from absolute concentration (in particles/mL) to apparent concentration (in µm2/mL) the LODs 

are remarkably similar (3.00, 2.32, 1.73, and 0.983 × 107 µm2/mL for the 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, and 3.0 µm 

nanoparticles, respectively).    

 Finally, a mixture of the 1.0 µm (differently functionalized) nanoparticles was prepared with 

the final dilution of each nanoparticle in the mixture corresponding to those presented in Table 7-

1. Each nanoparticle in the mixture was subjected to the reconstitution procedure to make a 1× 

stock sample. When the mixture was injected onto the capillary, three baseline resolved peaks 

were detected at 2.4, 4.2, and 8.9 min, corresponding to the amino, carboxylate, and sulfate 

Fig. 7-17. CZE separation of 1.0 μm nanoparticles (Polybead Functionalized Microspheres) of varying surface functionality. The 
separation buffer was 5 mM Tris – 50 mM Gly (pH 7.75). Samples were diluted (according to Table 7-1) following centrifugation 
and reconstitution of the stock bead sample in the separation buffer. The separation voltage was 30 kV and injection occurred for 5 
sec at 0.4 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary length and diameter were 50.2 cm (40.0 cm from inlet to 
detector) and 75 μm, respectively.  "
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nanoparticles, respectively (as in Fig. 7-17). Subsequently, each nanoparticle was again subjected 

to the reconstitution procedure, but this time 2× stock samples were prepared. Standards of the 

carboxylate mixture were prepared just as for the previous calibration experiments, ranging from 

0.01 to 1.00, and the mixture was gently vortexed between each replicate injection to prevent 

settling. A calibration curve was constructed for each of the three 1.0 µm nanoparticles and in all 

cases the average peak area (n=3) was linearly correlated with the nanoparticle concentration (in 

particles/mL, all R2 values > 0.996, see Fig. 7-18). The LODs were 1.83 × 108 particles/mL for 

the amino nanoparticle, 1.09 × 108 particles/mL for the carboxylate nanoparticle, and 5.74 × 107 

particles/mL for the sulfate nanoparticle (see Table 7-3). Since each of these nanoparticles had 

the same diameter (1.0 µm), the LODs are similar in magnitude (all around 1 × 108 particles/mL).  

 The complete calibration statistics for all of the Polybead Functionalized Microspheres can be 

found in Table 7-3. Calibration statistics were determined by performing a linear regression 

Fig.  7-18.  Calibration  curves  for  1.0  μm  A)  amine,  B) 
carboxylate,  and  C)  sulfate  functionalized  nanoparticles 
(Polybead  Functionalized  Microsphere)  injected  as  a  mixture. 
Stock  bead  samples  were  subjected  to  centrifugation  and 
reconstitution  in  the  separation  buffer  to  half  their  original 
volume to create a 2× stock. The 1.00 standard was prepared by 
diluting the 2× stock according to Table 7-1, and the rest of the 
standards  (0.01,  0.025,  0.05,  0.1,  0.25,  0.5,  and  0.75)  were 
prepared as a fraction of the 1.00 standard. The separation buffer 
was 5 mm Tris – 50 mM Gly (pH 7.75). The separation voltage 
was  25  kV and  injection  occurred  for  5  sec  at  0.4  psi.  The 
capillary  temperature  was  25°C,  and  the  capillary  length  and 
diameter were 50.2 cm (40.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 
μm, respectively.#
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analysis of the average peak area (n=3) as a function of the nanoparticle concentration 

(particles/mL). As a result, the sensitivity of the method for each nanoparticle (the calibration 

slope) is different in Table 7-3 than is seen in each of the graphical representations of the 

calibration curve, which plot the average peak area as a function of the calibration standard 

fraction (e.g. 0.01, 0.025, 0.05, etc.). A size-dependent increase in sensitivity was observed with 

increasing nanoparticle diameter, with the 3.0 µm nanoparticle exhibiting the greatest sensitivity. 

The linear dynamic range was defined as the range between the limit of quantitation (LOQ) to the 

upper limit of detection (here, the most concentrated standard), which was limited by the 

concentration of nanoparticles supplied by the manufacturer and the sample preparation 

protocols. The carboxylate nanoparticles when injected alone or as a mixture had a linear 

dynamic range that spanned two orders of magnitude, while the 1.0 µm nanoparticles when 

injected as a mixture had ranges that spanned just less than two orders of magnitude. The LOD 

was defined as:  

 LOD =
3𝜎!"#$%
𝑚

 [7-3] 

while the LOQ was defined as: 

 LOQ =
10𝜎!"#$%

𝑚
 [7-4] 

where σblank is the standard deviation of the blank. In this work, the signal for the blank was 

determined by integrating a one minute baseline region in the electropherogram (that is, a region 

of the electropherogram where no peaks were detected). In order to obtain a representative 

baseline signal, this integration was performed for one replicate of each of the calibration 

standards, resulting in eight total blank measurements. As mentioned previously, the LODs, and 

therefore LOQs, exhibit size dependency, but no significant differences are noted based on 

surface functionality. Overall, this work demonstrates the development of a reproducible CZE 
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method for the detection, separation, and quantification of functionalized polymeric 

nanoparticles.  

 
 
7.1.B. Separation of DNA-functionalized nanoparticles 

 NGS platforms rely on automated templating technologies to conjugate micrometer-sized 

nanoparticles with the desired oligonucleotide sequence to create what is called a templated bead 

library. For the Ion OneTouch 2 System (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA) used for the studies 

described in Ch. 5 and 6, templating efficiencies are typically less than 50%, so it is necessary to 

remove non-templated nanoparticles from the sample prior to chip loading through a clean-up 

procedure. During emulsion PCR a biotinylated primer is incorporated into the template, so that 

during the automated clean-up step templated beads can be separated from non-templated beads 

using magnetic, streptavidin-coated beads. Bead library clean-up generally results in a sample 

with > 90% templated nanoparticles. Luminescence-based assays, like those developed using the 

Qubit® Fluorometer (Version 2.0, Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA), are typically used to assess 

bead templating efficiencies [94], but in this study we set out to demonstrate the feasibility of 

Table 7-3. Calibration of Polybead Functionalized Microspheres by CZE !

Nanoparticle! Linearity !
(R2)!

Sensitivity!
(Calibration Slope, !

Peak Area/Concentration)!

Linear Dynamic Range !
(× 108 particles/mL)!

LOD!
(× 107 particles/mL)!

LOQ!
(× 107 particles/mL)!

0.2 μm carboxylate*! 0.99816! 3.02 × 10-6 !  31.8 – 3790! 95.5! 318!

0.5 μm carboxylate*! 0.99585! 2.43 × 10-5 ! 3.95 – 607! 11.8! 39.5!

1.0 μm carboxylate^! 0.99916! 1.18 × 10-4 ! 0.347 – 152! 1.04! 3.47!

1.0 μm carboxylate*! 0.99710! 1.31 × 10-4 ! 0.733 – 152! 2.20! 7.33!

1.0 μm carboxylate+! 0.99688! 5.05 × 10-5 ! 3.63 – 152! 10.9! 36.3!

1.0 μm amino+! 0.99845! 3.01 × 10-5 ! 6.09 – 152! 18.3! 60.9!

1.0 μm sulfate+! 0.99866! 9.59 × 10-5 ! 1.91 – 152! 5.74! 19.1!

3.0 μm carboxylate*! 0.99200! 2.08 × 10-3 ! 0.0463 – 16.8! 0.139! 0.463!

*Prepared as described in Table 7-1 and Fig. 7-16 and injected as a mixture.!
^Prepared as described in Table 7-1 and Fig. 7-15 and injected alone.!
+Prepared as described in Table 7-1 and Fig. 7-18 and injected as a mixture.!
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using CE-based methods to separate untemplated (or native) nanoparticles from DNA-templated 

nanoparticles.  

 Ion Sphere Particles (ISPs), which are used for template and library preparation for Ion 

Torrent NGS technologies, were used as the “native” nanoparticle sample (herein, nISPs). nISPs 

are 3.0 µm acrylamide nanoparticles that are conjugated with an 18 base primer (as in Fig. 7-19, 

A), which facilitates templating of the nanoparticles by emulsion-PCR. A sample of nISPs, 

containing 1 × 1010 particles/mL was constituted in the Tris-Gly separation buffer (previously 

used for the separation of polymeric nanoparticles – see Ch. 7, Section I). A second sample of 

nISPs (approximately 200 million particles) was subjected to templating with a templating 

efficiency of 66.9% reported by the Qubit assay. The templated sample was split in half, with one 

half of the sample representing the templated ISP sample (herein, tISPs, about 66.9 million 

templated particles out of 100 million total particles), and the second half of the sample 

undergoing clean-up and to be used in later studies (see Section 1.C.). For these studies, we 

employed the 29mer thrombin aptamer with Ion Torrent primer handles (97 bases in total; as 

described in Ch. 5) as the so-called template DNA, so the tISPs had the regular 18 base primer 

Fig. 7-19. Schematic representation of A) native and B) templated ISPs. Native ISPs have an 18 base primer, while templated ISPs 
have an 18 base primer and the 97 base template for a total of 115 bases.!

primer! primer! template!A! B!
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region, along with the additional 97 base template region (which was the 29mer thrombin 

aptamer with handles) for a total of 115 bases (as in Fig. 7-19, B).  

 First, it was necessary to demonstrate detection of nISPs using the optimized CZE conditions 

from polymeric nanoparticle studies, including the previously established capillary dimensions 

(75 µm inner diameter, 50.2 cm total length, and 40.0 cm length from inlet to detector) and the 

separation buffer (5 mM Tris – 50 mM Gly, pH 7.75). A sample of nISPs was prepared to a final 

concentration of 5 × 109 particles/mL in the separation buffer and was injected onto the capillary 

(5 sec at 0.4 psi), followed by CZE analysis with absorbance detection at 214 nm. A sharp peak at 

2.0 min was observed for the native ISP sample, with several small peaks on either side of this 

primary peak (as seen in Fig. 7-20, A). Since the signal intensity was very low using absorbance 

detection (Peak Height = 0.0073 AU), a subsequent study sought to determine whether SYBR 

Gold could be used for on-column labeling of ISPs, even nISPs, which only contained 18 base 

sequences. SYBR Gold, when added to the separation buffer in a 1:100,000 dilution, resulted in 

the sensitive detection of a sample of nISPs injected onto the capillary at a concentration of 5 × 

109 particles/mL (as in Fig. 7-20, B). With on-column labeling of the nISPs followed by LIF 

detection, a split peak was observed, with the larger peak migrating at 2.0 min. It is presumed that 

Fig. 7-20. Electropherograms illustrating the detection of native ISPs by CZE using either A) UV detection at 214 nm or B) LIF 
detection with excitation at 488 nm and on-column labeling with SYBR Gold. Each sample was prepared to a concentration of 5.00 
× 109 particles/mL. SYBR Gold was prepared to a final dilution of 1:100,000 in the separation buffer (5 mm Tris – 50 mM Gly, pH 
7.75) for LIF detection. The separation voltage was 25 kV and injection occurred for 5 sec at 0.4 psi. The capillary temperature was 
25°C, and the capillary length and diameter were 50.2 cm (40.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively.  #
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the split peak observed when employing LIF detection was a result of difference in the extent of 

SYBR Gold labeling of different beads in the sample. The peak height of the SYBR Gold labeled 

nISPs was 160 RFU, demonstrating significant signal enhancement over absorbance detection. 

Thus, all subsequent studies involving ISPs (native, templated, enriched, or otherwise) employed 

on-column labeling of samples using SYBR Gold, which was added to the BGE in a dilution of 

1:100,000.  

 In these initial studies it was observed that the nISPs migrated very quickly through the 

capillary (within two min), which was unexpected. Recall from Chapter 1 that given two analytes 

with the same degree of negative charge, the larger analyte will migrate more quickly in positive 

polarity mode, while given two analytes of the same size, the more negatively charged analyte 

will migrate more slowly. Thus, it was expected that the 3.0 µm ISPs coated with the highly 

negatively charged DNA, which is present in about 400,000 copies per particle, would migrate 

fairly slowly, despite their fairly large size. In fact, it was expected that the DNA-coated ISPs 

would migrate as slowly, if not more slowly, than the 3.0 µm carboxylate nanoparticles 

(migration time of 13.0 min). Instead, relative to the previous work, the nISPs migrated most 

similarly to the amine-coated nanoparticles, which are believed to be neutral and migrate at the 

rate of EOF. Two possible explanations are presented to explain this phenomenon: 1) the charge-

to-size ratio for nISPs is such that the mobility due to EOF (µeo) is much larger than the mobility 

of the nanoparticle (µeff,i) (see Equation 1-5), or 2) the nISPs aggregate such that the size of the 

aggregate dictates the migration more so than the charge of the DNA. In either case, what seems 

most probable is that the size of the nISP far outweighs its charge, such that it migrates close to 

EOF.  

 Due to the rapid migration of nISPs under the given experimental conditions, the use of 

longer capillaries was deemed necessary to provide additional opportunity for resolution of 

species as they migrate along the length of the capillary. Identical studies were conducted on a 
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60.2 cm capillary (50.0 cm from inlet to detector) and on a 70.0 cm capillary (60.0 cm from inlet 

to detector), with the 70.0 cm capillary providing optimal resolution of sample components (data 

not shown). Thus, all remaining work presented here was conducted on a 70.0 cm capillary, with 

a 75 µm inner diameter. First, a sample of nISPs and tISPs were each prepared to a final 

concentration of 5 × 109 particles/mL and injected separately onto the capillary. For the nISP 

sample, a cluster of peaks was observed that centered around 4.2 min (Fig. 7-21, blue; which was 

not unlike the cluster of peaks seen previously for nISPs under similar conditions, Fig. 7-20, B), 

while for the tISP sample, a cluster of peaks was observed that centered around 5.7 min (Fig. 7-

21, red). Two things are evident from these electropherograms: first, that increasing the length of 

the DNA sequence, and thereby significantly increasing the charge on the ISP while leaving the 

size relatively unchanged, resulted in a predictable increase in migration time; and second, that 

increasing the length of the DNA resulted in an increase in signal intensity as there were more 

nucleotides available for interaction with SYBR Gold. The first point seems to support the 

proposal that the nISPs migrate close to EOF due to a balance in their size-to-charge. Relative to 

nISPs, tISPs are characterized by the addition of about 400,000 template DNA strands, with each 

Fig. 7-21. Overlaid electropherograms illustrating the detection of native and templated ISPs by CZE. Electropherograms are as 
indicated above the respective electropherogram. Each sample was prepared to a concentration of 5.00 × 109 particles/mL. Samples 
were labeled on-column with SYBR Gold, which was prepared to a final dilution of 1:100,000 in the separation buffer (5 mm Tris 
– 50 mM Gly, pH 7.75). The separation voltage was 25 kV and injection occurred for 5 sec at 0.4 psi. The capillary temperature 
was 25°C, and the capillary length and diameter were 70.0 cm (60.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively.  #
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template containing an additional 97 nucleotides. The addition of these 97 base templates 

contributes significant negative charge to the ISP because the addition of each nucleic acid base is 

accompanied by the addition of a negatively charged phosphate group in the DNA backbone. The 

significant charge added to the tISPs relative to the nISPs still resulted in only a relatively 

marginal increase in migration time of 1.5 min, suggesting that overall the size of the ISP 

contributes more significantly to its migration than does the charge.  

 Given the temporal resolution observed for samples of nISPs and tISPs injected individually, 

a study was conducted to determine if they could be resolved in a mixture. In addition to the 

nISP-only and tISP-only samples discussed above, mixtures containing varying amounts of each 

ISP were prepared. Specifically, mixtures were prepared in the following nISP:tISP ratios: 1:3, 

1:1, and finally, 3:1. Each of these mixtures was injected onto the capillary and a distinct peak 

was observed at 4.2 min, corresponding to nISPs and indicated with a circle, with a second 

distinct peak observed at 5.7 min, corresponding to tISPs and indicated with an asterisk (as in Fig. 

7-22, A). As expected, as the concentration of either of the ISPs increased, their corresponding 

peak area increased. A plot of average peak area as a function of the fraction of nISPs in the 

Fig. 7-22. Separation of native (nISPs) and templated ISPs (tISPs) by CZE. A) Vertically offset electropherograms illustrating the 
separation of nISPs and tISPs by CZE. Samples are as indicated above the respective electropherogram. Particle concentrations 
were  as  follows:  1.25  ×  109  particles/mL,  2.50  ×  109  particles/mL,  and  3.75  ×  109  particles/mL  for  nISPs  (reading 
electropherograms from bottom to top, respectively) and for tISPs (reading electropherograms from top to bottom, respectively). B) 
Plots of peak area as a function of sample composition for nISPs and tISPs. Samples were labeled on-column with SYBR Gold, 
which was prepared to a final dilution of 1:100,000 in the separation buffer (5 mm Tris – 50 mM Gly, pH 7.75). The separation 
voltage was 25 kV and injection occurred for 5 sec at 0.4 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary length and 
diameter were 70.0 cm (60.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively.  #
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sample was generated, where a 0.25 nISP sample corresponds to a 0.75 tISP sample. While the 

data were not linearly correlated (R2 values were less than 0.92 for each ISP), it can be seen that 

as the fraction of nISPs increases and correspondingly the fraction of tISPs decreases, the peak 

area of nISPs increases and the peak area of tISPs decreases (as in Fig. 7-22, B). The separation 

was highly reproducible with a 1.5% RSD in migration time for both the nISPs and tISPs (n=12 

for each ISP).  

 

7.1.C. Determination of dissociation constants for aptamer-conjugated nanoparticles 

 Finally, a study was undertaken to compare heterogeneous and homogeneous binding 

conditions and their effect on binding efficacy. Typically, binding conditions employed for 

aptamer and drug selection include interaction of the aptamer and target in free solution 

(homogeneous binding) or immobilization of the aptamer or the target on a solid substrate while 

the other component remains in free solution (heterogeneous binding). One of the primary 

disadvantages of heterogeneous binding conditions is that the immobilized component has 

decreased mobility, which may limit its ability to interact with the other component. For instance, 

a protein immobilized onto the surface of a solid substrate, like a nanoparticle, may be constricted 

in such a way that the relevant amino acid side chains are not available for interaction with the 

aptamer or small drug molecule. Most relevant to this work is the immobilization of an aptamer 

or encoded small molecule on the surface of nanoparticles. The proposed selection technology 

(see Fig. 1-10) involves the selection of encoded small molecules not only immobilized on an 

ISP, but also stationed in the well of an NGS sequencing chip, which adds another degree of 

constriction with respect to the mobility of the small molecule.  

 As an initial step towards understanding the effect that these binding conditions might have 

on the efficiency of binding, dissociation constants were determined and compared for thrombin 

protein with its 29mer thrombin aptamer either in free solution or conjugated to an ISP. As 

discussed in Chapter 3, the 29mer thrombin aptamer forms a G-quadruplex/partial duplex 
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secondary structure, which allows for its favorable interaction with thrombin protein. In free 

solution, the aptamer can easily fold into this complex secondary structure (as depicted in cartoon 

format in Fig. 7-23, A). However, it is reasonable to hypothesize that when approximately 

400,000 copies of the 29mer aptamer are immobilized and distributed around the surface of a 

single nanoparticle (3.0 µm in diameter), then folding of the aptamer may be hindered in a way 

that reduces the binding affinity (as in Fig. 7-23, B). A sample of 29mer aptamer-conjugated ISPs 

(herein, aptISPs) was titrated with thrombin protein and subjected to CZE/NECEEM analysis to 

test the validity of this hypothesis.   

 To this end, the second half of the aptamer templated bead sample (described in this chapter, 

section 1.B.) was subjected to the bead library clean-up procedure resulting in a sample of 30 

million ISPs with 76.7% template efficiency (approximately 23 million aptISPs total). The 

aptISP sample was diluted 1:4 in 5 mM Tris – 50 mM Gly (pH 7.75) separation buffer, yielding   

an aptamer concentration of about 350 nM. The sample was injected onto the capillary and a 

Fig. 7-23. Schematic representation of A) free solution and B) solid substrate binding between the 29mer thrombin aptamer and 
thrombin protein. In free solution binding experiments the 29mer aptamer (in green, with Ion Torrent primer handles in black) is 
incubated with thrombin protein. In solid substrate binding experiments, the 29mer aptamer is conjugated to a native ISP (with a 
PCR primer, as indicated in blue) and is incubated with thrombin protein.!

primer!aptamer!primers!primer! primer!aptamer!A! B!

thrombin!

thrombin!
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single peak was observed at 5.6 min for the aptISPs alone (as in Fig. 7-24, bottom trace). Then, 

thrombin protein was titrated into the sample of aptISPs using a concentrated thrombin stock 

sample (20 µM) in order to keep the nanoparticle concentration relatively constant by minimizing 

the added volume of the protein. Following each addition of thrombin protein, the sample was 

incubated for 30 min at 4°C. With the addition of 180 nM thrombin (Fig. 7-24, red trace) and 530 

nM thrombin (Fig. 7-24, green trace) a change in peak shape of the aptISPs was noted, but no 

distinct complex peak (corresponding to the formation of an aptISP−thrombin complex, resolved 

from the original aptISP beads) was observed. However, as the thrombin concentration increased 

to 1.25 µM or higher, two peaks were observed, with the first centered around 4.2 – 4.5 min and 

0! 2! 4! 6! 8! 10!
Time (min)!

R
FU
!

2.72 μM thrombin"
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1.25 μM thrombin"
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Fig. 7-24. Vertically offset electropherograms demonstrating the separation of bound and unbound aptamer-conjugated ISPs by 
CZE. Electropherograms are scaled for clarity. The aptamer-protein complex peak is indicated with an asterisk and the unbound 
aptamer is indicated with a circle. Each sample was prepared to a final aptamer concentration of approximately 350 nM and the 
thrombin concentration was as indicated above the respective electropherogram. Samples were labeled on-column with SYBR 
Gold, which was prepared to a final dilution of 1:100,000 in the separation buffer (5  mm Tris – 50 mM Gly, pH 7.75). The 
separation voltage was 25 kV and injection occurred for 5 sec at 0.4 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary 
length and diameter were 70.0 cm (60.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively.!
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indicated with an asterisk representing the aptamer-protein complex, and the second at 

approximately 5.2 min and indicated with a circle representing the unbound aptamer (as in Fig. 7-

24, top three traces). With increasing protein concentration it can be observed that the complex 

peak increases slightly, while the unbound aptamer peak decreases slightly, supporting the 

formation of an aptamer-protein complex. Using the peak areas from these three 

electropherograms, and the NECEEM theory discussed previously (see Equations 1-9 and 1-10), 

dissociation constants were calculated for each of the three thrombin concentrations that resulted 

in complex formation. These dissociation constants are presented in Table 7-4 along with the 

dissociation constant for free solution aptamer-protein binding (previously reported in Chapter 

3.2.B).  

Sample! Sample !
Composition! Resolution! Kd

**!

29mer in !
free solution*!

200 nM aptamer!
200 nM thrombin! 0.90! 128 ± 9.00 nM!

29mer on a !
solid substrate^!

342 nM aptamer!
1.25 μM thrombin! 0.67! 656 ± 188 nM!

329 nM aptamer!
1.97 μM thrombin! 0.91! 1.20 ± 0.465 μM!

 315 nM aptamer!
2.72 μM thrombin! 1.23! 2.30 ± 1.34 μM!

Table 7-4. Comparison of Thrombin Aptamer Binding Characteristics  
in Different Binding Environments!

*The free solution binding environment was the synthetic aptamer and the protein 
mixed  as-is  in  the  sample  buffer  (Tris-HCl)  and  subjected  to  ctITP-based 
NECEEM.!

^The solid substrate binding environment was the synthetic aptamer templated on an 
ISP and mixed with the protein in separation buffer (Tris-Gly) and subjected to 
CZE-based NECEEM.!

**As determined using the previously described NECEEM theory (Chapter 1.3).!
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 As reported previously (see Chapter 3.2.B), the dissociation constant for the 29mer aptamer 

in free solution with thrombin protein is 128 ± 9 nM as determined by ctITP-based NECEEM and 

detected with on-column SYBR Gold labeling. For each of the three aptamer−protein 

concentration pairs subjected to solid substrate binding conditions (and resulting in a detected 

complex peak), the dissociation constants were noticeably larger (0.656, 1.20, 2.30 µM compared 

to 128 nM) as determined by CZE-based NECEEM with on-column detection using SYBR Gold.  

It was also noted that with increasing protein concentration, the dissociation constant also 

increased (Kd = 2.30 µM for 2.72 µM protein compared to 1.20 µM for 1.97 µM protein). This 

trend has been previously reported in the literature and is attributed to competing equilibria 

between aptamer-protein and protein-protein complex formation [95]. Consider the equilibrium 

that drives aptamer (DNA)-protein (P) complex formation: 

 DNA + P   ⇌ DNA − P [7-5] 

Le Chatelier’s principle suggests that as you increase the protein concentration, more aptamer-

protein complex would be formed. However, if the protein concentration is sufficiently high, then 

it is possible for the protein to form aggregates, according to: 

 P + P   ⇌ P − P [7-6] 

Then, as the protein concentration increases and the protein forms aggregates with other protein 

molecules instead of binding to the aptamer, the association constant (for DNA with protein) 

decreases. The association constant, Kassoc, for aptamer-protein complex formation is defined as: 

 𝐾!""#$ =
[DNA − P]
DNA [P]

 [7-7] 

If the protein concentration, [P], increases while the concentration of aptamer-protein complex, 

[DNA-P], remains unchanged due to protein aggregation, then the association constant will 

decrease as a result of increasing protein concentration. Since the association and dissociation 

constants are inversely related, the dissociation constant will increase with increasing protein 

concentration, as observed in the present work. Based on the dependence of the dissociation 
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constant on protein concentration, this work will use the data obtained for the lowest possible 

protein concentration that results in quantification of aptamer-protein complex and unbound 

aptamer peak areas for NECEEM analysis. Thus, a Kd value of 656 ± 188 nM is reported for the 

29mer aptamer conjugated to a solid substrate and to be compared to a free solution Kd value of 

128 ± 9 nM (see Table 7-4). These values demonstrate that the binding affinity is significantly 

diminished (3.4 – 7.1 fold, given experimental error) under solid substrate binding conditions. 

This is consistent with a previous study reported in the literature conducted by Tang and co-

workers, which used SPR spectroscopy to probe the interactions of the 15mer and 29mer 

thrombin aptamers with thrombin protein in free solution and immobilized on gold surfaces [92]. 

Their work showed that the 29mer aptamer exhibited lower affinity relative to the 15mer aptamer 

when it was immobilized on a solid surface even though it is reported to have higher affinity than 

the 15mer aptamer in free solution. The work presented here presents quantitative data to support 

the conclusions drawn by Tang and co-workers. 

 To ensure that the binding observed between the aptISPs and thrombin protein was due to 

specific interactions and not due to nonspecific electrostatic or aggregation-type interactions, two 

control studies were conducted. The first study involved titration of nISPs (with just the 18 base 

Ion Torrent primer) with thrombin protein. The experimental conditions were just as those used to 

record the data found in Table 7-4, and to the greatest extent possible, nISP and thrombin 

concentrations remained the same as for the titration of thrombin with aptISPs. A sample of 

nISPs (approximately 25 million particles) was first injected alone and a split peak was observed 

centered at 4.4 min (as in Fig. 7-25, bottom trace). This response for the nISP sample was 

comparable to that observed previously during the optimization of electrophoresis conditions for 

templated bead samples (see, for example, Fig. 7-21, blue trace). With the addition of the first 

three portions of thrombin protein (0.18 – 1.25 µM) to the nISP sample, the split peak at 4.4 min 

collapsed into a single sharp peak, and with the final additions of thrombin (2.07 and 2.85 µM) a 
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clear splitting into two, unresolved peaks, more closely resembling the initial nISP-only sample, 

was observed (see Fig. 7-25). It is not believed that these two peaks for higher concentrations of 

thrombin added to the native ISP sample represent a complex and unbound aptamer peak since 

there is no significant change in migration time or relative peak areas as would be expected for 

the appearance of a complex peak. At most, the observation of two peaks might indicate some 

small nonspecific interaction when the protein is in extreme (7-fold) excess relative to the nISP 

sample; however, there is not enough evidence in the electropherograms to suggest complex 

formation or to warrant calculation of dissociation constants. As such, this experiment in which 
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Fig.  7-25.  Vertically  offset  electropherograms  demonstrating  the  titration  of  thrombin  protein  with  native  ISPs  by  CZE. 
Electropherograms are scaled for clarity. Each sample was prepared to a final aptamer concentration of approximately 400 nM and 
the thrombin concentration was as indicated above the respective electropherogram. Samples were labeled on-column with SYBR 
Gold, which was prepared to a final dilution of 1:100,000 in the separation buffer (5  mm Tris – 50 mM Gly, pH 7.75). The 
separation voltage was 25 kV and injection occurred for 5 sec at 0.4 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary 
length and diameter were 70.0 cm (60.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively.!
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native ISPs were titrated with thrombin protein provides some evidence that nonspecific binding 

(of protein to random, immobilized DNA on the bead as opposed to DNA aptamer on the bead) is 

not a significant factor.   

 Finally, a control study was conducted where the ISPs were conjugated with a nonsense DNA 

sequence (herein referred to as nonISPs) that was the same length and had the same primers as 

the 29mer aptamer, but where the relevant 29 bases from the aptamer sequence were replaced 

with a single sequence different from the aptamer sequence (see Chapter 2.1.B.ii, “29mer 

nonsense, with Ion Torrent primer handles). The nonISP sample was titrated with thrombin 

Fig. 7-26. Vertically offset electropherograms demonstrating the titration of thrombin protein with ISPs conjugated with a nonsense 
ssDNA sequence by CZE. Electropherograms are scaled for clarity. The nonsense DNA-protein complex peak is indicated with an 
asterisk  and  the  unbound  DNA is  indicated  with  a  circle.  Each  sample  was  prepared  to  a  final  aptamer  concentration  of 
approximately 400 nM and the thrombin concentration was as indicated above the respective electropherogram. Samples were 
labeled on-column with SYBR Gold, which was prepared to a final dilution of 1:100,000 in the separation buffer (5 mm Tris – 50 
mM Gly, pH 7.75). The separation voltage was 25 kV and injection occurred for 5 sec at 0.4 psi. The capillary temperature was 
25°C, and the capillary length and diameter were 70.0 cm (60.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively."
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protein just as the experimental aptISP sample and the control nISP sample was. Not surprisingly, 

based on previous work that demonstrated nonspecific binding between randomized DNA and 

thrombin protein (see Chapter 3.2.B and Fig. 3-19), the binding characteristics of the nonISPs 

were similar to those for the aptISPs. At low thrombin concentration (up to 530 nM) no apparent 

binding was observed, but for thrombin concentrations greater than or equal to 1.25 µM a 

nonsense DNA-thrombin protein complex peak was observed (as indicated with an asterisk in 

Fig. 7-26). The complex peak was not a single defined peak, rather it was a cluster of peaks, 

beginning with a sharp peak at 3.5 min and continuing until about 5.0 min, where the signal 

neared the baseline, but did not reach it, such that the complex peak was not fully resolved from 

the unbound nonISP sample. NECEEM analysis was applied to these three experiments and just 

as with the aptISPs, the Kd values for the nonISPs with thrombin protein increased with 

increasing protein concentration (see Table 7-5). Most importantly, when comparing the Kd for 

Sample! Sample !
Composition! Kd

**!

29mer on a !
solid substrate^!

342 nM aptamer!
1.25 μM thrombin! 656 ± 188 nM!

Nonsense ssDNA !
on a solid substrate^!

372 nM aptamer!
1.25 μM thrombin! 1.39 ± 0.209 μM!

355 nM aptamer!
2.07 μM thrombin! 2.54 ± 0.111 μM!

 341 nM aptamer!
2.85 μM thrombin! 3.06 ± 0.791 μM!

Table  7-5.  Comparison  of  Specific  and  Nonspecific  Binding 
Characteristics for DNA-conjugated Nanoparticles!

^The  solid  substrate  binding  environment  was  the  synthetic  aptamer 
templated on an ISP and mixed with the protein in separation buffer 
(Tris-Gly) and subjected to CZE-based NECEEM.!

**As  determined  using  the  previously  described  NECEEM  theory 
(Chapter 1.3).!
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aptISPs (0.656 ± 0.188 μM) with the Kd for the lowest concentration of protein resulting in 

complex formation for the nonISPs (1.39 ± 0.209 μM) it becomes evident that although the 

nonISPs bind thrombin, they do so with lower affinity. Thus, although we see some nonspecific 

binding of thrombin protein to nonsense DNA immobilized on the bead surfaces via the 

templating process in these experiments, this binding is not as significant as the binding to 

thrombin aptamer templated beads.  

 Ultimately, these results are important for understanding the challenges of solid substrate-

based selection assays and the on-chip selection technology proposed in this work. Specifically, 

the proposed NGS-based selection relies on chip imaging to identify to which sequences a 

fluorescently labeled target will bind. The added challenge of this proposed scheme, relative to 

the environment explored in the present work, is that the DNA-conjugated ISPs are immobilized 

in the wells of a sequencing chip, so there is an additional loss of access for binding by the target. 

The present work confirmed a reduced affinity of the 29mer aptamer towards its thrombin target 

when conjugated to an ISP bead relative to free solution conditions, but even further reductions in 

affinity might be expected on-chip. While nonspecific binding events between the protein and 

nonsense DNA (templated on the bead) exhibit lower affinity than the specific binding between 

the aptamer and protein, this competitive binding process presents another challenge for on-chip 

selection assays and it remains an area for future method development (i.e. how to reduce 

nonspecific binding interactions).   

 

7.2. GOLD NANOPARTICLE-ASSISTED SEPARATION OF MICROBES 

Microbe determination is increasingly important in food safety, biothreat detection, homeland 

security, and environmental and human health assessment. Microbes, including bacteria, fungi, 

viruses, and microscopic plants, are ubiquitous in the biosphere and have many functions. They 

play a role in many natural cycles and ecosystems, they are used in biotechnology, and they are 
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used in the preparation of food and beverages [96]. However, pathogenic microbes, like anthrax 

(Bacillus anthracis), can pose serious risks to human health. Thus, it is of increasing importance 

to develop methods for the separation and sensitive detection of microbes and cells. 

Typically, identification of microbes requires culturing followed by any number of 

techniques including staining, antibody assays, PCR, DNA-typing, or recognition of specific 

receptors on their surface [96,97]. Unfortunately, these methods are expensive and time 

consuming, so it still remains to develop simple, quick, and inexpensive handling techniques. A 

study conducted by Hjertén and co-workers in the advent of CE utilized it for the analysis of 

tobacco mosaic virus and opened the door for future applications of CE to the analysis of 

microbial species [98]. CE remains a potential candidate for the separation and detection of 

microbial species today due to its efficiency and high sample throughput; however, potential 

problems with this type of analysis have been reported [99,100]. In particular, it can be difficult 

to obtain a single peak for a particular microbial species, which in turn makes it difficult to 

resolve a mixture containing multiple microbial species.  

The migration of microbes in an electric field is complicated by their complex cell structure 

and morphology. The cell surface contains many components, including biopolymers like 

membrane proteins, receptors, and phospholipids, which contain functional groups that can 

dissociate to varying degrees under appropriate environmental conditions [96]. This dissociation 

affects the electric double layer on cells and their zeta potential, which ultimately dictates their 

mobility in an electric field. Further, the surface composition of bacteria is dynamic in that it can 

undergo changes in charge or hydrophobicity as the bacteria, which are living systems, adapt and 

respond to changes in their environment [96]. Adding yet another layer of complexity to the 

electrophoretic mobility of microbes are their diverse morphologies, which can range from rod-

shaped bacilli to spherical cocci to spiral-shaped spirilla [96]. These characteristics, along with 

the tendency of microbes to aggregate in solution, result in the observance of multiple peaks in 
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the electropherogram for a single microbial species and the profile and migration times of these 

peaks often suffer from poor run-to-run reproducibility. 

Several modifications to sample preparation and CZE separation techniques have been 

offered in the literature. First, the use of coated capillaries has shown some advantages over bare 

capillaries including increased reproducibility in migration time [97,99,101]. The use of PEO as a 

buffer additive is widely reported for the resolution of microbial species [99,100,102,103]. It is 

believed that PEO may serve to suppress EOF so that the electrophoretic contribution of each 

microbe is more significant and an efficient separation can be achieved. It has also been proposed 

that PEO adsorbs to the surface of the microbe, which increases its tendency to aggregate and 

allows a microbial species to migrate through the capillary based on the global size and charge of 

the aggregate. It has been further demonstrated that the combination of PEO as a buffer additive 

and sonication of the microbial sample can simplify CE electropherograms [100,102]. Whereas 

multiple peaks may still be observed for a single microbial species with PEO added to the BGE, 

sonication of the sample can reduce the number of peak clusters observed. In the case of S. 

cerevisiae, sonication of the sample was simplified the electrophoretic response from 7 peaks to a 

single peak [100]. Additional strategies have included the use of adsorbing ions [104] and 

stacking techniques like large volume sample stacking (LVSS) [105], ITP [101], isoelectric 

focusing (IEF) [99], and PectI [64,65]. 

To date, these methods have not proven versatile enough to be used as the sole focusing and 

separation mechanism for a variety of microbes. Thus, it is still necessary to develop a versatile 

and efficient method for the detection and separation of complex microbial systems. The goal of 

this work was to use surface-modified gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) to aid in the separation and 

detection of microbes. Specifically, PEG- and amine-modified AuNPs were examined as buffer 

additives in CE for the detection and separation of microbes. 

AuNPs have found increased use in the field of analytical chemistry because their unique 

properties make them excellent sensors for metal ions, organic molecules, oligonucleotides, 
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proteins, microbes, and antigens in colorimetric, fluorescence, electrochemical, SPR, and surface 

enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) assays [106,37]. They have also been used to improve 

separations through their application in liquid and gas chromatography as modifiers of stationary 

phases and in CE as permanent or dynamic capillary coatings and as stationary or 

pseudostationary phases [107–109]. In general, a highly charged buffer additive with a size 

similar to that of the analyte is very effective for aiding separation in electrophoresis since an 

analyte’s mobility is based on its charge/size ratio. AuNPs of sub-micrometer size can provide 

high resolution of analytes, like microbial species, if the nanoparticles possess affinity towards 

the sub-micrometer analytes [110]. For example, AuNPs modified with mercaptoethylamine 

(MEA) have been shown to interact with E. coli through electrostatic interactions [111].  

In this work, binding of AuNPs to microbes was expected to result in detection of a single 

peak for a particular microbial species, just as seen with CE methods employing adsorption of 

PEO or zwitterions to the microbe surface. At the outset of this work it was hypothesized that 

PEG-AuNPs would adsorb to the microbe surface by a similar mechanism as PEO, while under 

appropriate pH conditions, positively charged amine-AuNPs would interact electrostatically with 
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Fig. 7-27. Schematic representation of AuNP-assisted detection of a single microbial species in CE. A) In the absence of AuNPs 
multiple peaks are observed for a single microbial species.  B)  With the addition of surface-modified AuNPs a single peak is 
observed.!
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the negatively charged bacteria. The migration of a single microbe zone would then follow as 

proposed for PEO, where microbes of a given type migrate together as a single, globular analyte 

zone as opposed to many aggregates of different size (see Fig. 7-27).  This would lead to the 

observation of a single peak in the resulting electropherogram versus many clusters of peaks. 

Additionally, it was expected that AuNPs would allow for simultaneous detection and resolution 

of several different microbial species in a mixture due to the AuNPs’ large size, high charge per 

particle, and potential for differential interactions with different microbes. Whereas a mixture of 

several microbes might result in aggregation that results in detection of a single peak, it was 

expected that the addition of AuNPs with varying affinity for the different microbes would allow 

for detection and separation of each unique microbe (as in Fig. 7-28).  
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Results 

 The PEG- and amine-AuNPs used in this work were purchased from a commercial supplier, 

Filgen, Inc. (Nagoya, Japan). The manufacturer specified the particle concentration for PEG-

AuNPs (7 × 1011 particles/mL), but not for amine-AuNPs.  In order to be able to compare particle 

concentrations for the two types of AuNPs, a procedure developed by Haiss and co-workers was 

used to estimate the molar concentration of nanoparticles [112]. While the method developed by 

Haiss is to be applied to uncoated AuNPs, it still offers a suitable estimation of particle 

concentration for amine- and PEG-coated AuNPs. The absorbance spectrum of AuNPs exhibits a 

SPR peak at approximately 520 nm [113,114]. Haiss correlated the position of this peak to AuNP 

diameter and then established a relationship whereby the ratio of the absorbance of the SPR peak 

and the absorbance at 450 nm is correlated to nanoparticle diameter. This relationship allowed for 

the tabulation of extinction coefficients, ε450, which are specific to AuNP diameter [112]. Using 

this tabulated data it is straightforward then to calculate AuNP concentration by measuring the 

absorbance at 450 nm, according to the following equation derived from Beer’s Law [112]: 

 𝑐 = 𝐴!"#/𝜀!"# [7-8] 

Consequently, samples of each AuNP were prepared in a 1:5 dilution in water and their 

absorbance spectra were recorded (as in Fig. 7-29). Maxima for the SPR peak were observed at 

524.5.0 and 522.0 nm for amine- and PEG-AuNPs, respectively. The absorbance at 450 nm was 

also determined so that the particle concentration could be calculated (see Table 7-6). Using 

Equation 7-6 along with the experimental data and the reported extinction coefficient for 20 nm 

AuNPs (ε450 = 5.41 × 108 M-1cm-1 [112]), the concentration of amine-AuNPs was determined to be 

1.89 nM and for PEG-AuNPs the concentration was 1.35 nM (as in Table 7-6).  

 Next, to determine the benefit of AuNPs as focusing agents, samples of S. cerevisiae were 

injected under previously reported conditions [100]. A TBE buffer consisting of 0.56 mM Tris, 

0.56 mM borate, and 1.3 µM EDTA was prepared and the pH was adjusted to 8.4. A 5 mg/mL 
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sample of S. cerevisiae was prepared in TBE buffer and subjected to CZE analysis. An injection 

of S. cerevisiae alone resulted in a cluster of five distinct peaks migrating between 0.5 and 3.0 

min that was not reproducible from run-to-run (as in Fig. 7-30, A, bottom trace). The detection of 

multiple peaks for a single microbial species was consistent with other reports in the literature 

[99,100]. These other reports in the literature also noted significant improvements in the detection 

of microbes upon sonication of samples prior to their injection. Accordingly, a 5 mg/mL sample 

of S. cerevisiae was prepared in TBE buffer and sonicated for two min in an ultrasound bath just 

prior to CE analysis. However, multiple peaks were still observed migrating between 0.5 and 4.0 

min and again the peaks were not reproducible from run-to-run (as in Fig. 7-30, A, top trace). 

Fig. 7-29. Absorbance spectra of amine-AuNPs and PEG-AuNPs diluted 1:5 in water. The scan rate was 200 nm/min and the 
resolution was 0.5 nm. For amine-AuNPs the λmax was 524.5 nm and for PEG-AuNPs the λmax was 522.0 nm. !
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*ε450 as reported by Haiss et al. for 20 nm AuNPs [112]!
^concentration accounts for 1:5 sample dilution!

Table 7-6. Absorbance Characteristics of AuNPs!
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Then, to assess the utility of PEG-AuNPs for improved detection of S. cerevisiae, a sample of S. 

cerevisiae and PEG-AuNPs were prepared together to final concentrations of 5 mg/mL and 0.1 

nM, respectively. The mixture was injected onto the capillary without sonication and a single, 

sharp peak was observed at 0.9 min, with some tailing and peak broadening up to 2.5 min (as in 

Fig. 7-30, B). Although some peak broadening and shoulder peaks were observed for the mixture 

of S. cerevisiae and PEG-AuNPs, the electropherogram was overall greatly improved.  

 Next, to determine the impact of AuNP concentration on the detection of S. cerevisiae, a 

series of experiments were conducted in which increasing amounts of PEG-AuNPs were mixed 

with S. cerevisiae and injected onto the capillary. As little as 0.03 nM PEG-AuNPs added to the 

microbial sample resulted in an improved electropherogram, with just three peaks observed 

between 0.5 and 1.0 min (as in Fig. 7-31) compared to five peaks observed over a wider time 

range for an injection of S. cerevisiae alone. An increase in PEG-AuNP concentration to 0.1 nM 

resulted in the detection of a single peak, and a further increase in concentration to 0.2 nM 

showed no significant improvement (see Fig. 7-31). It is also important to note that since the 

multiple peaks characteristic of a sample of S. cerevisiae alone are focused into a narrow range of 

peaks (when 0.03 nM PEG-AuNPs are added) or a single peak (when 0.1 or 0.2 nM PEG-AuNPs 
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Fig.  7-30.  Effect  of  various  experimental  conditions  on  the  migration  behavior  of  S.  cerevisiae.  A)  Vertically  offset 
electropherograms of a 5 mg/mL sample of S. cerevisiae injected as-is (bottom) and after 2 min sonication in an ultrasound bath 
(top). B) Electropherogram of a 5 mg/mL sample of S. cerevisiae injected in the presence of 0.1 nM PEG-AuNPs. The sample 
buffer was the same as the separation buffer, TBE (0.56 mM Tris, borate; 1.3 μM EDTA) at pH 8.4. The separation voltage was 15 
kV and injection occurred for 6 sec at 50 mbar. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary length and diameter were 
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are added), the signal intensity is greatly increased in the presence of PEG-AuNPs. For example, 

the sample of S. cerevisiae injected alone has a maximum peak height of 16 mAU, while in the 

presence of 0.2 nM PEG-AuNPs the peak height was nearly 65 mAU.  

 Unfortunately, the focusing effect exhibited by the PEG-AuNPs as observed in Fig. 7-31 was 

not reproducible from run-to-run. Three replicate injections of S. cerevisiae with 0.03 nM PEG-

AuNPs produced very different results, with the first two replicates displaying a cluster of three 

peaks, each with a different peak profile, and the third replicate displaying several peaks scattered 

between 0.5 and 5.0 min (as in Fig. 7-32, A). Initially, this suggested that perhaps whatever 

complex formed between the bacteria and the AuNPs was not stable over time, so that by the 

third injection the focusing effect could no longer be observed. However, the succeeding results 

(for increased concentrations of PEG-AuNPs) refuted this notion. Replicate injections of S. 

cerevisiae with 0.1 nM PEG-AuNPs showed an improvement in the AuNP-assisted focusing of 

the bacteria over time (for replicates 1 to 3, as in Fig. 7-32, B), while replicate injections of S. 

cerevisiae with 0.2 nM PEG-AuNPs showed significant focusing by the second replicate, but 

Fig. 7-31. Vertically offset electropherograms of a 5 mg/mL sample of S. cerevisiae injected in the presence of 0, 0.03, 0.1, or 0.2 
nM PEG-AuNPs. The concentration of PEG-AuNPs added to the sample was as indicated above the respective electropherogram. 
The electropherogram for S. cerevisiae in the absence of PEG-AuNPs is plotted on the left y-axis, while all electropherograms for 
S. cerevisiae in the presence of PEG-AuNPs are plotted on the right y-axis. The sample buffer was the same as the separation 
buffer, TBE (0.56 mM Tris, borate; 1.3 μM EDTA) at pH 8.4. The separation voltage was 15 kV and injection occurred for 6 sec at 
50 mbar. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary length and diameter were 32.5 cm (24.0 cm from inlet to detector) 
and 75 μm, respectively.!
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very little focusing in the first and third replicates (as in Fig. 7-32, C). Overall, the use of PEG-

AuNPs showed some initial promise for focusing microbial samples, but the reproducibility of 

their focusing effect and interaction with S. cerevisiae was poor.  

 As discussed previously, additional reports in the literature have suggested that the addition 

of dilute polymer, like PEO, to the BGE can enhance microbial detection [99,100,102,103], and 

further, that sonication of samples prepared with PEO can improve detection [100,102]. It was 

believed that the combination of these previously reported techniques with AuNP focusing might 

lead to improved microbial detection and reproducibility. As such, initial experiments explored 

first the use of PEO, then the use of PEO and sonication, and finally, the use of PEO, sonication, 

and PEG-AuNPs. For the remaining experiments reported here, the separation buffer was the 

same TBE buffer (at pH 8.4) used previously, but with the addition of PEO, which was prepared 

to a final concentration of 0.0125% (w/v). A 5 mg/mL sample of S. cerevisiae was prepared in the 

Fig.  7-32.  Vertically  offset  electropherograms  of  replicate 
injections of a 5 mg/mL sample of S. cerevisiae injected in the 
presence of A) 0.03 nM PEG-AuNPs, B) 0.1 nM PEG-AuNPs, 
and  C)  0.2  nM  PEG-AuNPs.  Injection  replicates  are  ordered 
sequentially from bottom (1st injection) to top (3rd injection). The 
sample buffer was the same as the separation buffer, TBE (0.56 
mM  Tris,  borate;  1.3  μM  EDTA)  at  pH  8.4.  The  separation 
voltage was 15 kV and injection occurred for 6 sec at 50 mbar. 
The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary length and 
diameter were 32.5 cm (24.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 
μm, respectively.!
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TBE/PEO buffer and injected onto the capillary. A single sharp peak was observed at 0.9 min and 

sonication of the sample (in an ultrasound bath for 2 min) resulted in the detection of the same 

single, sharp peak (as in Fig. 7-33). However, in each case, the focusing effect was only observed 

in the third replicate of a set of triplicate injections, and earlier replicate injections resulted in a 

less significant focusing effect (as seen in Fig. 7-34). For the sample that was not sonicated, the 

first injection resulted in the detection of a peak at 1.6 min, while the second replicate had two 

Fig.  7-33.  Vertically offset  electropherograms of  a  5 mg/mL sample of  S.  cerevisiae  injected as-is  (bottom) and after  2  min 
sonication in an ultrasound bath (top). The sample buffer was the same as the separation buffer, TBE (0.56 mM Tris, borate; 1.3 
μM EDTA) with 0.0125% PEO at pH 8.4. The separation voltage was 15 kV and injection occurred for 6 sec at 50 mbar. The 
capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary length and diameter were 32.5 cm (24.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, 
respectively.!
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Fig. 7-34. Vertically offset electropherograms of replicate injections of a 5 mg/mL sample of S. cerevisiae injected A) as-is and B) 
after 2 min sonication in an ultrasound bath. Injection replicates are ordered sequentially from bottom (1st injection) to top (3rd 
injection). The sample buffer was the same as the separation buffer, TBE (0.56 mM Tris, borate; 1.3 μM EDTA) with 0.0125% 
PEO at pH 8.4. The separation voltage was 15 kV and injection occurred for 6 sec at 50 mbar. The capillary temperature was 25°C, 
and the capillary length and diameter were 32.5 cm (24.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively. !
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peaks centered at 1.2 min and an additional peak at 4.7 min (as in Fig. 7-34, A). For the sonicated 

sample, all peaks were centered at 0.9 min, demonstrating improvement over the sample injected 

without sonication, but the first and second replicates displayed two peaks (as in Fig. 7-34, B).  

 Finally, all three focusing techniques (PEO, sonication, and PEG-AuNPs) were used in 

conjunction for the detection of S. cerevisiae. A 5 mg/mL sample of S. cerevisiae was first 

prepared with 0.1 nM PEG-AuNPs and then with 0.2 nM PEG-AuNPs. Samples were sonicated 

between replicate injections to homogenize the sample and prevent settling. Unfortunately, poor 

run-to-run reproducibility was observed for both samples (as seen in Fig. 7-35), despite the 

focusing observed using PEG-AuNPs and PEO/sonication independently. For each sample, 

different numbers of peak clusters were observed with variable peak profiles and migration times. 

It was proposed that the poor run-to-run reproducibility could be due to greater affinity between 

the PEG-AuNPs and PEO rather than between PEG-AuNPs or PEO and S. cerevisiae, or that the 

high concentration of S. cerevisiae (5 mg/mL) could be contributing to the run-to-run variability.   

 To test this latter hypothesis, a study was conducted that compared the effect of 

PEO/sonication and PEO/sonication/PEG-AuNPs for a 1 mg/mL sample of S. cerevisiae. As in 

the previous experiment, samples were sonicated between replicate injections to prevent settling. 
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Fig. 7-35. Vertically offset electropherograms of replicate injections of a 5 mg/mL sample of S. cerevisiae injected in the presence 
of  A) 0.1 nM PEG-AuNPs and B) 0.2 nM PEG-AuNPs. Injection replicates are ordered sequentially from bottom (1st injection) to 
top (3rd injection). Between each replicate samples were sonicated for 2 min in an ultrasound bath. The sample buffer was the same 
as the separation buffer, TBE (0.56 mM Tris, borate; 1.3 μM EDTA) with 0.0125% PEO at pH 8.4. The separation voltage was 15 
kV and injection occurred for 6 sec at 50 mbar. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary length and diameter were 
32.5 cm (24.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively.  !
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In the absence of AuNPs several peaks were detected for S. cerevisiae and the run-to-run 

reproducibility was poor (see Fig. 7-36, A & C). However, with the addition of 0.1 nM PEG-

AuNPs a single peak was observed at 0.7 min and the run-to-run reproducibility was greatly 

improved over previous studies (as in Fig. 7-36, A & B). In fact, only the first replicate run 

showed deviation from the other replicates, with the observation of a small cluster of peaks at 0.7 

min instead of a single, sharp peak. This indicated that high concentrations of microbes can be 

problematic in CE-based assays and so careful attention must be paid to this factor when 

developing methods in the future.  

 Finally, the optimized conditions developed for the detection of S. cerevisiae (TBE sample 

and separation buffer with 0.0125% PEO at pH 8.4) were subsequently applied to the detection of 

E. coli. Samples of E. coli were graciously supplied by collaborator Yoshitaka Nishiyama 

(Saitama University, Saitama, Japan). A microscopic method for determining E. coli cell counts 

Fig. 7-36. A) Comparison of the migration behavior of a 1 mg/mL sample of S. 
cerevisiae in the absence (bottom) and presence (top) of 0.1 nM PEG-AuNPs. 
Electropherograms  are  offset  vertically  for  clarity  and  sample  preparation 
conditions are  as  indicated above the respective electropherogram.  Vertically 
offset  electropherograms  of  replicate  injections  of  a  1  mg/mL sample  of  S. 
cerevisiae  injected  B) in  the  presence  of  0.1  nM PEG-AuNPs and C)  in  the 
absence  of  PEG-AuNPs.  Injection  replicates  are  ordered  sequentially  from 
bottom (1st injection) to top (3rd injection). Between each replicate samples were 
sonicated for 2 min in an ultrasound bath. The sample buffer was the same as the 
separation buffer,  TBE (0.56 mM Tris,  borate;  1.3 μM EDTA) with 0.0125% 
PEO at pH 8.4. The separation voltage was 15 kV and injection occurred for 6 
sec at 50 mbar. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary length and 
diameter were 32.5 cm (24.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively.  !
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was not developed for these studies, and so E. coli concentrations are reported here as a 

concentrate of the stock sample provided by Dr. Nishiyama. The stock E. coli sample was washed 

according to the procedure described previously (see Chapter 2.3.C.iii) and reconstituted in D.I. 

water to half its original volume to make a 2× concentrate. A sample of the 2× E. coli concentrate 

was injected onto the capillary under PEO/sonication conditions. A primary peak was observed at 

0.9 min, with several other peaks scattered between 3.0 and 10.0 min (as in Fig. 7-37, A). The 

first replicate injection had two peaks centered at 0.9 min, while the second and third replicates 

displayed a single sharp peak at 0.9 min (Fig. 7-37, C). In all three replicates, additional peaks 

were detected between 3.0 and 10.0 min with their migration times and peak profiles varying 

considerably from run-to-run (as seen in Fig. 7-37, C). When 0.5 nM PEG-AuNPs were added to 

the 2× E. coli concentrate (prepared in TBE buffer with 0.0125% PEO) a single peak was 

observed at 0.9 min (as in Fig. 7-37, A); however, some variability was still observed from run-
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Fig. 7-37. A) Comparison of the migration behavior of a 2× sample of E. coli 
in  the  absence  (bottom)  and  presence  (top)  of  0.5  nM  PEG-AuNPs. 
Electropherograms  are  offset  vertically  for  clarity  and  sample  preparation 
conditions are as indicated above the respective electropherogram. Vertically 
offset electropherograms of replicate injections of a 1 mg/mL sample of E. 
coli injected B) in the presence of 0.5 nM PEG-AuNPs and C) in the absence 
of PEG-AuNPs. Injection replicates are ordered sequentially from bottom (1st 
injection)  to  top  (3rd  injection).  Between  each  replicate  samples  were 
sonicated for 2 min in an ultrasound bath. The sample buffer was the same as 
the  separation  buffer,  TBE  (0.56  mM  Tris,  borate;  1.3  μM  EDTA)  with 
0.0125% PEO at  pH 8.4.  The separation voltage was 15 kV and injection 
occurred for 6 sec at 50 mbar. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the 
capillary length and diameter were 32.5 cm (24.0 cm from inlet to detector) 
and 75 μm, respectively.  !
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to-run (as in Fig. 7-37, B). In replicates one and three (see Fig. 7-37, B) some additional peaks 

can be observed between 1 and 5 min, although they have lower intensity and overall are focused 

into a narrower migration zone than for the sample of E. coli injected in the absence of PEG-

AuNPs (as in Fig. 7-37, C). In this way, the electrophoretic response of E. coli (a gram negative 

bacteria) resembled that of S. cerevisiae (a eukaryotic fungi) in separations mediated by the 

presence of PEO and PEG-AuNPs despite the significant differences between these microbial 

analytes.  

This preliminary work demonstrates the potential for the use of modified-AuNPs for 

improved microbial detection by CE. Unfortunately, neither the PEO and sonication techniques 

previously reported in the literature, nor the PEG-AuNPs used in this work are suitable as stand-

alone focusing techniques for microbial samples. Further, each of the proposed focusing methods, 

whether used independently or in combination with another focusing technique, suffers from poor 

run-to-run reproducibility, necessitating further method development for CE-based microbial 

analysis. 
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

The development of novel cancer therapies that are both effective and selective is of 

increasing importance. However, the development of new therapeutic agents—from conception 

of the drug, to synthesis in a lab, to in vitro and in vivo testing, and finally approval by the 

FDA—can take over a decade. Thus, more rapid methods for the development of new therapies 

are needed. As such, the primary goal of this work was to develop CE methods compatible with 

NGS technologies (specifically, the Ion Torrent PGM) to expedite screening of aptamer and 

DNA-encoded small molecule libraries. Early in this work, the necessity of methods capable of 

evaluating the templating of DNA onto nanoparticles (as required by NGS methods) became 

evident, and so another goal of this research was to develop CE methods to characterize 

functionalized nanoparticles.  

 

8.1. DEVELOPMENT OF CE SELECTION ELEMENTS: LABELING, 

SEPARATION, AND FRACTION COLLECTION 

 Initial studies focused on the development of improved separation, detection, and collection 

techniques as would be essential to the development of a CE-NGS protocol for discovery of 

potential therapeutic agents from oligonucleotide libraries. First, SYBR Gold was explored as a 

potential noncovalent label for ssDNA in CE-LIF (Chapter 3.1). Of the commercial dyes 

available, SYBR Gold is particularly well suited for labeling ssDNA, with a fluorescence 

quantum yield of 0.7 [15]. To the best of our knowledge, this work represented the first 

application of SYBR Gold for the fluorescent labeling of ssDNA in CE-LIF. On-column labeling 

of analytes resulted in an 11-fold increase in detection sensitivity relative to pre-column labeling. 

Further, the sensitive detection of ssDNA, even oligonucleotides as short as 14 bases (see 

Appendix A), was demonstrated using 10 to 50-fold less dye than typically used in the literature 
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(that is, dilutions of the dye in the separation buffer of 1:100,000 or 1:500,000 were adequate for 

labeling in this work compared to a dilution of 1:10,000 commonly used in the literature). This is 

presumably due to the peak efficiency and detection sensitivity generally afforded by CE-LIF 

(relative to many other analytical techniques), and more specifically, to the ctITP focusing 

technique that was developed in parallel with the labeling studies. 

In order to efficiently partition bound from unbound ligands for aptamer and small molecule 

selection, highly efficient CE separation methods (capable of high resolution) were needed. Thus, 

ctITP, which is an on-column, preconcentration and focusing technique, was explored for its 

potential to resolve target-ligand complexes from unbound ligands (Chapter 3.2). ctITP has been 

shown to afford highly reproducible migration times, to improve concentration detection limits, 

and to increase the amount of sample that can be loaded onto the capillary without loss of 

resolution of analyte bands [18,60,61]. The 29mer and 15mer thrombin aptamers and thrombin 

protein were used as a model aptamer-target system. Previous CE studies conducted with this 

ligand-target system suffered from poor resolution for one or both of the 15mer or 29mer 

aptamers, and in some cases, no distinct complex peak was detected. Using ctITP, complex peaks 

for thrombin protein and its 29mer and 15mer aptamers were observed with high resolution. 

Baseline resolution was achieved for the unbound 15mer aptamer (RS = 2.31) and near-baseline 

resolution was achieved for the unbound 29mer aptamer (RS = 0.90) relative to their complex 

peaks, indicating a significant improvement upon previous work with this aptamer-target pair.  

Ultimately, the use of SYBR Gold as a noncovalent fluorophore for on-column labeling of 

ssDNA coupled with ctITP for improved peak efficiencies demonstrated improvements in the 

ease of fluorescent derivatization and detection sensitivity for the analysis of ssDNA by CE-LIF. 

In addition, the small amounts of SYBR Gold needed for derivatization and its broad labeling 

capabilities (from 14 to 97 bases in this work), resulted in a significant reduction in the cost of 

ssDNA derivatization relative to covalent modification strategies. Further, ctITP proved to be 

ideally suited to resolve the very small proportion of DNA aptamer that binds the protein target 
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from the very large excess of unbound DNA in a random library. This modification to the CE-

based separation methodology resulted in increased resolution of bound and unbound ligands, and 

migration times were highly reproducible, enabling isolation of bound ligands via automated CE 

fraction collection. 

Since CE fraction collection is not widely reported (due to challenges with migration time 

reproducibility and small collection volumes), a comprehensive optimization study was 

undertaken to validate its role in this work (Chapter 4). Using the Beckman P/ACE MDQ CE 

system, automated fraction collection was validated under various experimental conditions. In all 

cases, as the number of fractions collected and pooled into the collection vial was increased, a 

linear detector response was observed upon re-injection of collected bands. Predictably, 

calibration of re-injected fractions also showed that decreasing the volume of receiving liquid 

(initially present in the collection vial) resulted in an increase in the concentration of accumulated 

DNA. However, smaller receiving volumes led to decreased collection-to-collection repeatability, 

so an initial collection receiving volume of 10 µL ultimately offered the best compromise 

between method repeatability and DNA accumulation. Additional work demonstrated that neither 

the capillary inner diameter (50 or 75 µm) nor the choice of DNA labeling method (covalently 

labeled with FAM or noncovalently labeled with SYBR Gold) had a significant impact on the 

repeatability of the collection method. Thus, our study validated the use of automated CE fraction 

collection to isolate binding ligands and to accumulate enough DNA to pass on to NGS platforms. 

Overall, this initial work demonstrated advances in three important components of CE-based 

selection methods; namely, improved on-column fluorescent derivatization of DNA using SYBR 

Gold as a noncovalent fluorescent probe, improved separation of aptamer-target complexes from 

unbound aptamers using capillary transient isotachophoresis (ctITP), and validation of CE 

automated fraction collection methods. Integration of these three elements led to a successful 
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preselection methodology, designed to be compatible with NGS technologies for aptamer and 

small molecule drug discovery. 

 

8.2. SELECTION OF APTAMERS AND ENCODED SMALL MOLECULES 

 Two proof-of-principle aptamer selection studies were conducted in this work. The first 

involved spiking the 29mer thrombin aptamer into a pool of randomized DNA in a ratio of 1:100 

(Chapter 5.1). The purpose of spiking a known aptamer into the DNA pool was to ensure the 

detection of a complex peak during the CE selection step and to validate the combined CE-NGS 

selection technology for efficient partitioning and identification of bound ligands. Replicate 

studies demonstrated the successful coupling of CE and NGS methods, with CE selection 

resulting in an average library enrichment of 40×. The significance of this result lies not only in 

the validation of CE and NGS for use as a combined technology, but also in the validation of the 

optimized performance of CE and NGS individually. This study represented the first application 

of the integrated CE selection methodology, where ligands were labeled on-column using SYBR 

Gold, separated using ctITP, and collected using the optimized fraction collection method. In this 

study, NGS was primarily used to quantify the enrichment afforded by CE selection, but the 

replicate studies additionally demonstrated its efficacy in sequencing aptamers with complex 

secondary structures (like the G-quadruplex/partial duplex structure of the 29mer aptamer) and its 

repeatability from run-to-run independent of chip size/sequencing coverage space. 

  The second proof-of-principle study aimed to mimic more closely a true aptamer selection, 

where the potential binding ligand(s) represented only a very small fraction of the starting library 

pool (Chapter 5.2). As such, a GT randomer library was constructed, where the known 15mer 

thrombin binding aptamer would represent one in every 32,768 unique sequences. Despite the 

promising results of the first selection study, this second study resulted in no significant 

enrichment of the 15mer aptamer in the complex sample relative to the original library. The poor 
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selection efficiency observed in this study relative to the 29mer aptamer study is largely attributed 

to nonspecific binding resulting from electrostatic interactions between random oligonucleotides 

in the library and the large excess of protein, and to a lesser extent, to the decreased binding 

affinity of the 15mer aptamer (Kd = 324 nM) relative to the 29mer aptamer (Kd = 128 nM). Future 

work should involve a significant reduction in the concentration of protein added to the library 

(ideally from 400 nM to < 1 nM) in order to minimize nonspecific binding interactions and afford 

better enrichment of the 15mer aptamer. 

 Optimized aptamer selection methods were applied for the selection of DNA-encoded 

macrocycles from a 13,824-member library screened against Src kinase (Chapter 6). Initial 

studies showed that the library could be injected as-is without disrupting ctITP stacking, despite 

being prepared in a different buffer than the optimized Tris-HCl sample buffer used for prior 

ctITP studies. Due to sample concentration constraints, no ligand-target complex peak could be 

detected, so numerous fractions were collected “blind” during the course of the CE separation. 

PCR amplification was used to identify zones of the electropherogram containing DNA-encoded 

molecules, and preliminary work used NGS to sequence three particular collection zones of 

interest, two of which were thought to correspond to the bound ligand-target complex, and the 

third, which was expected to contain remaining unbound ligands. Sequencing results indicated 

that 15 unique macrocycles were significantly enriched in the complex fractions relative to the 

unbound ligand fraction and relative to any of the other macrocycles in the library. Replicate CE 

selection experiments revealed additional regions of interest for future sequencing work, and 

expectantly, results will be communicated in future publications. 

 

8.3. CHARACTERIZATION OF NANOPARTICLES AND THEIR APPLICATION AS 

SEPARATION MEDIATORS 

To better understand the potential utility of CE for characterizing nanomaterials, methods 

were first developed to characterize functionalized polymeric nanoparticles of various sizes and 
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surface functionalities, and later, to distinguish templated from non-templated nanoparticles 

(Chapter 7.1.A). CZE methods were optimized affording two baseline separations: a size-based 

separation of carboxylate functionalized nanoparticles, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, and 3.0 µm in diameter; and 

a separation based on surface functionality involving 1.0 µm nanoparticles with amine, 

carboxylate, and sulfate surface modifications. Later work involved application of the optimized 

CZE method for the separation of DNA templated (115 bases) from non-templated (18 bases) 

acrylamide nanoparticles that were 3.0 µm in diameter (Chapter 7.1.B).  

To inform the range of selection studies being performed in parallel to the CE selection 

studies presented in this dissertation, which ranged from PAGE and PMP selection (see Appendix 

A) to on-chip selection (using NGS chips), a study was conducted to compare homogeneous and 

heterogeneous binding techniques (Chapter 7.1.C). Dissociation constants for the 29mer thrombin 

aptamer with thrombin protein, determined by CE under free solution conditions (homogeneous 

binding) were compared to dissociation constants determined by CE with the aptamer conjugated 

to a nanoparticle and mixed with a solution of the target protein (heterogeneous binding). Control 

studies were conducted to evaluate the binding characteristics of nanoparticles without template 

and templated with a nonsense DNA sequence. Results showed that when the 29mer aptamer is 

affixed to a nanoparticle, a decrease in binding affinity is observed (Kd = 656 nM) relative to free 

solution binding conditions (Kd = 128 nM). Further, results demonstrated that no quantifiable 

binding is observed between non-templated nanoparticles and protein targets, but significant, 

although lower affinity, nonspecific binding is observed between nonsense-templated 

nanoparticles and thrombin protein (Kd = 1.39 µM). Overall, this data revealed the challenges 

posed by heterogeneous binding assays with regard to affinity and specificity of binding ligands. 

Finally, due to the increasing importance of microbe determination in a variety of fields, 

including homeland security, a study was undertaken to explore the potential for using AuNPs to 

improve microbial detection by CE (Chapter 7.2). This preliminary work demonstrated the 
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potential for the use of PEG-AuNPs as CE separation mediators for the detection of S. cerevisiae 

and E. coli. The CE response for both microbial analytes showed significant improvements in the 

presence of PEG-AuNPs. Additional improvements were noted when PEG-AuNPs were used in 

conjunction with PEO (added to the electrophoresis buffer) and when samples were sonicated.  

However, in all studies, whether employing the three CE modifications (PEG-AuNPs, PEO, or 

sonication) independently or together, poor run-to-run reproducibility was observed with regard 

to the number of peaks detected and their migration times, necessitating further method 

development for CE-based microbial detection and separation. 

 

8.4. OUTCOMES AND FUTURE OUTLOOK 

CE is a powerful instrumental tool for the qualitative and quantitative analysis of a variety of 

analytes including proteins, whole cells, DNA, small organic molecules, and inorganic ions, 

lending itself to a broad array of applications in fields such as forensics, oceanography, 

pharmacology, and homeland security. This work demonstrates the potential for CE as a tool for 

aptamer and drug discovery and for the characterization of nanomaterials. Proof-of-principle 

aptamer selection work demonstrated the separation of bound and unbound aptamers with high 

resolution and detection sensitivity. However, in order to efficiently select potential aptamers 

from large oligonucleotide libraries using just a single round of CE-based selection, additional 

efforts are needed to reduce nonspecific binding of library members. Preliminary encoded 

molecule selection studies demonstrated the successful partitioning of bound and unbound 

ligands, with selection and enrichment of just 15 macrocycles out of the 13,824 macrocycles in an 

original library pool. Sequencing results from replicate selection studies will shed light on the 

significance of these 15 macrocycles, and subsequent binding studies could further illuminate the 

efficacy of the binding of these newly discovered ligands to Src kinase, along with their potential 

inhibitory effects. Finally, additional work demonstrated the utility of CE for three nanoparticle 

applications; namely, for the characterization of functionalized polymeric nanoparticles based on 
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their diameter and surface functionality; for the determination of dissociation constants of DNA-

conjugated nanoparticles and their protein targets; and to examine the utility of functionalized 

gold nanoparticles as agents to improve the separation of microbial species. With nanoparticles 

playing an increasingly significant role in applications as diverse as therapeutics to energy 

technologies, the need for rapid materials characterization is growing, and so the CE methods 

described herein offer promise for such characterization capability in the future.  
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APPENDIX A 

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL FOR CHAPTER 5 

 

A.1. BIOINFORMATICS ANALYSIS OF CE SELECTION 

 Following sequencing of the three CE selection replicates, a complete bioinformatics study 

was carried out by collaborators J. Xiao and K. Bonin (Department of Physics, Wake Forest 

University). The Smith-Waterman algorithm [115] was implemented with their in-house 

sequence analysis program for sequence alignment. Sequence alignment refers to the 

identification of matching regions of two sequences, one of which is the 29mer thrombin aptamer. 

A sequence that closely matches the aptamer sequence is assigned penalty scores for any nucleic 

acid base substitutions or insertions/deletions (indels) that may arise during sequencing. This 

analysis increases the frequency of the aptamer in each of the sequenced samples by accounting 

for any instrumental sequencing error that may occur. It is important to note, however, that the 

exact 29mer sequence was overwhelmingly observed in the complex sample relative to the 

unbound DNA and original samples, despite any possible instrumental sequencing errors.  

 Using the penalty scores, a plot of the frequency of the thrombin aptamer versus the number 

of matching bases was generated. Results showed that relative to the unbound DNA and original 

library samples, the frequency of aptamer sequences in the complex sample rapidly increased 

after 23 matching bases. Accordingly, sequences with 24 or more bases matched to the 29mer 

thrombin aptamer were considered to be identical to the 29mer thrombin aptamer. This threshold 

was applied to all five sets of sequencing data resulting from the three CE selection/collection 

replicates and to all three samples (i.e. the complex, unbound DNA, and original library samples) 

within each replicate. Enrichment factors were calculated according to the following equation: 

 𝑅! =
fraction  of  aptamer  sequences  in  complex  peak

fraction  of  aptamer  sequences  in  original  injected  sample
 [A-1] 
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The “fraction of aptamer sequences” in the numerator and the denominator of Equation A-1 are 

defined as: 

 fraction= 
aptamer  sequences  with  24 − 29  matching  bases

total  sequence  reads
 [A-2] 

 

Results 

 Complete results used for the calculation of CE enrichment factors (first presented in Chapter 

5.1) can be found in Tables A1 through A3. For all replicates, a general increase in aptamer 

frequency is observed with an increasing number of matching bases, with the exact 29mer (that is 

with no modifications, like mismatches or indels) exhibiting the highest overall frequency in each 

sample.  

 

 

 

 

Table A-1. Sequencing Analysis for CE Selection of the 29mer Thrombin Aptamer from 
a Spiked Randomer Library, Replicate 1!

Number of !
Matching Bases!

Sequence Frequency!

complex! unbound! original!

24! 792! 64! 29!

25! 782! 46! 18!

26! 964! 23! 35!

27! 1557! 60! 59!

28! 3312! 152! 187!

29! 26918! 1924! 1181!

Sum of 29mer !
Sequences ≥ 24 Bases! 34325! 2269! 1509!

Total Reads! 581438! 534845! 412928!

% Aptamer! 5.9! 0.42! 0.37!

RE! 16! 1.2!
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Number of Matching Bases!
Sequence Frequency, Replicate 2A! Sequence Frequency Replicate, 2B!

complex! unbound! original! complex! unbound! original!

24! 122! 63! 93! 69! 44! 43!

25! 150! 43! 95! 74! 28! 37!

26! 162! 40! 85! 88! 23! 36!

27! 318! 68! 144! 176! 68! 62!

28! 984! 207! 370! 525! 154! 194!

29! 11598! 2390! 1974! 6913! 1309! 2239!

Sum of 29mer !
Sequences ≥ 24 Bases! 13334! 2811! 2761! 7845! 1626! 2611!

Total Reads! 450521! 681567! 742804! 299987! 444843! 591579!

% Aptamer! 3.0! 0.41! 0.37! 2.6! 0.37! 0.44!

RE! 8.0! 1.1! 5.9! 0.83!

Table A-2. Sequencing Analysis for CE Selection of the 29mer Thrombin Aptamer from a Spiked Randomer Library, Replicate 2*!

*Replicate 2 samples were collected the next day following collection of Replicate 1 samples. The bead library was prepared and Replicate 2A represents 
immediate sequencing of the sample following library preparation, while Replicate 2B was sequenced two weeks later.!

Number of Matching Bases!
Sequence Frequency, Replicate 3A! Sequence Frequency, Replicate 3B!

complex! unbound! original! complex! unbound! original!

24! 1270! 54! 44! 725! 58! 90!

25! 2888! 47! 41! 850! 39! 84!

26! 3132! 59! 47! 1080! 33! 85!

27! 14650! 171! 156! 2326! 98! 126!

28! 181004! 474! 625! 10822! 195! 319!

29! 389817! 4002! 7423! 69165! 903! 2060!

Sum of 29mer !
Sequences ≥ 24 Bases! 592761! 4807! 8336! 84968! 1326! 2764!

Total Reads! 1432497! 1117323! 1472024! 248388! 406806! 759477!

% Aptamer! 41! 0.43! 0.57! 34! 0.33! 0.36!

RE! 73! 0.76! 94! 0.90!

Table A-3. Sequencing Analysis for CE Selection of the 29mer Thrombin Aptamer from a Spiked Randomer Library, Replicate 3*!

*Replicate 3 samples were collected the next day following collection of Replicate 2 samples. Replicate 3 samples were split in half and subjected to 
emPCR separately to create two separate bead libraries, one of which was loaded on a 316 chip (Replicate 3A) and the other which was loaded on a 314 
chip (Replicate 3B).!
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A.2. COMPARISON OF CE, PAGE, AND PMP SELECTION 

 While we were developing CE selection techniques in our lab, collaborators G. Yu and R. 

Cubicciotti, at NanoMedica, LLC, were developing PAGE (polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis) 

and PMP (paramagnetic particle) selection techniques. PAGE selection most closely resembles 

CE selection in that it relies on the differential migration of the analytes under an applied electric 

field. Samples of DNA randomer library alone and with various concentrations of target protein 

added are loaded on to an electrophoresis gel. DNA that binds the protein migrates differently in 

the gel than unbound protein and unbound DNA. The bound DNA sequences are isolated by 

cutting out the appropriate region of the gel (as in Fig. A-1, A). PMP selection involves 

immobilization of the protein target on a paramagnetic particle and exposure of the protein-

conjugated PMP to a library of oligonucleotides (as in Fig. A-1, B). Binding molecules are then 

isolated from the unbound library magnetically. The protein-bound oligos are subsequently 

dissociated from the PMP by adding excess thrombin to the sample and once the oligos are 

removed from the particle surface the resulting (enriched) sample can be sequenced.  

 To compare the efficiency and selectivity of partitioning of bound and unbound ligands by 

Fig.  A-1.  Schematic diagram of A)  PAGE and B)  PMP selection.  In PAGE selection,  samples of  the library alone and with 
increasing concentration of protein are loaded on to the gel. DNA that binds the protein target (DNA-protein complex) migrates 
differently than unbound DNA and the appropriate band can be cut  out of the gel  to isolate the binding molecules.  In PMP 
selection, the protein target is immobilized on the paramagnetic particle and exposed to the library. Some of the DNA binds the 
protein and the binding molecules are isolated from the unbound DNA pool magnetically.!
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the three techniques (CE, PAGE, and PMP), a parallel selection study was conducted that 

involved selection of the 15mer thrombin aptamer from a 32,768-member GT randomized library 

screened against thrombin protein. Enrichment factors were used as a quantitative measure of 

comparison. For this study, no additional bioinformatics analysis was applied to the sequencing 

data, so enrichment factors were defined as follows: 

 𝑅! =
fraction  of  exact  aptamer  sequences  in  complex  peak

fraction  of  exact  aptamer  sequences  in  original  injected  sample
 [A-3] 

The numerator of Equation A-3 corresponds to the number of exact, 15-base matches of the 

15mer thrombin aptamer read by the NGS protocol divided by the total number of sequencing 

reads for the complex peak collected or isolated during CE, PAGE, or PMP selection. The 

denominator in Equation A-3 is similarly defined as the ratio of exact 15mer thrombin aptamer 

reads divided by the total number reads, but with regard to sequencing of the original, starting 

library pool. 

 
 

Results 

 As reported in Chapter 5.2, no enrichment of the GT randomer library was observed for CE-

based selection. The enrichment factors calculated for the complex peak were 2.4 and 0.99 for the 

two replicate CE selection experiments, while the enrichment factors calculated for the unbound 

DNA peak were 2.1 and 1.4, respectively (see Table A-4). In contrast, PAGE selection resulted in 

an enrichment factor of 180 for the complex band and 1.7 for the unbound DNA band (as seen in 

Table A-4). As described in Chapter 5, ideally, the unbound DNA sample would have an 

enrichment factor less than or equal to one, but for CE and PAGE selection, the enrichment factor 

for the unbound DNA sample was larger than one. For CE selection the high enrichment factor 

for the unbound DNA peak was nearly the same, or in the case of the second replicate, greater 

than the enrichment factor for the complex peak, meaning that no significant enrichment of the 
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complex peak was observed. For PAGE selection, the elevated enrichment factor of the unbound 

DNA band was less of a concern since the complex band was enriched significantly.  

  PMP selection was carried out under various conditions, but the most relevant conditions for 

comparison to CE and PAGE selection involved direct exposure of the GT randomer library to 

thrombin-coated PMPs, which resulted in a 41-fold enrichment of the complex sample relative to 

the original library (see Table A-4). Interestingly, a second PMP experiment, which used two 

counterselection steps (the first involving screening of the library against glycine-coated PMPs 

and the second against bovine serum albumin-coated PMPs), resulted in a 120-fold enrichment of 

the complex sample relative to the original library. For PMP selection the unbound DNA sample 

would have been the library that remained after removing the particle-bound oligos magnetically; 

however, this sample was not sequenced, so no comparison can be made between complex and 

unbound DNA samples for PMP selection.  

Table A-4. Comparison of CE, PAGE, and PMP Selection of the 15mer Thrombin 
Aptamer from a 32,768-member Randomized GT Library  !

original! unbound! complex! complex*!

CE,!
Replicate 1!

15mer Frequency! 13! 18! 7!

Total Reads! 452057! 294817! 102087!

% Aptamer! 0.0029! 0.0061! 0.0069!

RE! 2.1! 2.4!

CE,!
Replicate 2!

15mer Frequency! 11! 17! 3!

Total Reads! 273443! 302511! 75203!

% Aptamer! 0.0040! 0.0056! 0.0040!

RE! 1.4! 0.99!

PAGE!

15mer Frequency! 13! 20! 2135!

Total Reads! 389917! 353061! 350711!

% Aptamer! 0.0033! 0.0057! 0.61!

RE! 1.7! 180!

PMP!

15mer Frequency! 4! 71! 437!

Total Reads! 254984! 109450! 240670!

% Aptamer! 0.0016! 0.065! 0.18!

RE! 41! 120!
*Selection carried out in a three-step selection process that included two rounds of   
counterselection prior to positive selection!
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 Overall, PAGE selection resulted in the most efficient and selective partitioning of bound 

from unbound ligands based on the absolute enrichment factor of the complex sample and the 

relative difference in enrichment factors for the complex and unbound DNA samples. This study 

demonstrates that the choice of selection method can significantly impact the efficiency of 

selection. Despite its sufficient partitioning of bound and unbound oligos, PMP was the least 

streamlined selection approach, requiring two counterselection steps to achieve comparable 

enrichment to PAGE selection methods. Further, a 1 nmol sample of the library was needed to 

carry out PMP selection. Thus, in considering the ideal selection method for a specific application 

it is important to not only consider the enrichment afforded, but also the sample quantity 

requirements. PAGE selection had overall greater enrichment for libraries with diversity of 

greater than 3 × 104 oligonucleotides, but required 2 pmol of the library sample. On the other 

hand, CE is ideally suited for selection of very small amounts of sample (36 fmol of the library 

sample required for injection), although selection efficiency may be sacrificed.  
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A.3. AFFINITY STUDIES OF THREE IDENTIFIED APTAMERS TO ErbB-2/HER2 

In addition to the thrombin protein/thrombin aptamer system, the study of several identified 

aptamers to Human Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor 2 (ErbB-2 or HER2, herein, HER2) was 

undertaken. HER2 is a transmembrane receptor frequently overexpressed, which has been shown 

causal to the tumor phenotype in a number of tissues, including breast [116]. Currently, the 

primary treatment for patients with HER2-associated breast cancers is Herceptin® (trastuzumab), 

which is a recombinant antibody designed to block HER2 [117,118]. However, this treatment is 

susceptible to chemical resistance, and so it still remains to develop a suitable therapeutic agent 

that will lead to more positive survival outcomes [117]. 

 HER2 is a protein kinase that plays a key role in the regulation of a variety of processes 

including apoptosis, cell cycle progression, immune response, and transcription [119,120]. 

Overexpression of HER2 can cause malignant transformation of cells and has been linked to not 

only breast cancer, but also to cervix, colon, endometrial, esophageal, lung, and pancreatic 

cancers [118,119,121]. Further, HER2 overexpression has shown significant correlation with the 

severity of malignancy in breast cancer as it is amplified up to 100-fold in 25-30% of people with 

invasive breast cancer [119].  Cancers marked by HER2 overexpression are also characterized by 

increased tumor size, spread of tumors to lymph nodes, and increased resistance to endocrine 

therapy [118,121]. Due to its significant implication in several cancers, HER2 is an excellent 

candidate for targeted aptamer and drug discovery. 

 Several aptamers to HER2 have been reported [122,123]. The first, developed in 2012 by Liu 

and co-workers, was selected from a ssDNA library consisting of 86 nucleotides with a 40-base 

random region (1024 unique oligonucleotides) [122]. The aptamer was selected against HER2 

peptide, which was from the juxtamembrane region of HER2 ECD (extracellular domain) and is 

reported as the full 86mer including the primers used for amplification (herein referred to as the 

Liu 86mer HER2 aptamer). The Kd for the aptamer binding to the peptide was 18.9 nM and for 
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binding to HER2 ECD was 316 nM [122]. Yosef Yarden’s group reported two other HER2 

aptamers in 2013, and they were selected from a ssDNA library also consisting of 86 nucleotides, 

but with a 50-base random region (1030 unique oligonucleotides) [123]. In Yarden’s study the 

library was screened against HER2 protein, which was isolated from N87 gastric cancer cells and 

immobilized on the surface of a PCR tube using a HER2-specific antibody for selection. The first 

aptamer isolated was 14 bases in length with the sequence GCA GCG GTG TGG GG (herein 

referred to as the Yarden 14mer HER2 aptamer). The second aptamer developed was a 42mer, 

which was a trimeric version of the 14mer, (GCA GCG GTG TGG GG)3 (herein referred to as the 

Yarden 42mer HER2 aptamer. The 42mer was reported to have enhanced binding and greater 

efficacy toward tumors in animal models. However, it is not known how well these aptamers 

actually bind because no dissociation constants have been reported for either aptamer. 

 Based on the aptamers reported in the literature, collaborator Roger Cubicciotti 

(NanoMedica, LLC, Winston-Salem, NC) developed two variations of the Yarden aptamers. The 

42mer was designed by Yarden to enable cross-linking of the aptamer to HER2 molecules 

expressed on the cell surface, so it was hypothesized that adding linkers between the monomeric 

14mer units would allow for increased cross-linking. The two Yarden variants thus designed 

include a 33 base aptamer, which corresponds to a dimeric version of the 14mer separated by a 5 

base ATATA linker (herein referred to as the Yarden 33mer HER2 aptamer) and a 52 base 

aptamer, which corresponds to the trimeric version of the 14mer with each monomeric unit 

separated by a 5 base ATATA linker (herein referred to as the Yarden 52mer HER2 aptamer). 

 Ultimately, the goal of this study was to discover new aptamers to HER2 by developing a 

randomized ssDNA library to be screened against HER2 ECD using the previously described CE-

NGS screening technology. Initial aims were to first validate CE selection and separation 

methods by studying the affinity of each of the three published aptamers and the two Yarden 

aptamer variations to HER2. Further goals were to use the ctITP-based NECEEM technique 

described earlier to determine dissociation constants for the two Yarden aptamers (14mer and 
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42mer). Sequences for all five aptamers examined in this study can be found in Table A-5. All 

HER2 aptamers were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, IA), aliquoted to 

minimize freeze/thaw cycles (1.00 µL aliquots of 100 µM DNA), and stored long-term at -20°C.  

 
Results 

 HER2 ECD (MW ~ 100 kDa) was isolated and purified from a HER2-excreting cell line 

by collaborator Jim Vaughn (NanoMedica, LLC, Winston-Salem, NC). The concentration of the 

stock sample was 2.13 mg/mL and aliquots were prepared and stored at −80°C. In an initial 

experiment the migration time of HER2 was determined under ctITP conditions using absorbance 

detection at 214 nm. While SYBR Gold does not label the protein and was not needed to visualize 

the protein (since absorbance detection was employed), it was still added to the BGE due to its 

influence on EOF and therefore, expected influence on HER2 migration. A 2 µM working stock 

of HER2 was prepared from a frozen aliquot in sample buffer (Tris-HCl), and from the working 

stock solution 0.5 and 1.0 µM HER2 samples were prepared. First, a Tris-HCl sample was 

injected onto the capillary as a blank, and then the 0.5 and 1.0 µM samples were each injected 

onto the capillary. A peak was observed at 4.9 min and was identified as HER2 due to the 

increase in peak intensity with increasing concentration (as seen in Fig. A-2).  

Aptamer! Sequence!

Liu 86mer*! 5’ – AAC CGC CCA AAT CCC TAA GAG TCT GCA CTT GTC ATT TTG TAT ATG TAT TTG GTT TTT GGC 
TCT CAC AGA CAC ACT ACA CAC GCA CA – 3’!

Yarden 14mer 
[118]! 5’ – GCA GCG GTG TGG GG – 3’!

Yarden 42mer 
[118]! 5’ – GCA GCG GTG TGG GGG CAG CGG TGT GGG GGC AGC GGT GTG GGG – 3’!

Yarden 33mer^! 5’ – GCA GCG GTG TGG GGA TAT AGC AGC GGT GTG GGG – 3’ !

Yarden 52mer^! 5’ – GCA GCG GTG TGG GGA TAT AGC AGC GGT GTG GGG ATA TAG CAG CGG TGT GGG G – 3’ !

Table A-5. HER2 Aptamers !

* Bolded text indicates the 40 base aptamer region isolated from the SELEX experiment!
^ Underlined text indicates linker regions!
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 Next, to validate on-column SYBR Gold labeling of single stranded oligonucleotides as short 

as 14 bases, calibration curves were constructed for the Yarden 14mer and 42mer HER2 

aptamers. Since SYBR Gold binds ssDNA based on interactions with the nucleic acid bases, a 

shorter DNA strand is expected to result in decreased sensitivity. As such, calibration curves were 

generated for two SYBR Gold concentrations (dilutions of 1:100,000 and 1:50,000). For the 

Yarden 14mer HER2 aptamer with a SYBR Gold dilution of 1:100,000 the LOD was 52.1 nM 

and the linear dynamic range was 52.1 – 500 nM (see Fig. A-3, A). With a SYBR Gold dilution 
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Fig. A-2. Overlaid electropherograms of increasing HER2 concentration with UV detection at 214 nm. The separation buffer was 
31 mM Tris – 500 mM Gly at pH 8.2 and the sample buffer was 50 mM Tris-HCl at pH 8.2. The separation voltage was 18 kV and 
injection occurred for 4 sec at 5 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary length and diameter were 60.2 cm (50.0 
cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively. SYBR Gold was present in the separation buffer at a dilution of 1:100,000.!
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Fig.  A-3.  Calibration  curves  for  the  Yarden  14mer  HER2 aptamer  labeled  on-column with  SYBR Gold  at  a  dilution  of  A) 
1:100,000 or B) 1:50,000. The separation buffer was 31 mM Tris – 500 mM Gly at pH 8.2 and the sample buffer was 50 mM Tris-
HCl at pH 8.2. The separation voltage was 18 kV and injection occurred for 4 sec at 5 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and 
the capillary length and diameter were 60.2 cm (50.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively."
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of 1:50,000 the LOD was 40.5 nM and the linear dynamic range was 40.5 – 500 nM (see Fig. A-

3, B). A 1 µM standard was also prepared in both experiments, but was beyond the limit of 

linearity for the given experimental conditions.  

 For the Yarden 42mer HER2 aptamer with a SYBR Gold dilution of 1:100,000 the LOD was 

33.7 nM and the linear dynamic range was 33.7 – 100 nM (see Fig. A-4, A). With a SYBR Gold 

dilution of 1:50,000 the LOD was 40.5 nM and the linear dynamic range was 3.3 – 100 nM (see 

Fig. A-4, B). A 500 nM standard was also prepared in both experiments, but was beyond the limit 

of linearity (as depicted in Fig. A-4, A). The LODs for the 42mer aptamer were lower than for the 

14mer aptamer, which was expected due to its increased length and consequently better labeling 

efficiency. However, the detection sensitivity using SYBR Gold for the Yarden aptamers was 

sufficient in all cases to proceed.  

 From these initial studies the migration time of the protein and each of the DNA aptamers 

was determined and used to predict the migration time of the peak corresponding to the complex 

between the specific Yarden aptamer and HER2 protein. It is important to note that prediction of 

the migration time of the complex peak is not trivial. HER2 ECD has a reported pI of 5.58 [124], 

so it is expected to be negatively charged under the experimental conditions, which employ a 

sample buffer and separation buffer both at pH 8.2. The ssDNA aptamers are also negatively 
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charged, so it is expected that the resulting complex would carry more negative charge than either 

of the individual components. However, the formation of the complex is accompanied by a 

significant increase in the apparent size of the aptamer relative to aptamer alone, so while 

increased negative charge would result in an increase in migration time of the aptamer, an 

increase in size would result in a decrease in migration time of the negatively charged aptamer. It 

is difficult, therefore, to predict which factor would have the most overall influence on the 

observed migration time.  

 Nevertheless, in an effort to predict the migration time of the complex, an overlay of 

electropherograms of HER2 (detected with absorbance detection at 214 nm) and of the Yarden 

14mer HER2 aptamer (detected with on-column SYBR Gold fluorescent labeling and LIF 

detection) was created (as in Fig. A-5). HER2 migrates at 4.9 min and the Yarden 14mer HER2 

aptamer migrates at approximately 7 min, which is also true of the Yarden 42mer HER2 aptamer. 

Thus, it was expected that a complex formed between either of the Yarden aptamers and the 

HER2 would migrate between 5 and 7 min. This prediction was further corroborated by previous 

work where the migration time of the thrombin aptamer-thrombin protein complex peak always 
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Fig. A-5. Overlay of 1 μM HER2 with UV detection at 214 nm and 400 nM Yarden 14mer HER2 aptamer with LIF detection at 
488 nm. The separation buffer was 31 mM Tris – 500 mM Gly at pH 8.2 and the sample buffer was 50 mM Tris-HCl at pH 8.2. The 
separation voltage was 18 kV and injection occurred for 4 sec at 5 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary length 
and diameter were 60.2 cm (50.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively. SYBR Gold was present in the separation 
buffer at a dilution of 1:100,000 for on-column labeling. "
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migrated earlier than the peak for the aptamer alone.  

 To test the accuracy of this prediction, each of the Yarden HER2 aptamers was injected alone 

and in the presence of HER2. Starting concentration ranges were loosely based on those used by 

Yarden for the selection experiment, where HER2 was in about 5-fold excess (1 µM aptamer to 5 

µM protein) [123]. Specifically, a 400 nM sample of the aptamer was prepared alone, in the 

presence of 1 µM HER2 (for a 2.5-fold excess of protein), and in the presence of 2 µM HER2 

(for a 5-fold excess of protein). Each of these samples was injected onto the capillary using the 

optimized labeling and separation conditions from thrombin aptamer studies (see Chapter 3).  

 A single peak at 7.0 min was observed for the Yarden 14mer HER2 aptamer alone (see Fig. 

A-6, A, blue trace). When 1 µM HER2 was added to the sample no complex peak was observed. 

However, a shift in migration time of the aptamer peak to 6.7 min was noted (see Fig. A-6, A, red 

trace). With the addition of 2 µM HER2, again no complex peak was seen, but a further shift in 

migration time of the aptamer peak to 6.4 min was noted (as in Fig. A-6, A, green trace). 

Additionally, when increasing amounts of HER2 were added to the sample a perceived increase 

in the intensity of the aptamer peak was observed accompanied by sharpening of the aptamer 

peak (decreased peak width). However, upon integration of these peaks, the peak area remained 

Fig. A-6. Overlaid electropherograms of 400 nM A) Yarden 14mer and B) Yarden 42mer HER2 aptamers with increasing HER2 
concentration (as indicated to the right of the respective electropherogram). The separation buffer was 31 mM Tris – 500 mM Gly 
at pH 8.2 and the sample buffer was 50 mM Tris-HCl at pH 8.2. The separation voltage was 18 kV and injection occurred for 4 sec 
at 5 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary length and diameter were 60.2 cm (50.0 cm from inlet to detector) 
and 75 μm, respectively. SYBR Gold was present in the separation buffer at a dilution of 1:100,000 for on-column labeling."
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largely unchanged. Thus, the increase in peak height was strictly due to sharpening of the aptamer 

peak with the addition of HER2.   

 Similarly, for the Yarden 42mer HER2 aptamer, no separate peak for the complex was 

observed when HER2 was added to the sample, but the addition of HER2 was accompanied by a 

shift in migration time of the aptamer peak from approximately 7.2 min to 6.7 min (for 1 µM 

HER2 added) and to 6.3 min (for 2 µM HER2 added). Sharpening of the aptamer peak with 

increasing HER2 concentration was also observed (as in Fig. A-6, B). In Fig. A-6, B it can be 

further seen that for the sample of the 42mer alone and with 1 µM HER2 there is a shoulder peak 

at earlier migration time. It is unclear why this shoulder was present for this particular experiment 

because it was not observed in subsequent experiments. This shoulder is not believed to be a 

complex peak due to its presence in the sample of the aptamer alone. It is possible that residual 

protein left in the capillary, due to the many previous experiments conducted with high 

concentration of HER2, could have led to the observed peak broadening. However, this still does 

not explain why the shoulder was not seen in the experiment with 2 µM HER2, which was run 

immediately following the previous two experiments. Since no distinct complex peak was 

observed for the Yarden aptamers and since there are no reported dissociation constants to 

provide any indication of how tightly the aptamers might bind, subsequent experiments focused 

on the other available HER2 aptamers.  

 The Liu 86mer HER2 aptamer has a dissociation constant of 316 nM to HER2 ECD [122], 

which is in the same range as the dissociation constants for the thrombin aptamers to thrombin 

(324 nM for the 15mer aptamer and 124 nM for the 29mer aptamer) [125].  Thus, it was expected 

that the Liu 86mer HER2 aptamer/HER2 ECD system should behave similarly to the thrombin 

aptamer/thrombin protein systems in that a distinct complex peak would be observed. For 

consistency, the same concentration of aptamer (400 nM) was used for experiments with the Liu 

aptamer as was used for the Yarden aptamers, but this time HER2 was added in an equimolar 
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concentration (400 nM). Just as with the Yarden aptamers, the addition of HER2 to the Liu 86mer 

HER2 aptamer was accompanied by a shift in migration time of the aptamer peak from 6.7 min to 

6.3 min and sharpening of the aptamer peak (as in Fig. A-7).  

 Since no new and separate complex peaks were detected for a mixture of HER2 with any of 

the published aptamers, the Yarden aptamer variants were studied for their affinity toward HER2. 

It was of further interest to determine if the addition of a linker between the monomeric 14mer 

units might improve affinity and result in the formation of a detectable complex peak. For these 

experiments the aptamer concentration was 200 nM and HER2 was added at an equimolar 

concentration. Both the Yarden 33mer and 52mer HER2 aptamers produced a single sharp peak 

when injected alone. In the presence of HER2 this peak was shifted to earlier migration time as 

seen with all other HER2 aptamers. For the 33mer the migration time shifted from 6.4 min to 6.3 

min (see Fig. A-8, A), and for the 52mer the migration time shifted from 6.1 min to 6.0 min (see 

Fig. A-8, B). The magnitude of the observed shift in migration time for the Yarden aptamer 

variants was subtle (only 0.1 min), especially when compared to the shifts observed for the 

published aptamers. Following previous results, the peak for the Yarden 33mer HER2 aptamer 

Fig. A-7. Overlaid electropherograms of 400 nM Liu 86mer HER2 aptamer alone and with 400 nM HER2 (as indicated next to the 
respective electropherogram). The separation buffer was 31 mM Tris – 500 mM Gly at pH 8.2 and the sample buffer was 50 mM 
Tris-HCl at pH 8.2. The separation voltage was 18 kV and injection occurred for 4 sec at 5 psi. The capillary temperature was 
25°C, and the capillary length and diameter were 60.2 cm (50.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively. SYBR Gold 
was present in the separation buffer at a dilution of 1:100,000 for on-column labeling."
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with HER2 protein was sharper than for the aptamer alone. Interestingly, the 52mer was the only 

aptamer for which a perceived decrease in signal was observed upon addition of HER2, but again 

the integrated peak area remained unchanged. There were no other observations to explain why a 

decrease in peak height due to slight peak broadening was observed for the 52mer only. This 

experiment was conducted immediately following the experiment with the Yarden 33mer, and so 

it is not expected that buffer conditions, labeling efficiency, or capillary conditions would have 

been significantly different.   

 Affinity studies of all five aptamers were inconclusive because no distinct complex peak was 

detected. However, the shifts in migration time that were observed upon addition of HER2 to 

each of the aptamer samples was indicative of some type of interaction between the aptamer and 

the protein. To test this hypothesis, a sample of the 29mer randomer (previously used in thrombin 

aptamer/thrombin protein experiments) was injected alone and with HER2. The 29mer randomer 

was an unlabeled oligo library with 97 bases total and a 25 base randomized region. A 200 nM 

sample was injected alone and also with 200 nM HER2. A single peak was observed at 7.2 min 

for the aptamer alone and in the presence of HER2 the peak became sharper and shifted to 6.9 

min (see Fig. A-9).  These results suggested that the shift in migration time observed with each 
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Fig. A-8. Overlaid electropherograms of 200 nM A) Yarden 33mer and B) Yarden 52mer HER2 aptamers alone and with 200 nM 
HER2 (as indicated next to the respective electropherogram). The separation buffer was 31 mM Tris – 500 mM Gly at pH 8.2 and 
the sample buffer was 50 mM Tris-HCl at pH 8.2. The separation voltage was 18 kV and injection occurred for 4 sec at 5 psi. The 
capillary temperature was 25°C, and the capillary length and diameter were 60.2 cm (50.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, 
respectively. SYBR Gold was present in the separation buffer at a dilution of 1:100,000 for on-column labeling.!
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aptamer was not due to some specific interaction between each of the aptamers and HER2, rather 

it was likely due to some sort of nonspecific, electrostatic or hydrophobic/hydrophilic interaction 

between DNA and the purified HER2 protein.  

  To rule out the possibility that these results were a result of poor activity of the purified 

protein, a sample of active, recombinant human HER2 protein was purchased from Sino 

Biological, Inc. (Beijing, China), and was tested with the Liu 86mer and Yarden 42mer HER2 

aptamers. Unfortunately, the same trend was observed, where no distinct complex peak was 

detected and the sample containing aptamer and HER2 protein produced a sharper peak at earlier 

migration time relative to the sample of aptamer alone (data not shown). Following this result, a 

series of experiments were conducted to try to improve the CE methodology so that a HER2 

aptamer-HER2 protein complex peak could be detected. None of these experiments produced the 

desired result, so for brevity, these results will not be shown; rather, a general description of the 

experiments will be provided.  

 Several studies were conducted to try to improve the binding conditions between the HER2 

aptamers and HER2 protein. The sample buffer was adjusted to pH 6.9, 7.2, 7.5, 7.8, or 8.2. 
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Fig. A-9. Overlaid electropherograms of 200 nM randomer alone and with 200 nM HER2 (as indicated next to the respective 
electropherogram). The separation buffer was 31 mM Tris – 500 mM Gly at pH 8.2 and the sample buffer was 50 mM Tris-HCl at 
pH 8.2. The separation voltage was 18 kV and injection occurred for 4 sec at 5 psi. The capillary temperature was 25°C, and the 
capillary length and diameter were 60.2 cm (50.0 cm from inlet to detector) and 75 μm, respectively. SYBR Gold was present in 
the separation buffer at a dilution of 1:100,000 for on-column labeling.!
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Aptamer/protein samples were incubated under a variety of conditions including different 

temperatures (25°C, 4°C, or −20°C) and different incubation times (0, 30, 60, or 120 min and also 

24 hours). Samples were mixed in a variety of ratios including equimolar, excess protein, or 

excess aptamer in a concentration range of 10 nM up to 2 µM. Various salts that are known to 

stabilize aptamer secondary structures were added to the sample including 5 mM Mg2+, Na+, or 

K+. However, a complex peak was not detected under any of these conditions. 

 One early hypothesis was that the complex was forming, but was just not detected under the 

experimental conditions. As such, a series of experiments were focused on improving the 

sensitivity of the method in order to visualize the complex peak. The concentration of SYBR 

Gold in the BGE was increased from a dilution of 1:100,000 to 1:50,000, which resulted in some 

increase in signal, but no detected complex peak. A more significant increase in signal intensity 

was observed by removing the 520 nm long pass filter and replacing it with a second 488 nm 

notch filter, however, a complex peak was still not detected. 

 Finally, to ensure that poor resolution of sample components was not masking detection of 

the aptamer-protein complex, experiments were conducted to improve resolution. CZE, ctITP, 

and PectI conditions were all employed. In all cases, no complex peak was observed and only a 

shift in migration time was observed when HER2 was added to the aptamer sample. In another set 

of studies the separation voltage was varied from 5 kV up to 25 kV and various capillary 

temperatures were explored including 15, 20, and 25°C. The concentration of the sample buffer 

was also varied in order to influence EOF and thereby resolve the complex peak from the aptamer 

peak. Tris-HCl buffers were prepared to concentrations of 25, 50, 75, and 100 mM, all at pH 8.2. 

No complex peak was observed under any of these buffer conditions, however, it was interesting 

to note that increasing the sample buffer concentration resulted in slightly reduced sensitivity, 

presumably due to some sort of salt-induced quenching of SYBR Gold. 
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Conclusions and Future Work 

In summary, there is significant potential for discovering aptamers that can bind and inhibit 

HER2, as evidenced by the development of the Yarden 14mer, Yarden 42mer, and Liu 86mer 

HER2 aptamers. Here, CE was used to study the affinity of these aptamers to HER2 ECD. For 

each aptamer, no distinct complex peak was observed, however, a shift in migration time was 

observed, which was initially thought to be indicative of a specific interaction between the 

aptamer and the HER2 protein. Since a shift in migration time was also observed for a random 

DNA sample mixed with HER2, it remains unclear as to whether the aptamers and HER2 protein 

are binding with any specificity. Several CE conditions were modified to promote 

aptamer/protein binding, but no additional evidence was gathered to suggest that a complex was 

in fact formed. 

In future studies affinity capillary electrophoresis (ACE) could be used to measure 

dissociation constants for the three published aptamers [126]. ACE, along with the variation 

affinity probe CE (APCE), has been previously used for several aptamer/protein applications 

[55,127,56,128,57]. ACE allows for the determination of dissociation constants based on the 

formation of a complex peak and/or based on a shift in migration time of the aptamer peak. This 

latter application gives ACE a significant advantage over NECEEM determination of dissociation 

constants in the present study. To validate the use of ACE for the determination of dissociation 

constants between aptamers and HER2 protein, ACE analysis should first be carried out for the 

Liu 86mer HER2 aptamer, so that the calculated Kd can be compared to the 316 nM value 

reported in the literature [122]. Provided that the experimental Kd for the Liu 86mer HER2 

aptamer binding HER2 protein is similar to the published value, ACE can be applied for the 

determination of dissociation constants for the Yarden 14mer and 42mer HER2 aptamers. Results 

from these experiments should provide the necessary evidence to determine whether the proposed 

experiment, of selecting new HER2 aptamers from a randomized library screened against HER2 

protein, will be feasible under currently optimized CE methods. 
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APPENDIX B 

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL FOR CHAPTER 6 

 

 For over a decade, significant advances have been made to facilitate DNA-templated 

synthesis, including expansion of the variety of DNA-templated reactions [129] and the 

development of new linker and purification strategies [130]. These tools were first combined to 

generate a 64-member DNA-encoded small molecule library [131] and were later evolved to 

produce the 13,824-member DNA-encoded macrocycle library used in this work (herein, the Liu 

library) [42]. The Liu library consists of macrocycles composed of four subunits (A, B, C, and 

D). Subunit D represents 8 unique scaffolds, which are encoded in the template strand by a 3 base 

sequence, while subunits A, B, and C each represent 12 unique amino acid building blocks, which 

are encoded in the template strand by a 6 base sequence. The template strand is attached to the 

scaffold through a series of solid-phase and split-and-pool synthetic steps, and similarly each 

amino acid building block in subunits A, B, and C is conjugated with a linker and an 

oligonucleotide that contains the anticodon sequence (that is, a sequence that is complementary to 

the codon sequence in the template) to create the reagents for synthesis.  

 Synthesis of the library begins with a solution containing the 13,824 unique template-

conjugated scaffolds, to which the subunit A reagents are added (see Fig. B-1). The anticodon 

region of the subunit A reagent binds a specific template strand via complementarity, and then 

amine acylation is promoted with the addition of 1-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-3-ethylcarbodiimide 

(EDC) and N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide (sNHS) to attach subunit A to subunit D [42,130,131]. 

Unreacted or improperly reacted materials are subsequently capped with acetic anhydride to 

prevent them from participating in any further reactions. Then, the reaction mixture is subjected 

to alkaline conditions (pH 12) to cleave the linker and anticodon oligonucleotide by 

decarboxylation [130], and the product is recovered by precipitation (as in Fig. B-1). 

Successively, subunit B reagents are added to the mixture and the entire procedure of amine 
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acylation, capping, decarboxylation, and recovery is repeated. Next, subunit C reagents are added, 

which are unique in that they are conjugated with biotinylated DNA. The amine acylation step is 

carried out a final time to add subunit C to the small molecule, but instead of capping unwanted 

reactants and recovering products by precipitation, streptavidin-coated magnetic nanoparticles are 

introduced to the mixture to capture the biotinylated reaction products [42]. The captured 

products are washed several times and then treated with sodium periodate (NaIO4), which 

oxidatively cleaves the diol on subunit D [131] (as in Fig. B-1). When the pH of the solution is 

increased to pH 8.5, deprotonation of the phosphonium group on the linker attached to subunit C 

induces Wittig olefination and macrocyclization with the now exposed aldehyde on subunit D 

[131]. The macrocycle can then be eluted from the streptavidin-conjugated nanoparticles to yield 

the final DNA-encoded macrocycle [42] (as in Fig. B-1). Structures for each of the amino acid 

building blocks and scaffolds, their corresponding codons, and a representative macrocycle with 

its encoding DNA tag are depicted in Fig. B-2. 

Fig. B-1. DNA-templated synthesis of the 13,824-member DNA-encoded macrocycle library. EDC, 1-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-3-
ethylcarbodiimide; sNHS, N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide. Reprinted with permission from the Journal of the American Chemical 
Society [79].!
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A!

Codons for Subunit A! Codons for Subunit B! Codons for Subunit C! Codons for Subunit D!

Code! Codon A! Code! Codon B! Code! Codon C! Code! Codon D!

A1! 5’ – GGCTTT! B1! 5’ – GCTGAA! C1! 5’ – TTCCTC! D1! 5’ – AAC!

A2! 5’ – AGGCTT! B2! 5’ – AACGGT! C2! 5’ – AGCTCA! D2! 5’ – CTA !

A3! 5’ – GCCAAA ! B3! 5’ – GTCGAT ! C3! 5’ – ATCGGA ! D3! 5’ – AGA !

A4! 5’ – AGGAAC! B4! 5’ – GATTGC ! C4! 5’ – TGTGCA! D4! 5’ – TAC !

A5! 5’ – CGTATG ! B5! 5’ – GGACTT ! C5! 5’ –AGACTC ! D5! 5’ – CAA !

A6! 5’ – CATGAG! B6! 5’ – ACGGAT ! C6! 5’ – CTTCAG ! D6! 5’ – TGA !

A7! 5’ – GCAGTA ! B7! 5’ – AGGACT ! C7! 5’ – AGTCGA ! D7! 5’ – ACA !

A8! 5’ – GCGTAT ! B8! 5’ – TCGAGT ! C8! 5’ – ATGACG ! D8! 5’ – GAA !

A9! 5’ – GAGACA ! B9! 5’ – GCAAGA ! C9! 5’ – ACTAGC !

A10! 5’ – CTGTAG ! B10! 5’ – CTTGTG ! C10! 5’ – CAACCT !

A11! 5’ – GGAATC ! B11! 5’ – GGCTAA ! C11! 5’ – TCCGTA !

A12! 5’ – TAGCTG ! B12! 5’ – CTGGAA ! C12! 5’ – GCTTAC !

B!

C!

Fig. B-2. Components of the 13,824-member DNA-encoded macrocycle library. A) Chemical structures of the amino acid building 
blocks for subunits A, B, and C, and for scaffold D. B) Codon sequences (templates) for each building block and scaffold. The 
codon sequences direct the synthesis of the macrocycle. C) Representative macrocycle structure with its 54-base DNA tag. Figure 
A has been reprinted with permission from the Journal of  the American Chemical Society  [79].  Figures B and C have been 
modified with permission from the Journal of the American Chemical Society [42].!
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Results 

 Complete sequencing results used for the calculation of CE enrichment factors (first 

presented in Table 6-1) can be found in Table B-1. Enrichment factors were calculated by 

dividing the %Output, which was the percent of the collected sample constituted by the 

macrocycle of interest, by the %Input, which was the percent of the macrocycle of interest in the 

original library sample. As stated previously, the %Input was the same in all cases (0.0072%) 

because it was approximated based on equal representation of each macrocycle in the original 

library (1 out of 13,824), so the enrichment factor RE was defined as: 

 𝑅! =

𝑚𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒  𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒  𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙  𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒  𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑠 ×100%

0.0072%
 [B-1] 

 

Macrocycle!
(Codon I.D.)!

Fractions 1 & 2,!
pooled (complex)!

Fraction 3!
(complex)!

Fraction 11!
(unbound)!

A6-B9-C5-D6!

Sequence Frequency! 0! 1076! 0!

% Macrocycle, Output! 0.0! 0.28! 0.0!

RE (Output/Input*)! 0.0! 39! 0.0!

A6-B5-C3-D5!

Sequence Frequency! 992! 0! 0!

% Macrocycle, Output! 0.24! 0.0! 0.0!

RE (Output/Input*)! 33! 0.0! 0.0!

A12-B4-C10-D4!

Sequence Frequency! 792! 0! 0!

% Macrocycle, Output! 0.19! 0.0! 0.0!

RE (Output/Input*)! 27! 0.0! 0.0!

A1-B12-C4-D1!

Sequence Frequency! 0! 713! 0!

% Macrocycle, Output! 0.0! 0.19! 0.0!

RE (Output/Input*)! 0.0! 26! 0.0!

A3-B9-C8-D5!

Sequence Frequency! 790! 498! 1!

% Macrocycle, Output! 0.19! 0.13! 0.00033!

RE (Output/Input*)! 27! 18! 0.045!

Table  B-1.  Sequencing  Analysis  for CE Selection  of  Src-binding  Macrocycles  from a  13,824-member 
DNA-Encoded Macrocycle Library!

* The % Input was theoretically calculated based on equal representation of each of the 13,284 macrocycles. Given total 
reads of 409,944 (for fractions 1 & 2), 380,293 (for fraction 3), and 305,620 (for fraction 11), the % Input was 0.0072% in 
all cases.!
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Macrocycle!
(Codon I.D.)!

Fractions 1 & 2,!
pooled (complex)!

Fraction 3!
(complex)!

Fraction 11!
(unbound)!

A4-B3-C12-D8!

Sequence Frequency! 885! 0! 1!

% Macrocycle, Output! 0.22! 0.0! 0.00033!

RE (Output/Input*)! 30! 0.0! 0.045!

A8-B6-C12-D1!

Sequence Frequency! 752! 0! 7!

% Macrocycle, Output! 0.18! 0.0! 0.0023!

RE (Output/Input*)! 25! 0.0! 0.32!

A4-B2-C4-D3!

Sequence Frequency! 705! 0! 8!

% Macrocycle, Output! 0.17! 0.0! 0.0026!

RE (Output/Input*)! 24! 0.0! 0.36!

A9-B9-C12-D8!

Sequence Frequency! 702! 0! 8!

% Macrocycle, Output! 0.17! 0.0! 0.0026!

RE (Output/Input*)! 24! 0.0! 0.36!

A11-B5-C4-D2!

Sequence Frequency! 640! 0! 10!

% Macrocycle, Output! 0.16! 0.0! 0.0033!

RE (Output/Input*)! 22! 0.0! 0.45!

A10-B10-C12-D4!

Sequence Frequency! 890! 0! 17!

% Macrocycle, Output! 0.22! 0.0! 0.0056!

RE (Output/Input*)! 30! 0.0! 0.77!

A1-B4-C9-D8!

Sequence Frequency! 0! 887! 22!

% Macrocycle, Output! 0.0! 0.23! 0.0072!

RE (Output/Input*)! 0.0! 32! 1.0!

A9-B12-C9-D6!

Sequence Frequency! 695! 0! 37!

% Macrocycle, Output! 0.17! 0.0! 0.012!

RE (Output/Input*)! 23! 0.0! 1.7!

A2-B9-C10-D8!

Sequence Frequency! 685! 0! 38!

% Macrocycle, Output! 0.17! 0.0! 0.012!

RE (Output/Input*)! 23! 0.0! 1.7!

A11-B2-C4-D8!

Sequence Frequency! 861! 0! 55!

% Macrocycle, Output! 0.21! 0.0! 0.018!

RE (Output/Input*)! 29! 0.0! 2.5!

Table  B-1.  Sequencing  Analysis  for CE Selection  of  Src-binding  Macrocycles  from a  13,824-member 
DNA-Encoded Macrocycle Library (continued)!

* The % Input was theoretically calculated based on equal representation of each of the 13,284 macrocycles. Given total 
reads of 409,944 (for fractions 1 & 2), 380,293 (for fraction 3), and 305,620 (for fraction 11), the % Input was 0.0072% in 
all cases.!
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